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Warmer Wednesday

California Students
Refuse Peace Bid
Demonstrations
Will Continue
At Berkeley
MASS ARRAIGNMENT POSTPONED . . . Hundreds of
University of California sit-in demonstrators leave the Berkeley Community Theater, after the mass arraignment was
continued until next Monday to allow for defense preparation.

Judge Rupert Crittenden warned the students that were arrested during the sit-in demonstration at Sprou.1 Hall Thursday, that tlie charges against them "may seriously affect
you in the . future ." (AP Photofax )

BESET BY CRITICS

Burch Puts Future

Up to GOP Chiefs

WASHINGTON (AP ) - Republican National Chairman
Dean Burch, beset by critics
within his party, plans to take
his case to the GOP National
Committee with a letter spelling
out his views on leadership and
party issues.
Burch said in an interview
Monday night'Cthat he would
draft a detaijed''summary of his
own views and send it to the 132
National Committee members

who meet in Chicago Jan. 22
and 23 to decide, among other
things, whether to retain Burch ,
chosen last July for his post by
GOP presidential nominee Barry Goldwater.
Earlier, Burch said both he
and Goldwater could accept and
endorse a policy statement issued Saturday at Denver by Republican governors calling for
GOP "leadership which clearly
represents a broad view of Re-

VIET REDS OVERRUN OUTPOST

3 More . US.
Soldiers Killed

SAIGON, South Viet Nam
(AP) — Viet Cong guerrillas
overran a small outpost at the
southern tip of Viet Nam today,
killing three American soldiers
and nine South Vietnamese.
Ten Vietnamese soldiers were
wounded in the surprise attack
by about 50 Communists.
The casualties brought the
total of Americans killed in action in South Viet Nam to 229
since December 1961.
Two of the Americans killed
today were infantry officers and
the third was an enlisted man.
Their outpost 125 miles from
Saigon apparently was being
used as the command post in an
operation. The Viet Cong force,
small by usual standards , prob-

Dismissed Cuban
Minister Shoots
Self in Head

MIAMI , Fla. (AP )-Cubon Labor Minister Augusto Martinez
Sanchez , notified that he was
being dismissed from his 'post ,
shot himself in the head today,
Havana Radio said.
A broadcast heard In Miami
said his condition was reported
as serious. The shooting occurred at 1 a.m., the radio said,
but gave no further details .

Spot on Reuther $
Lung is Removed

DETROIT (AP) - The condition of President Walter P. Reuther of the United Auto Workers
Union was reported satisfactory
nt Henry Ford Hospital today.
Reuther , 57, was operated on
Monday for removal of what
was described as a "small spot"
on his right lung.
An official statement from the
UAW reported that the lung spot
was "successfully .en.ov .il."
The statement gave no further
clotnilH except to term tho operation a "conservative surgical
procedure " and report Kleuther 's condition satisfactory .
A union spokesman , saying
the statement spoke for Itself ,
declined to answer n question
whether malignancy had been
found.

ably infiltrated the post before
opening fire , a U.S. source said.

In the An Lao monntail valley, 30 miles northeast of Saigon, Viet Cong guerrillas were
making a determined attempt to
overrun a district headquarters.
The battle was still going on
tonight , a U.S. spokesman said.
American helicopter pilots
reported the Viet Cong moving
openly across the valley.
"We have been shooting at
them in the open and running
across roads and at automaticweapons positions in the trees , "
said Maj. Clement A. Wyllie, of
Chattanooga , Tenn., commander of an armed helicopter unit.
The Vict Cong blew up the
onl y bridge leading to the tiny
valley. Military sources reported three armored personnel carriers moving to the battle area
were hit and were in flames.
Veh icles around the barbedwire fort at the district headquarters were burning, Wyllie
reported . He said there were
many dead and wounded Vietnamese inside the fort.
A relentless fire from Communist heavy weapons poured
Into the fort , and helicopters
were being continually fired on.
One helicopter piloted by
Capt. Peter R. Cogglns of Manchester , N.H., made a hazardous flight into the fort to pick
up nine wounded. It was hit by
mortar fragments on the way
out.
Troops airlifted into the area
were being dropped on a 2,000foot mountain because all other
areas were under heavy fire ,
Wyllie said.

publicanism. ' Some governors
described the statement as a
call for Burch's ouster.
,
Burch commented after he
announced the resignation of
John Grenier, his right-hand
man since July, as executive
director nf the National Committee.
The
national
chairman's
statement brought an immediate response from Idaho Gov.
Robert E . Smylie , chairman of
the GOP governors group, who
denounced it as
"a hollow and
shallow promise" and "a desperate reaction
to the very apparent fact that
the Republican
National ComGrenier
mittee is swinging heavily against him and his
leadership. "
Gov. Mark Hatfield of Oregon
said he thought "it would be
very difficult to carry on in a
more inclusive manner . . . until
some very specific acts have
been made which would demonstrate more than just words —
actions as well as words." He
declined to specify what actions
he meant.
But Colorado Gov. John A.
Love, who expressed the hope
last week that Burch would be
replaced , said he was "more
than pleased" with the national
ch airman's statement. "I hope
this will lead the way toward a
greater unification of the party
than we presently have," he
said.
Burch said he expects to send
his letter to the members of the
National Committee on Thursday.
"It will de al with my attitude
toward this squabble that has
broken out ," he said, "I want to
put this whole thing into perspective. "
The .'!6-year-old party chairman said he will also take up
questions that will face the National Committee at its Chicago
meeting. "I wiint to outline
what I think the real issues
are ," he suiri,
3n their resolution the governors said:
"We strongly recommend to
the National Committee that in
determining its leadership at
the forthcoming meeting in January it adopt leadership which
clearly represents a broad view
of Republicanism and practices ,
a policy of inclusion rather than
exclusion. "

End in Marriage
Taffy Tuttle sighs that
all her romances end In
marriage: "Yes, my boy
friends all marry somebody
else" . . . A Broadwaylte
comp lains thnt his son is
at the In-between age: Too
old to believe in Santa
Claus, but too young to
buy his own gifts . . . A
local fellow tells us that his
wife has a terrible memory :
"S h e remembers everything. "

(For more laughs see
Earl Wilson on - Page 4.)

Dc un Burch

Indonesian
Mob Storms
U.S. library

JAKARTA, Indonesia (AP —
A mob protesting America's
policies toward the Congo and
Malaysia stormed the U.S. Information Service library in the
East Java capital of Surabaja
Monday night , burning books,
furniture, a mobile unit and a
car.
It was the second U.S. library
attacked by Indonesian demonstrators in four days. A mob
stoned and sacked the American
cultural center in Jakarta and
its library last Friday, , destroying about a fourth of the
library's 15,000 fcooks.
The Communlst-Ied demonstrators are protesting America's participation with Belgium
in the rescue of white hostages
from Congolese rebels and U.S.
support of Malaysia, which Indonesian President Sukarno has
threatened to crush.
USIS Director Paul Neilson
told a news conference a mob of
about 1,000 banner-waving demonstrators smashed windows to
enter the Surabaja library ,
which had be-en closed and
locked in anticipation of trouble.

Conrad, at
Dakar, Flying
To Capetown

DAKAR , Senegal i/P) — Max
Conrad , the 62 -year-old flying
grandfather from W i n o n a ,
Minn. , landed here Monday after a 3,200-mile flight from Puerto Rico.
It was Conrad's 142nd ocean
crossing in a light plane.
He took off today on a nonstop flight to Capetown, South
Africa , and from there he
will attempt a world record
light plane flight. He intends to
fly 8,500 miles: nonstop from
Capetown to New Orleans , La.

BERKELEY, Calif. (AP) - A
peace offer spumed by the TJni¦versity of California 's rebel student group comes under the
scrutiny of 1,200 faculty members on the Berkeley campus
today with a return to order of
continued demonstrations for
unrestricted politico-social campaigning in the balance.
The Academic Senate - all
faculty members with tenure —
set a meeting for 3 p.m, to review the squelched peace proposal, listen to alternative plans
and announce their opinion.
Insurgent students temporarily suspended until 8 a.m.
"Wednesday their strike and
picketing of university entrances and classroom buildings
in an effort to pr omote a generON VIEW IN THE RED ROOM . . . by British artist Sir William Orpen , normally
al strike. They said whether or
President
Johnson directs British Prime
hangs on a wall in the room but was placed
not they resume depends on the
Minister
Harold
Wilson to place beside a
on an easel so Wilson might have a better
Academic Senate 's report on the
painting
of
President
Woodrow
Wilson
in
the
view.
The British visitor is here for two days
peace plan turned down MonRed Room at the White House. The painting,
of conferences. (AP Photofax)
day.
Rebel student leaders went to
Sacramento saying they would
place their protests before Gov.
Edmund G. Brown today.
A minority of the 27,-00-memher student body is demanding
the right to recruit volunteers
and solicit funds anywhere on
campus for off-campus politicosocial activities, including civil WASHINGTON (AP)
— Presi- ideas on how to organize a nu- fense of the multilateral fore*
rights work.
dent Johnson and Prime Minis- clear weapons force within the as conceived by the United
Their protests led to a loosen- ter Harold Wilson continue their North Atlantic Treaty Organiza- States.
ing of regulations by the univer- talks today with two main sub- tion at a midaftenj oon session
Wilson Is cool to the Idea. Insity Board of Regents last jects expected on the agenda: with Johnson. Monday, their secstead,
the Labor government is
the
nuclear
future
of
the
Atlanond
of
the
day.
The prime minmonth. The regents gave perunderstood
to propose the fortic
Alliance
and
the
situation
in
ister
will
conclude
his
presentamission for on-campus solicitaAsia. .
mation
of
a
new NATO nuclear
^Southeast
tion
today
and
then,
presumation and recruitment in three
command, to include Britain's
Wilson
began
to
spell
out
his
bly,
Johnson
will
present
a
dedesipated areas for lawful offnuclear bombers and submacampus activity.
rines and all or most of the nuA spokesman for the insurclear tactical weapons already
gent group, called Free Speech
in Europe.
Movement, said the movement's
The U.S.-suggestedl nuclear
prime demand is for removal of
fleet, drastically reduced from
the word "lawful" from the regthe proposed 25 ships with 20O
ulations . He said students want
Polaris missiles, also would b©
to parti cipate in such activities
pert of the new command.
as civil rights demonstrations in
The two leaders will seek no
the South because they feel they
decisions on this delicate and
are worthy though unlawful.
Only the regents can change UNITED NATIONS , N.Y. the United States will speak in complex issue, observers on
both sides cautioned. Monday
(AP ) - The United States has the assembly about then.
the regulations.
night.
The word that no bluedelayed
its
policy
speech
to
the
The
United
States
wants
to
Free Speech Movement demprint
will
emerge from the twoonstrations, protest rallies and U.N. General Assembly for an- confer with Thant on the prog- day conference was
stressed
other
week
in
hopes
the
Soviet
ress
of
his
financial
negotiations
picketin g have produced turmoil
repeatedly, with American and
on the campus over the past two Union will give some clue by before deciding how hard a line British officials using the same
then to what it intends to do to take in the policy debate.
months.
word.
about its peace-keeping debt.
¦
The postponement — second The State Department said It
in a week — disappointed many was giving close study to Soviet
WEATHER
delegates anxious to learn the Foreign Minister Andrei A. GroFEDERAL FORECAST
Johnson administration 's posi- myko's speech to the assembly
Monday in which he charged
WINONA AND VICINITY - tion on U.N. issues.
that U.S. policy in Europe, Asia
Partly cloudy tonight and Wednesday. L i t t l e temperature The United States also Is and Africa imperils world
change tonight , wpjrfner Wed- awaiting the return of ailing peace.
nesday. Low tonigm 10-20, high Secretary-General U Thant , who U.S. Ambassador Adlai E.
took over the financial negotia- Stevenson issued a statement
Wednesday 35:
tions shortly before he went to denouncing Gromyko's speech
LOCAL WEATHER
Official observations for the the hospital with a gastric ail- as "harsh cold-war talk" and
expressing hope that it was
24 hours ending at 12 m. to- men t last Friday.
A U.N. spokesman announced "m ore propaganda than pollday :
PHILADELPHIA - A nationMaximum , 29; minimum . 22; late Monday that Thant will be cy. "
al
farm leader said here Monbark
on
tho
job
by
the
middle
noon , 25; preci pitation . .3 inch
next week. A U.S. source said State Depa rtment officials In day that if the family farm is
snow.
Washington said privately that to survive , there must be a
the Soviet foreign minister of- change in the direction of govfered little new and that Mos- ernment farm policy.
cow seems to be marking time
Charles B. Shuman , president
on major issues.
of the American Farm Bureau
(Iromyko made no direct ref- Federation , issued this warning
erence to formulas being ad- in his annual address t o the .(.th
vanced to solve the U.N. finan- annual meeting of the Federacial crisis created by Soviet re- tion at the Academy of Music
fusal to pay peace-keeping as- auditorium here.
sessments.
THE FEDERATION Is the
nation 's largest gene ral farm
000 chp<-k rfom the bank was day or Wednesday to consider
organization In tho na tion , with
Goodfellows Fund
cashed hy Baker at the Senate how far to press its stormy, ofa membershi p of m ore than
disbursing office after Bromley ten politically flavored inves,.
t .(.00 ,000 farm and ranch famiPreviously
lkted
$85-1.tS
endorsed it but that he did not tigation of Raker 's outside busilies.
know what was done with the ness dealings.
3.00
Friend*
"A government-directed agrimoney. Baker nt the time was Sen. John Sherman Cooper , RMr. and Mm . O. C.
secretary to the Senate Demo- Ky., the lone GOP member of
Currier
5.00 culture inevitably fa vors the
big-scale operators who can afcratic majority . He resigned tho Rules Committee still in Lewis Alleman , Almn ,
Washington , said he would deWis.
2.00 ford to employ tho legal talent
later under fire.
to find loopholes in the law and
mand a far more searching in- Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Republican* nnd Democratic quiry than has been made up to
tho funds to buy influence and
.-Inborn
10.00
members told reporters the now.
Clara Strente r
10.00 protection ,"' Shuman ssald.
committee probabl y would meet
Mt. Vernon Hencoim
The farm lender sai d he was
in a closed session later In the
Democratic members IndiMl Club . Minneconvinced
that "gover nment incated privately they believe (lie
iska , Minn.
5.00
time- is about at hand lo consid- Five Little Friends .. 5.00 tervention in tho agricultural
er winding up this new phase of l .tigcnto . . Maxwell . 5.00 price and production decisions
SHOPPING
tho Inquiry by turning over its A Friend
5.00 has materially reduced farm Income.
evidence
lo
the
Justice
DepartJohn nnd Vivian
U*TT DATS IE . .
ment and some of it perhaps to
Sulsman, Trempea"Government paym ents and
other
Senate
investigating
leau , Wis
5.00 subsidies have been only a pargrmi ps.
Sara nnd Linda
tial offset to tho tr emendous
Cooper said he would oppose li
Iliirtitcln
5.00 losses in price and In<_>m_ sufwindhip and Keek a recess until Tog * "n To_vs
25.00 fered |>y (he producers of wheat ,
after Jan. 1. lie said this will Sandy, Roddy, fJnry
feed grains , cotton , nnd other
nnd Krott , .Tulle and
prov ide time for committee incrops as a result of the governDebbie, I.ecky,
vestigators to check now eviment nrlre-dopr cN sing surplus
CHRISTMAS SEALS fighf TBan d
Dnvld ami Tracy
0.00 disposal op.nition s nnd tho disdence obtained from Insurance
man Don B. Reynolds and from
placement af farm crojps by subollier _ RESPIRATORY DISEASES
tho Justice Department .
Total to Date
S0IH.15 stitute products. "

Johnson and Wilson
Continue NATO Talks
US. Delays
U.N. Speech

Family Farm
In Danger,
Leader Says

Next Step in Baker
Probe Being Decided

WASHINGTON ( AP) - A
Senate probe of? Bobby Baker 's
financial dealings and his role
In an' alleged political payoff
appeared headed today for a
climactic decision on its future.
The Senate R ules Comrnittee,
resuming the inquiry after a
weekend recess , called n Washington lobbyist friend of Baker
for questioning about a $5,00(1
payment from a Cal ifornia
bank. '
Tho committer planned to ask
lobbyist Wayne Bromley what
he did for the Redwood N.ition ivl
Bank of San ICafael, Calif. , to
earn the money and whether
Baker received any of it .
The Bonk co-ntondu llromley
was paid only ra "perfectly normal" fee as an attorney for
services per.or .n _d in 11X52-0:1.
Sen. John J. Williams , Il-Del.,
has pictured ll os a payment for
lobbying activities.
Williams told the Senat e in a
speech last July 27 that the $_,-
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Two Appointed Higher Land Will Armory Go to Airport After All?
To Cit y Boards Values Seen
With Dikes

The value of marginal lands
on the city's easterly limits
may rise considerably if flood
protection is furnished , the City
Council was told Monday night.
Aldermen learned of this possibility in an appraisal report
which will be turned over to
the Army Corps of Engineers.
Appraisers, hired by the city,
were John Steffen and Clarence Gerecke. Their bill of $300
for services -was quickly approved by the council.

Sieve Morgan
Two appointments to city
boards were m ade Monday night
by Mayor R. K. Ellings to fill
*~ vacancies created by resignations.
Approved by the City Council
were Steve Morgan , downtown
retail jeweler, appointed to the
Winona Housing and Redevelopment Authority board , and
James M. Foster , Central Labor
Union president , to the City
Planning Commission.
Morgan - replaces William J.
Thurow. Foster succeeds Hollis
Larsen , former labor delegate
to the planning group.
A former alderman and Board
of Education member , MORGAN is no stranger to city government. Elected 2nd Ward alderman in April 1963, he resigned a year later , citing possible conflicts of interest posed
by downtown renewal planning.
In 1955 he was appointed to a
school board post and served
the last two years of an unexpired term. His term on the
WHHA expires in 1967.
Mforgan , 51, is a native of
Winona, a graduate of Winona
Senior High School and attended
Rollins College, Winter Park ,
Fla. He has been in the jewelry
business since 1941 and bought
out his father 's interest in the
family-operated store in 1955.
The store has been a Winona
fixture at 70 W. 3rd St, since its
founding In 1886 by Morgan's
grandfather , S. W. Morgan.

James MLr Foster

He is a member of St. Paul's
Episcopal Church , Winona Elks
Club and the Winona Area
Shrine Club of which he is a
past president. He and his wife ,
who live at 258 W. Wabasha St.,
have three sons and one daughter. Two sons are married and
living elsewhere.
FOSTER, 43, a native of
Force, Pa., has lived in Winona
since 1945. He served in the
Army from 1941 to 1945, one
year and two months of which
service was with the 30th and
76th Infantry divisions in the
European Theater of Operations.
After his discharge he and
his wife , the former Ruth McDonald of Winona , moved here
to live. He was employed as a
building laborer . He is a member of Local 1316, International
Hod Carriers, Building and Common Laborers Union. He was
recording secretary for the local from 1957 to 1960 and has
been its president since 1960.
He was elected Central Labor
Union president in 1963 and reelected in January 1964. He is
a member of Cathedral of the
Sacred Heart, Veterans of Foreign Wars, Winona Rose Society,
Winona Flower and Garden
Club and the Minnesota AFLCIO Interim Committee on Civil Rights. He and his wife live
at 617 Harriet St.
The term to which Foster
was appointed expires in 1966.

THE APPRAISAL covered
416 acres of land south and
east of the old city dumping
grounds. Its
——"
evaluation was j
requested by
v,,, #
GltV
ihe corps after the coun- —
,.
c i l a s k e d COU HCll
amendment of L-——the new flood
control plan to establish an
eastern dike along the old Chicago Great Western right of
way. Because this would embrace more land than the protected area outlined in the original plan , the corps position
was that potential improvement
in value must be sufficient to
justif y the change and added
expense.
Steffen and Gerecke placed
present value of the land at
$372,000. Much of it is swampy
ground in the Shive Road area
but northern portion s include
the site of Swift & Co. plant.
The City Planning Commission
and council believe the area
has industrial potential.
If flood protection is provided, the appraisers reported , the
land' s value could be expected
to rise to about $473,000.
An independen t appraisal also will be made by the corps
before a decision is made. Work
is expected to start on the
eastern portion of the project
by midsummer next year.
Work on Phase 1, the western
and larger portion , will begin
early next spring.

By FRANK UH1JG
Dally Newt Staff Writer
Still another chapter in the
cliff-hanging armory story wa.
played out in Monday night' s
City Council meeting, leavin g
the audience eagerl y awaiting
the next installment.
In last month's episode , the
Minnesota National Guard and
Owl
Realty
__^
Co., owners of
^•• i
most of WinCity
c r e s t Addi'
t i o n , h a d t ^f s i mf sl
agreed on a |v«ounc i >
site. It wa.s
to be near the juncti on of Hilltop Drive and CSAH 107. Sewer and water connections would
be arranged without cost to the
state and at minimum expense to the city. The land ,
some five acres, was to be donated by Owl Realty.
BUT TROUBLE entered In
the form of restrictive covenants incorporated in deeds of
homeowners who already have
purchased .and in the subdi-

City Asks

For Runway
Job Again

Tools Stolen
From Garage at
Minnesota City

Council , Housing
Authority Plan
Dec. 15 Meeting

3 Top 4-H Plays
Selected in
Wa basha County

built if arrangements were not James Baird , Capt. Lueck askforthcoming.
ed about facilities at the airport. Baird said he believes
CAPT. LUECK asked the nothing short of another treatcouncil to again consider the ment plant would be needed , the
once-discarded site at Max estimated cost of which is $50,Conrad Field. His superiors do 000.
not relish the thought of more
civilian uprisings and would
ANSWERING a question b y
like to settle on some city- Aid. Clarence Tribell , Capt,
owned land , namely the air- Lueck said the city 's share of
port. Sewer leads to the exist- armory costs on a Wincrest site
ing drainfield could be furnish- would be about $30,000, spread
ed, he suggested , thereby keep- over 10 years. The standard reing the city 's costs relatively quirement for an armory is that
low.
the site be furnished without
Council President H a r o l d cost to the state, fully serviced
Briesath attempted to calm the by water and sewer connecGuard' s misgivings. T h e r e tions. This is in addition to the
would be absolutely no strings above share of building and
on the new site, he said. The maintenance costs.
city could extend sewers lor
Aid . James Stoltman asked il
about $.,000, a reasonable price, Capt. Lueck thought his superand water already was avail- iors would approve the latest
able , he said. The airport drain- site if the council "guaranteed"
field , he continued , is already it free of problems. The captain
at saturation point , accommo- declined to say flatly the Guard
dating the Warner-Swasey plant would object or agree but calland airport buildings.
ed it "questionable. " In his
Turning to the city engineer , opinion , he said , terrain fea-

Two bids for a year 's supply
of gasoline - estimated at 55,000 gallons — were opened by
the City Council Monday night
with only a small fractional
difference in proposed prices.
Successful bidder was the
Mobil Oil Co., with a proposal
of 14.08 cents per gallon , net ,
or a total of $7,744.
The other bidder was the
Standard Oil Co., at 14.15 cents
per gallon , for a total of $7,782.
Other council business :
• Action on a Fire and Police Board request for four way stop signs at 2nd and
Franklin streets was deferred.
The chief of police will be asked to study the intersection and
its traffic. Aid. Daniel Bamben ek said trucks and other
Bay State Milling Co. traffic
have difficulty getting across
the intersection , which now
makes 2nd Street a thoroughfare.

Meeting Called
On Cooperative
Teaching Plan

• A petition bearing 25.. signatures , protesting imposition
of parking changes at Levee
Park , was read and filed.
• A communication from the
City Planning Commission on
the topic of parking was received. The commission recommends more off - street
parking space and extension of
present controls over on-street
parking.
• A permit to sell Christmas
trees at his home was Issued
to William Donaldson , 527 W
3th St.
• A 30-day extension of permit for a business close-out
sale by Jay-Bee's Men 's Wear
store was granted. Additional
fee is $25.
• Permission was granted
Miller Industries to use Chicago and North Western Railroad
land north of Olmstead and
Grand streets for off-street
parking. The land is in the city
flood control zone. Permission
to construct an office building
annex was granted this year
by the Board of Zoning Appeals
on condition the firm provide
off-street parking in conformity
with the zoning code.
• City HaU employes will be
given Saturdays off following
Christmas and New Year's
Day, according to Aid. James
Stoltman's motion.
• No name has yet been
submitted f o r
a dedicated
street along the north side of
the projected Linahan's Inn at
Mankato Avenue and Highways 61-14, said City Recorder
John Carter. Council President
Harold Briesath asked aldermen to don their thinking caps
and advance suggestions.
• A meeting with county
commissioners will be attended
Thursday night by about five
aldermen, They will discuss
long-range planning of countystate aid highway maintenance
within the city. City Engineer
James Baird showed a drawing of a proposed interchange
for Orrin and West Sth streets.
• The resignation of Mrs.
Margaret Court i er Nowlan as
assistant welfare commissioner
was accepted. Mrs. Nowlan 's
resignation is effective Feb. 1.
• A two-hour limit for parking on 3rd Street , between
Kansas to Liberty streets , was
adopted subject to passage of
an ordinance amendment. Aid.
James Stoltman authored the
motion .

Driver Forfeits
$65 in Deposits

Donald F. Far nholtz , Winona
Rt. 3, forfeited $f>5 in bonds today in munici pal court on two
traffic charges.
Famhollz forfeited $50 on a
charge of reckless drivin g on
3rd Street from Walnut to Main
streets Sunday at 2:35 a.m. and
$15 on a charge of driving at
night with no lights on 4th
Street between Washington nnd
Johnson streets , on the same occasion.
A charge of driving without a
valid driver 's license in possession at 2nd and Main streets
Saturday at 11:14 p.m. was dismissed today after Fnrnholtz
produced the license at the police station.

On Swiffs

Mayor R. K. Ellings told the
City Council Monday night he
will head a delegation conferring with Swift & Co. officials
in Chicago Wednesday about
possible retention of the Winona plant.
The mayor will be accompanied by Kenneth McQueen ,
president of the Winona Industrial Development Association ,
and Arnold Stoa , Chamber of
Commerce president.
Aid. Daniel Bambenek suggested the council ask legislators for authority to make
tax concessions to new industries. Local residents have
asked about such considerations for the packing plant , he
said , but nothing in the present law permits such action.
Bambenek said such a law
might well command wide support in the legislature since
many Minnesota communities
are trying to attract industry .
Such a provision would help
meet the competition of some
southern states which offer liberal tax rates to industrial newcomers, he noted.

Minister's Role
In Mental Health
Called Major One

The City Council used written
ballots Monday night to appoint
William F. Holden interim 1st
Ward alderman until next April.
Holden , a former alderman ,
replaces Mrs . Muriel Ollom
who resigned last month to accept employment with the city
library.

PLACED IN nomination were
three names : Holden, Mrs.
Mary Masyga , former alderman at large, and David L.
Johnson , radio announcer who
said he would file for the position in upcoming elections.
Each of the three had written a
letter asking for the appoi ntment. Holden's letter stated
that he would serve the unexpired term but would not file
for election, thus giving all aspiring candidates an equal
chance, since none would .have
the advantage of incumbency.
Balloting in the committee oi
the whole session gave Holden
seven , Mrs. Masyga one, and
Johnson none. In the later formal motion to appoint Holden,
the vote was unanimous. Aid.
Clarence Tribell announced he
! had voted for Mrs. Masyga In
the committee balloting.
Arriving at about 10:20 p.m.
in response to a telephone call,
Holden sat in on the balance

The pastor has a large role
to play in helping persons
achieve mental health , and he
must work with psychiatrists in
doing so, the pastor of Grace
Presbyterian Church said Monday night.
Speaking at a meeting of the
Winona County Mental Health
Association , the Rev. William
T. King said a pastor must
listen to a troubled person to
determine whether guilt is attached to reality or fantasy,
then must make clear that
which transforms guilt into sensitivity and sin into hope.
A PASTOR, the Rev. TMr.
King said , deals with the relation of guilt to the forgiver ,
while the psychiatrist concerns
himself with the relation of
guilt to reality.
Different persons have different conceptions of what mental
illness is , the speaker said.
Those whose views are formed
by the Puritan heritage believe
that mental illness is simply
being content to live as an inferior creature .
Others , whose view is that
persons are the products of
heredity and environment , believe tha t one will be what his
parents and neighbors are.
A third view, however , is that
persons are forgiven sinners ,
capable of change , the Rev .
Mr , King said . The guilty are
cut off from God and from others , but can become ashamed.
With this , he said , comes the
assurance of forgiveness that
can transform the troubled .
IN CALLING for questions
from the audience nt the end
of his talk , the speaker said
that "if you gel me in a tight
spot , 1 will use the good pastoral technique of referring you
to a psychiatrist. "
In addition to the Rev. Mr.

(fkmsmbsihL thsL <&mdi}.at gh/thimcuu

JU0r Eagles Regular Meeting \

tures would raise problems In
locating the building and super*
ior officers might well decide
against the area.
Capt . Lueck agreed to ask
general officers to return once
again to view the new site. He
would forward the message
promptly, he said , and let the
council know this week if possible.

WOULD THE council have alternates in mind if the newest
plan is vetoed? Lueck asked.
Noting that "we 're in a bind ,
too, 1 ' President Briesath appealed to Capt. Lueck to explain the
council' s position carefully and
see if the guard officers would
agree.
Aldermen agreed to call a
special meeting whenever necessary to take up forthcoming
developments. Capt. Lueck said
Gens. Leon Hagen and Chester
Moeglein are out of the country
but will be back in a few days.
They will then be notified, h_
said.

City Gets Gasoline 3 fo Confer Holden Returns
At 14.08 a Gallon In Chicago To City Council

IN A RELATED action , aldermen voted to provide a
temporary crossing of Chicago
and North Western Railway
tracks at Stone Street for Park
Construction Co., prime contractor for Phase I of the control program.
The company informed the
A meeting of the Winona
council it has insured itself Board of Education with repagainst liability to the railroad resentatives of the Cotter High
company in the event of any
Renewed application for fed- damage or accidents arising out School Advisory Board on the
possibility of arranging a proeral and state funds for airport of the crossing's use.
gram of cooperative instruction
A_nbrose T. Schwartz, 33, 517 runway extension should be
if a new Senior High School
W. 4th St., was found guilty of made now, City A t t o r n e y
building is constructed has
speeding by Judge John D. Mc- George M. Robertson Jr. told
been called for Dec. 17.
Gill after a trial today in mu- the City Council Monday night.
Earlier this
nicipal court .
He reminded aldermen the
fall
board
recent
Civil
Aeronautics
Board
_ i
Schwartz indicated he would
\
members had bCllOOl
rti-ve eight days in city jail order that scheduled air service
heard informrather than pay the $25 fine lev- m u s t be retained would
Allen Tschumper, Minnesota ally a suggesD rt a r J
ied by the judge.
/ +' ,
lose its meanCity ,- Monday told Sheriff George tion from a | POoiO
City
TESTIMONY OF Schwartz ing if larger
Fort of the theft from his ga- Cotter
advi-l
rage last week of a large num- sory board member that conand the arresting patrolman aircraft a r e /«
ber of shop tools.
Richard D. Braithwaite, con- acquired b y V-OUDC II
sideration be- given to a shared
Tools worth $57 and a cam- time program if a new high
flicted on several points; and North Central
.ludge McGill told the defend- Airlines , The 44-passenger Con- era valued at $10 were taken school is built.
Tschumper 's
garage ,
ant that he had no reason to vair , soon to be the line 's from
As outlined then , this would
believe that Braithwaite had standard equi pment , cannot use which has no door.
involve enrollment of Cotter
Tschumper listed these tools students at Senior High for
lied under oath. On the other the present 4,000-foot runway
missing: A ball pein hammer , certain elective courses and
hand , the judge told Schwartz safely, he said.
Aid. Neil Sawyer asked what a 6- and an 8-inch crescent instruction for Senior High
that his story was "totall y incompatible with the circum- the city 's share of costs for the wrench , side pliers, diagonal students at Cotter in courses
proposed 1,000-foot extension pliers , Phillips screw driver, that aren 't offered in the pubstances. "
regular screw driver. 10-inch
Called to the witness chair would be. Robertson said the Phillips screwdriver , box end lic school.
city
formerly
paid
one-sixth
of
Superintendent of Schools A.
by Cit y Prosecutor James W.
such costs, with half supplied set , box end open , combination L. Nelson told school board
Soderberg, Braithwaite told by federal funds
,
box
end
,
ratchet
and
speed
set
and one-third
how he and another Winona by the state. A recent change small electrical socket set , large members Monday that the
policeman
had followed has upper) the city contribution socket set , plug socket , rubber Rev. James McCauley, Cotter
Schwartz 's car nort h on Man- to one-fourth of any subsequent hammer , files and a dark green principal , had suggested a
meeting to discuss the matter
kato Avenue and west on 2nd improvement project , he said, tool box.
Street Nov . IS at 7:52 p.m.
Robertson estimated that the Tschumper discovered the in more detail and that 11
The defendant' s speed had irport fund now has nearly theft Friday. He reported it members of the Cotter board
been clocked at slightly more ^enough to pay the city share of Monday at 1:45 p.m . Sheriff planned to attend.
than 40 m.p.h. on 2nd Street such a project so extra appro- Fort said an investigation had
turned up no trace of the tract for the grant also commit
between Zumbro and Kansas priations may not be needed.
tools.
the city irrevocably to involvestreets , B r a i t h w a i t e said,
A motion was adopted authment in a renewal program.
Schwartz wns .Topped at Walnut orizing the city engineer to peThe author ity hoard declined
Street and cited for .speeding, tition the Federal Aviation
to sign the contract last week ,
Agency for funds. Three prevand patrolman concluded.
pending receipt of their attorUnder cross-examination by ious requests , submitted in the
ney
's opinion. Board members
past
two
years,
have
heen
,
Braithwaite
denied
Schwartz
and aldermen had been told that
II IH I he had Ihe ticket already pigeonholed by government ofno such commitment would be
written out when he brought fices pending outcome of air
included in the grant request but
the? defendant hack lo the squad service hearings.
City Council members will vvere uncertain about the quescar . "You did ," said Schwartz.
meet jointly with Ihe Winona tion because of some contract
Braithwaite,
"No ," replied
Housing nnd Redevelopment language.
"Vou did. " "No. "
Authority Dec. 15, at 7 p.m. at
In federally financed renewal
the Arthur C. Thurley Homes projects , the WHRA acts as exSCHWARTZ TOOK Ihe ntand
community room.
ecuting authority for the city,
to say that Bralthwaile 's car
Topic of the meeting will be according to Minnesota state
had not followed him from ManIhe city 's request for a planning law which sets forth procedures
kato Avenue. The squad car
grant for a 26-block downtown
.
was parked on Liberty Street , WABASHA , Minn. (S peciaD- renewal area. The authority 's in such cases. ¦
/
just
off
2nd
s t r e e t , The three top one-act plays attorney will present an opinThere are 700 public fishing
said Schwartz , and pulled presented by Wabasha County ion on whether terms of the con- sites in Mi chigan.
him over almost Immediately 4-H' ers have been named , eaya
after roaring out into 2nd. His Marvin Lee, assistant county
speedometer had rend "approx- agent.
imately " 30 m.p.h. at all times, The HGH club presented the
Schwartz mainta ined.
top play at Elgin , while the
Under cross-examination by Pepin Hill Club had the best
Hy niJTH HOG. '.US
Soderberg, Schwartz could offer play at Wabasha. In the Lake
Daily Newf Area Editor
no explanation of how Braith- City contest tho top p lay was
waite knew he had driven north preeented by Ihe Hilltop HotA Gnlesville resident who may find Christmas a liltle
on Mankato Avenue and turned shot!. Club.
lonely this year Is Al Wymnn , who is at Lutheran Hospital .
west onto 2nd Street , hlocks beLa Crosse.
fore reaching Liberty Street .
ed his verdict . Schwartz was
He ' s among the many folks tucked away in hosp itals nnd
Judge McCJill then deliver- not represented by counsel.
nursing homes or living by themselves , 111, lonely, or just
appreciative of attention from old or new friends. He will be
B0 In tho spring.
In his heyday he was n semi-pro baseball player in Wisconsin , Iowa and Minnesota.
There also arc the folks far from home, such as T, Sgt
y J»R& Wed.—8 p.m. in the Aerie Room
Louis K. Hail Ins , Miflt A. C. Hospital , George Air Force Hn.se,
Richard S 'eltttQ, H' .P.
Victorvillo . Calif. His name was sent in from Fountain City.
VIKV^^T
You might add these to your Christmas card list :

Judge Finds
Driver Guilty
Of Speeding

vision. Neighboring residents
protested that they want to look
out their picture windows at
the Hiawatha Valley, not an
armory, rows of jeeps, trucks
and other military paraphernalia. Covenants call for preservation of scenic values, they
pointed out.
The military and the developers executed a strategic
withdrawl.
Last week , the developers
made another try at giving
away five acres of free land.
This time they suggested a
site on Starlight Drive , just
west of the entrance street,
lying near the water tower ,
Capt. David Lueck , local
Guard company commander,
appeared at Monday night' s
council session to suggest that
the whol e Wincrest idea be
called off. The time is late,
he warned, and the 47th Division 's command echelon now
needs a quick decision on a
site. It could , he hinted, mean
that no armory at all would be

Mrs. I.erthu Fidikn , ftlM).. .H)t h N. W., Scuttle , Wash. 911107.
Robert Lcmm.r , SI. Francis Hospital , La Crosse, Wis.
Paul A. Vollbrecht , Rt. 2 . Box 6(54 , DeLand , Fla. 32720.
Mrs, William H, Duellmnn , Fountain City, Wis,
Mrs, Lester Racchler , Fountain City, Wis.
At Elmcroft Nursing Home , Galesville : Richard Mulder ,
John Iverson , Mrs Almcdn Hills , Gerhard Nelson . Mrs. Anna
Hroheldon , Mrs. Lola Foss , Mrs. Jessie Hale , Mrs. Gusti .
Rlfenberg, Mrs. Dolly Pnl/.in, Mrs. Verna Mnlclmski , Mrs.
l.ffie Turnhull , Mrs. Agnes Vnnriergalc , Jack Flaherty, I.d
Newcomb , Hans Madson , Miss Inez Hlue nnd Mrs. Laura
Ham I.sch.
Mrs, Milford Renrdsley is staying nt the Klmor Daulton
home , (inlesvill fl , this winter.
Rill Rczab , Galesville , can he reached at the Golden
Age Home , Whitehall.

of the meeting. He was mildly
surprised when City Recorder
John Carter called his name in
a subsequent roll call vote.
Aid. Daniel Bambenek, commenting on the flurry of ballotting, said: "We should have
brought up one of the new voting machines and used it for
the practice."
Mrs. Ollom was replaced as
finance chairman by Aid. Henry Parks, vice chairman of the
committee. Aid. Parks is expected to serve in the chairmanship until about the end of
December, after which Council
President Harold Briesath will
be forced to find another chairman for the rest of the term
which ends in April.
HOLDEN , 51, is a native of
Winona.
He was graduated
from Winona Senior High
School, attended St. Mary's College and was graduated from
the University of Minnesota
school of pharmacy hV, 1938. He
worked in pharmacies in Al^ efore
bert Lea and La Crosseij
returning to Wirfona in tha
early 1940s.
Holden and his brother , Harlen, bought their present business in 1943 from the estate
; of their father, the late J. F,
Holden.
He served two consecutive
terms as 1st Ward alderman,
beginning in 1949 and ending
with his voluntary retirement
in 1957. Holden also is a member of the Board of Health. He
is a member of Centra. Lutheran Church, the Winona Masonic lodge , Chamber of Commerce and the Winona Indus*
trial Development Association.
With his wife, Kathryn, he
lives at 773 Terrace Lane.
They have a married son, William Jr., serving in the Navy,
and a daughter , Martha , 15.
Advertisement

Doctors quit
smoking
•

William F. Holden
King's speech , those attending
the meeting heard four reports.
The Rt. Rev . Msgr. J. Richard
Feiten, director of Catholic
Charities here, told of a national mental health conference
in San Francisco which he recently attended.
Mrs , Gerald Masyga reported
on a mental health workshop
recently held in Austin ; Mrs.
Karl Lipsohn , president of the
county group, told of attending
the stat e mental health convention in Minneapolis , and Dr . M .
L . Deflolt , president of the Hiawatha Community M e n t a l
Health Board , discussed progress thus fur in establishment
of a mental health center here.
Bourbon whiskey was first (lis
tilled in 17119.

CHICAGO — According to a
University of Chicago National
Opinion Research Center survey, 52% of American doctors
do not smoke. Many quit recently due . according to the
Anti-Tobacco Center of America , to the conclusive evidence
linking cigarettes and lung cancer.
Many doctors gave up smokiriff without use of will power
thanks to a new tablet which
helps to progressively eliminate
the need for nicotine and , as a
result , the desire to smoke.
Thanks to this tablet , 88,648
heavy smokers have already
stopped smoking.
Smokers interested in receiving informal ion ' free * about
this new tablet are invited lo
contact directly the Anti-To bacco Center of America, Dent.
.I27 B-1 , H6(i Fifth Avenue , New
York I , New York.
It is sufficien t to send your
name and address. Just « postcard will do.

[NOTICE!]

,1 To All Members of Teamsters f
Local Union 7W
(|
Teamsters Hall, 208 East 3rd St,

i
i
|
)

I
)

Notice of Regular
Meeting and Election,
Dec. 10th, 1964

<

J

fil.ction «f on* (1) trust ** for 3 y__ n
Poll* op_n at 1 a.m. to I p.m. at Union Office.
R.gular mooting .torts at I p.m.

(i
)

PLEASB ATTEND YOUR MEETINGS
AND GET OUT AND V0T6

(
/

John Doorman, Socrntary

\

)

9t tHapp smeL_&___ VUqkt

By Jimmie Hatlo

IThey 'll Do It Every Time

Sounds of Roman
History Are Noisy
By EARL WILSON
NEW "YORK-Anna Moffo , that spectacular chunk of female
architecture who sings at the Met , does TV, and records both
pop and classical albums . . . besides living in Rome opposite
tie Roman Forum . . . will be doing "Traviata " in Monaco in
March . . . and says she. "I
hope to see Princess Grace 's
new baby."
"The baby 's due Feb. 20," Anna points out.
"When I was presented to the
Princess in the palace last
pear, -- we ^started speaking
French . . . it didn 't seem like
meeting a fellow Philadelphian ,
I come from Wayne, Pa.
"We eventually switched to
English . . . and finally we were
-MONTREAL (AP) - Winter talking pure Philadelphia. "
closed the Montreal end of the Miss Moffo has a word for
St. Lawrence Seaway Monday , living opposite the Forum and
trapping lour ocean ships in it's "GRRRR ."
Lake Ontario, where they will The famous Sound-and-Light
show depicting Rome's history
have to spend the winter.
thunders out of the Forum —
Ice, six inches thick in Mon- two shows a night — on tape
treal's St. Lambert lock, ended
'the biggest shipping year in the — with the lions roaring loudly as they are let loose to eat
seaway's six-season history.
the Christians.
Until the end of November, "It's GRRR , GERR , GRRRR,
some 38.5 million tons of cargo right up to midnight," she
was carried through the system says. She, her husband Italian
this year, an increase from 31 director Mario Lanfranchi , and
million in 1963.
many neighbors have petitioned County commissioners MonOne vessel, the Jean Lefitte, to choke off at least the GRRR. day expressed sympathy for
cleared St. Lambert locks at She also has a word for most an embattled group of Prairie
6:47 a.m. Monday, e n d i n g Italian films now : "Naked." Island Residents who are opthe season. Seaway authorities That's the way they want her posed to Winona 's present
said the four ships still in Lake to look in pictures. "I didn . flood control plans, but said
Ontario axe the general cargo think it would quite fit the they could do nothing for them.
vessels Orient Merchant of Metropolitan Opera image," S. A. Sawyer, Winona County
Greece, Vanfu of Nationalist she says.
attorney, told Orval C. RhoadChina, the Flying Independent,
es, representing the 51 islandIT'LL
TAKE
a
lot
to
top
U.S. registry, and the Olav
ers, that county property was
Gorm, a Danish flour carrier. Jack Jones' big, celebrity-stud- not involved in the dispute. The
ded
Persian
Rm.
premiere.
His
Last year's dosing was on
audience included Gary Grant, county has no authority to enDec. 15.
Barbara Stanwyck, Maurice ter into the matter, Sawyer exChevalier, Ethel Merman , War- plained, unless its rights or
ren Beatty , Leslie Caron , Joey property would be involved.
Heatherton , Ann Jeffries, Art
RHOADES appeared at MonLinkletter and many more.
__^
Jack , handsome and talented, day 's session
7
explained that his name has of the Winona ["/_.
caused him some problems: County Board V-OUnty
o f CommisMOSCOW (AP) - Soviet "People don 't believe it's my sioners to ask
D...J
real
name.
And
once
I
heard
working women are asking for
POarO
for
help
in
less hours on the job and more a woman say, 'I loved Albert p r e v e nting
time for household chores. Finney in that movie, "Jack the city and the Army Corps
Trud, the Soviet labor paper, Jones".' "
of Engineers from going ahead
said today they should have Jack s mother , former film with their plans to build a
actress
Irene
Hervey,
didn't
their way.
dike along the route of the
Trud said living standards watch him act — she waited in existing road on Prairie Island.
the
lobby,
fearful
she'd
make
here have improved, making him nervous.
The 51 residents objecting to
the housewife's job easier. "But
the proposal, Ehoades explainwe have to do immeasurably
ANNETTE FUNICELLO and
live between the river and
more," it added.
Jack Gelard designated Frank- ed,
the
road.
They are residents of
The newspaper implied that ie Avalon (her co-star in Winona Township.
Were the
until housewives have more "Beach Blanket Bingo") to be
built along the road ,
dike
to
be
best
man
at
their
wedding.
In
equipment to help with the
the residents contend , natural
home chores, they should be telling about it, Geland said runoff from the Mississippi Rivnervously,
"I
asked
him
to
be
allowed to spend less time at
my stand-in . . .uh . . . 1 mean, er to Airport Lake and Crooked
the office or plant.
Slough would be blocked, and
to stand up for me."
TODAY'S BEST L A U G H : any high water would be chanThere's a new physical fitness neled onto their property.
program for office workers, and The result of this would be
Trade .Heller figures it'll be a drop in the value of their
used as"just another excuse properties , the residents as• ENDS T0NITE • to chase a secretary around a sert .
desk.
Rhoades said Monday that
"THE YOUNG
WISH I'D SAID THAT: "The one resident of the area already
difference between Gov. Rock- lost a sale of his property beLOVERS"
efeller and me, " sighs Stan cause of the flood control plan.
7:10-9: 10 • 2S<-6S<t-3St
Z. Bums, "is that he's trying
to raise next year's taxes — IF THE DIKE Is bnilt acI'm still trying to raise this cording to present plans ,
Rhoades said, he and the other
• STARTS WED. • year's."
REMEMBERED Q U O T E : islanders affected would ask for
R OMANCE AND RACIN . B "A truly happy marriage is at least a 75 percent reduction
ARE w THEIR BLOOD. H one in which a woman gives in property taxes .
the best years of her life to the He said that when the dike
UNES
I
man who made them the best. " project first was brought up, a
— Anon.
dike along the river bank was
EARL'S PEARLS : Nonnee proposed. Such a dike would
Coan writes he recently landed protect all the property on the
at an airport so small that "the island, but the 51 residents on
control tower was one guy with tho river side of the road oba megaphone. "
jected to the kind of dike they
Comic Mickey Freeman was were told was proposed — a
impressed by his visit to the
__rv_ «*____ P immense Concord Hotel : "1 sand bank and concrete wall.
W3§HS~fl_.!»
The kind that is to be built
didn 't realize how big every- now would be constructed o(
thing was till I noticed the guy
« WHVlKAl HCTUK
dirt and would have sloping,
I
I i
at the other end of the long seeded sides. Rhoades said no
bar was paying in Canadian one would have objected to
money. " . . . That's earl ,
such a dike along the river , but
brother.
contended thnt he and his neighbors were misinformed about
INITIATION AT K. of C
• ENDS TONIGHT •
The first degree initiation the kind of dike planned.
25«-.5«-8S<
will , be held nt B p.m. today When he confronted a Corps
Evening at 7:15
al the Knight s of Columbus ol Engineers representative
Club. Lunch unci refreshments with this charge . Rhoades said ,
will be served.
he was told it wns "unfortu"MASQUE OF THE
nate. "
RED DEATH"

RUSHFORD, Minn. - Plana
of the U. S. Corps of Enginers lor flood control in Ruahford will be in the city clerk's
^ by late December for inoffice
spection, Mayor Arthur J. Miller and St anley Holland of the
Rushford Area Drainage and
Conservancy district said.
The project may cost in excess of $IM million. Benefits
to Rushford are expected to run
considerably in excess of that ,
Miller said.

Winter Sets
In All Along
St. Lawrence

I tE^sa^

Prairie Island
Group Objects
To Flood Plan High School Yule

Soviet Women
Want More Time
With Families
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"BLACK SABBATH"
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• STARTS WED. •
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Admission: tit

•
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No on« under 16 union ntcomp.n/_d by an Adulti

SERVED EVERY
WEDNESDAY
Serv ed with A
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RHOADES TOLD the board
that the dike project is going
ahead even though he nnd three
other residents have not signed easements permitting use
of their properties.
He asserted thnt no govern ment official will even discuss
tho issue wllh the island resi
dents now. Inciters sent the
Corps of Engineers hnve gone
unanswered , he said
Commissioner Leo Bnrkowski ,
(loodview — whose 2nd District comprises the Prairie Island area involved — told
Ilhoodes he would try 1o «et
, [[ \o city ' s side of the Issue (luring a meeting of board and
City Council members Thursday night.

Green Bay Store
Robbed of $14,900

( . IU...N RAY , Wis. MV-Pol.cc
pressed a search today for three
armed men who held up the
department
ammmMontgomery-Ward
^l
t.lore in downtown ( -icon Bay
Monday and m ode off with $14 , '
000 in cash and merchandise
and an undermined amount f.f
chec ks.
The bandits held more I ban :«1
employe. «( gunpoi nt while
raiding the imfe* .

Engineers Complete New
Flood Plan for Rushford

Concert Tonight

The orchestra , choir and band
of the Winona Senior High
School will present a Christmas
concert at 8 p.m. today in the
auditorium of the senior high
school.
The program is as follows :
"Music (or a Ceremony " . . . Morrlssety
"Symphonic Overture "
Carter
Prelude, based on "Black Is the Collar
ot My 'True Love 's Hair "
Reed
"Vulet ide Festival"
Warrington
Senior High Conc«rt Band
"Lo How A Rose Ere

Bloometh"
. . . Praetorlus
"Good Day, Sir Christmas"
R. Terry
"Advent Motet" (Entrance Ind
Movement)
0. C. C. Schreck
"I Wonder As I

Whitehall Music
Groups to Present
Yule Concert
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special )
- Whitehall High School's instrumental music departmen t
will present its Christmas concert in the school auditorium
at 8 p.m. Wednesday.
Directing the junior and senior bands will be Sheridan Johnson and Miss Gail Hoonsbeen ,
the latter a student teacher.
Soloists will be Sheila Rasmuson, who will play "Night
Soliloquy" for flute and band ,
and Greg Pavek, who will play
"Misty" on alto saxophone.
The band will play "TallyHo March ,:* "Czech . Suite,"
"Salvation is Created'' and
Christmas music.
Susan Gauger will be narrator
for the program.

Andersen PortraitHangs in Capitol
ST. PAUL (AP)-The official
portrait of Elmer L. Andersen ,
..Olh governor of Minnesota , was
hanging among portraits of
other Minnesota governors on
the first floor of the capitol
Monday.
The portrait , painted by Edward Brewer , St. Paul artist ,
was put in place without prevnus announcement or ceremony.
Andersen served one term as
governor , losing to Gov . Karl
Rolvaag by 91 votes after a
recount completed in March
I _ B;..
¦

Minneso tan Killed
At Grea t Falls Base
GREAT FALLS, Mont. (AP )
—A Malmstrom Air Force Base
enlisted man was inju red fatall y
Sunday when the car under
which he was working slipped
off a jack and crushed him.
Airman Ral ph Koplin died 23
minutes after the accident. He
left a widow and two children,
Koplin wa.s a native of Ottertiiil , Minn.

Wander "
Appalachian Carol
"Poor Little Jesus "
Spiritual
"Ring Out For The King
Lullaby "
J. Lehnwlir
Sanlor High School Choir
"The Shepherd Klrtg
Overture "
Mozart
Minuet and Trio from "Surprise
Symphony"
Hiydn
"Concert in
D'Allegro-"
Vivaldi-Davenport
"Scherzo" (String
Orchestra)
Siennlckl
'.. Davenport
"Chrlslm.i Overture "
Senior High School Orchestra
"Gloria in Excelsis"
..Mozart
Senior High School choir an. Orchestra

Tickets for the concert may
be purchased from any of the
members of the band , orchestra or choir. Tickets will also
be available at the door this
evening.
All proceeds from tonight's
concert will be turned over to
the Goodfellows Fund.

Youth Offenders
Building Set at
Lino Lakes Center

ST. PAUL (AP) - The way
was cleared Monday for opening
on Dec. 15 the youthful offenders
building at the Lino Lakes Reception Center when the Legislative Advisory Committee authorized hiring 16 persons to
staff the building.
Will C. Turnbladh , state commissioner of corrections, said
the building could not be opened
with the present staff "without
creating a dangerous security
situation. "
He said mone_y to pay the 16
new staff members had been
saved by leaving vacant some
authorized positions at other
state correctional institutions.
As the LAC approved adding
staff members . Sen. Donald
Wright of Minneapolis said it
should be understood that the
whole picture should be reviewed by the Legislature.
Among other actions, the LAC
authorized expenditure of $30,000 from the highway contingent
fund to pay Highway Patrol
overtime incurred dur ing the
National Farmers Organization
livestock withhold action .
The LAC, which meets each
quarter with Gov. Karl Rolvaag,
is composed of chairmen of the
tax and appropriations committees of the House and Senate.
The commute , approved expenditure of $119,250 In state relief funds during the first quarter of 1965.
The committee also authorized expenditure during the first
quarter of 1965 of $150,000 for
veterans relief.
The "Veterans Affairs Department advised the LAC it had
been able to stay within its
budget only by referring medical Items to the emergency relief fund for payment, but that
this fund is now exhausted.

THE PLANS propose a dike
on the west side of Rush Creek
from high ground near the old
Tews Mill behind all the houses
on the west side of -the Creek
down to its junction with the
Root River, and up the Root
River to the present dike above
the bridge. The dike and highway would be raised and the
project continued across the
highway and railroad to high
ground near the Isberg Sr, property.
On the east side of the creek
the plan provides for a short
section of d i k i n g protecting
North Rushford , and another
section of dike protecting Brooklyn, starting at high ground
along the dry run. down on the
north side of Brooklyn, and running continuously down past the
ball park , then north of the
railroad tracks and cutting over
to high ground near the former
Harry Larson property .
Water accumulating inside
dikes— from rainfall and seepage—would be removed by a
large capacity storm sewer running inside the dikes to ponding areas, where it would be
pumped out. This storm sewer
would be large enough to serve
other branch storm sewers
which might be connected to it
later
THE PLANS also propose cutting off ri-ver curves above and
below the Boot River bridge and
below the entrance of Rush
Creek into the Root.
The federal government would
Eay for all diking, including
aided in fill, riprapping, grading, labor and materials for the
diking program ; two new sewage and storm sewer lift stations, one for North Rushford
and the other serving Brooklyn;
the storm sewer system for
carrying off water in the area
protected by the dikes, and high
capacity pumps for removal of
water accumulating within the
dikes through rainfall or seepage.
According to present plans,
the state Highway Department
would raise the Highway 43
bridge across Rush Creek and
provide a footbridg e on the upstream side; raise the Highway
16-43 bridge across the Root ;
raise Highway 16 to make a
ramp over the proposed dike
across the highway ; pay for
right of way for Root River cutoffs , and in another project ,
construct a ij ew B r o o k l y n
bridge. This is planned for 1966
by Fillmore County with assistance of state-aid funds , Miller
said.
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Quick Service

Grace Lutheran
Elects Schossow
RIDGEWAY , Minn .Special)
— Raymond Schossow was elected chairman of Grace Lutheran Church here succeeding
Eric Aldinger .
Ludwig Petersen was elected
secretary to replace Walter
Pfhughoeft. Other officers include William Stueve,. "vice
Gerdes ,
chairman ; Gordon
treasurer , and Alfred Mueller
and E. W. Gaedy, council officers. Mrs. Herman Jeske is
organist. The Rev. W. J. Koepsell is pastor.
Members of the Christmas
committee include Arvld Fabian, Arthur Aldinger and Edward Aldinger.

SPORTSMAN GIFT DECANTER
The braceof pheasants , fi red in the glass in beauti fu l
natural color, might have come off a fine print. The
whiskey is our famous Kentuck y Straight Bourbon
...handmade on our exclusive 115-year-old sour
mash recipe. * The whiskey that hits the mark for
mellow flavor*
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FROM STITZ EL -W ELLER , America 's Oldast Family Distill ery • £stab.
Louitvllle, Kentucky, 1849 • Straight Bourbon Whiskey . M l proof
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You'll "LOVE"
The Good Food

stream to Highway 18, protect,
ing the city from floods formerly coming over Highway 16.
The present proposal is to protect the city by diking Rush
Creek .
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HAMBURGER
50c
Steak Shop
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The Conservancy District
and/or the city would provide
right of way easements for the
di_es along 'both sides of flush
Creek; pay for water and sewer
line relocated to North Rushford and for relocating the sewer line to Brooklyn ; and as the
sponsoring organization , how
the U. S. free from damages
and liability which might result
from the diking and maintain
the works after comp leted and
turned over to the city by the
engineers.
MILLER SAID It Is thought
telephone , gas and electric
lines needing relocation would
belaid Mr By the utilitities.
The lift stations , costing about
$25,000 each and paid for by the
government, would be a distinct benefit to the city in themselves, the mayor said.
The conservancy district has
been organized since 1952. Previously it sponsored sand control in the upp«r part of the
Rush Creek watershed and a
diking program carried out by
the state Highway Department
from the Root River bridge up-
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Princess Phone

The pretty Princem hiu • night light that
glovr - ooftly, brightens for «__y dialing.

Extension Phones
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Fiberite Sales Increase 12%

Knutson Named
By IO0F Lodge

The Fiberite Corp. of Winona
today reported consol idated
sales of $14 ,200,000 for fiscal
1964, up 12 percent from sales
of $12,600,000 a year earlier.
The firm has been known ai
Universal Manufacturing Co.
several years ; it now has returned to the former name.
NET EARNINGS tor the
year , which ended Aug. 31,
amounted to $8:19,000, or 94
cents per share . This compares
with 1963 net earnings of $796,000, or 90 cents per share after
adjustment for a two-for-three
reverse stock split in July.
In Its annual report to shareholders , the company attributed
a major part of its sales gains
to the development and production of new commercial molding materials.
Fiberite, which formulates
and manufactures special thermosetting plastics and molding
compounds for commercial applications , also is a large supplier of materials for the nation's aerospace and missile
programs.
Among its achievements for
the year, Fiberite reported the
development of an exclusive
new method for the production
of phenolic , epoxy and melamine compounds in a variety ot
high density , preformed shapes
designed to improve the efficiency and product quality of
hi gh-volume, automated molding processes.
The company is building a
three-story office and laboratory

Dairy Specialist Set
For Wabasha Class

j
\

WABASHA , Minn. - Richard |
Cole, a dairy specialist , will dis- i
cuss nutrition and feeding ofj
dairy cows at an adult farm- j
ers class at 8 p.m. Wednesday
in the ag room at the high
school here.
Matt Metz. Wabasha County
agent , will speak at the next ;
meeting Dec. 16.
|

Milton Knutson , 872 43rd Ave.,
Goodview , was elected noble
grand of Humboldt Lodge, Independent Order of Odd Fellows,
at the group's
meeting Monday nipht.
Elected vice
g r a n d was
j Charles FlanaI gari, who suc! ceeds R. W.
} Sparrow. Bruce
I Reed was reelected recording secretary,
and J. L. F.
Knutson
i Deilke was re
elected treasurer.
Sparrow was elected to a
three-year term as trustee.
Holdover trustees are Milton
Reed and Bruce Reed.'
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ARE YOU GETTING
All fhe Heat You Should From

YOUR FUEL?

Does Your Burner Perform
PROPERLYand SATISFACTORILY?
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Let Us Help You With
All Your Heating Problems
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man H ICBM. Fiberite also makes materials BARTLES IN HOSPITAL
MATERIALS MADE . . . Fiberite Corp.
FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. (Spefor fabrication of ah exit cone used in the
of Winona makes the graphite and silica tapes
cial)
— Mrs . Allen Funke has
used to fabricate the large conical exit nozzle U.S. Army 's Red Eye tactical weapons sysreceived
word that her brother ,,
tem.
on this advanced second solid propellent
T.Sgt. Louis E. Bartles, has
East End Coal & Oil Co.
rocket motor for the Air Force'* Minutebeen hospitalized since Nov. 26 ;
for treatment of a heart ail- i
Call Ui For "PERSONAL AUTOMATIC CARE"
ment. Sgt. Bartles, a Fountain j
building to add more than 50,000 kets, has been renamed the
'
• KEEP FULL SERVICE
• BUDGET PIAN
square feet to its production fa- Fiberite West Coast Corp. It Former St. Mary s City native who formerly operatis
at
831st
AC
;
ed
a
tavern
here,
operating
subsihas
one
other
cilities in Winona.
• GUARANTEED PRICE
• BURNER SERVICE
Hospital, George Air Force
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TODAY IN NATIONAL AFFAIRS

Sales Taxes in a
Balanced Revenue Pla n
GENERALLY SPEAKING, th. more «
state can diversify its tax sources , the better will be its prospects of enjoying a stable and satisfactory flow of revenues to
pay for public services. The danger of putting an undue burden on any segment of
the economy will be lessened.
Thirty-seven of the 50 states have found
by experience that a sales tax is an efficient and desirable part of thfe general tax
structure. Among these 37. all but seven
got most of their revenues in the past fiscal year from sales taxes. Wisconsin. Colorado, Maryland and North Carolina had
larger receipts from income taxes than
from sales levies. Texas. Oklahoma and
Louisiana got more money from petroleum
products than from any other source, reflect
ing the special importance of oil fields in
their economies.
IT CAN BE ARGUED that - soma sales
tax states, especially those without income
taxes , put too much reliance on consumer
goods levies. More diversification might
give them a more equitable vtax structure.
It can also be reasonahly argued that the 13
states without sales taxes, (of which Minnesota is one), are putting too much burden on
property and income. Diversifying by adding a sales tax would tend to even out and
balance the revenue sources.
Charl es P. Stone, executive director of
the Minnesota Taxpayers Association,
states the case well in saying: "Most states
have found that the sales tax . . . eases
the impact of taxation by spreading the
cost of government equitably over what
peopl e spend as well as what they earn and
own. Real and personal property taxes particularly have reached burdensome levels
in Minnesota. We could improve our tax
structure materially, with less dependence on taxation of income and property,
if we were to join the sales tax states."
MODERN SALES tax laws can be so

drawn as to reduce or eliminate regressive
effect and unfairness to those in lower income brackets.
A surprising recent development in this
connection was the statement before DFL
women in St. Paul last Saturday by Rep.
Donald Fraser of Minneapolis, long an opponent of a sales tax. He said that enactment of such a tax would" be preferable to
any drastic slash in state services... and
would likewise be preferable to any further
boost in real estate taxes.
WE'RE GLAD TO see Mr. Fraser coming around fo a sensible conclusion after
years of dodging the issue. As liberal minority leader in the Minnesota Senate before being elected to Congress, he always
had voiced opposition to any form of sales
tax while in the legislature.

Most Expensive
Roads the Cheapest
JUST ABOUT ev ery ., her . you travel

these days the construction gangs are at
work building or rebuilding our highways. This is true in Minnesota , in neighboring states and across the border in
Canada.
And it seems like the bigger the highway, the more used the thoroughfare , the
more it is torn up.
The Michigan State Highway Department recently explained some of the why 's
of all this roadbuilding and just how much
a road "costs."
The most expensive roads in Michigan
cost about 150 times as much as the least
expensive. A two-lane highway out in the
country will cost about $100,000 per mile.
A freeway through downtown Detroit will
cost up to $15 million per mile.
BUT IN TERMS of moving people, the

most expensive
cheapest.

roads

are

usually

the

As an example , t h e Lodge Freeway in
Detroit cost around $15 million per mile.
Every day it carries about 125 ,000 vehicles.
Thai fi gures lo about $122 per mile for
e;ieh car that uses it.
Apply ing the same yardstick to the rural two-lane highwa y that carries about '200
cars per day. the cost-use ratio figures to
about $500 '
In general , it is estimated that the dollar spent on a heavily traveled freeway
gives four times th« service as a dollar
spent on a lightly-used rural highway.
OUR PROBLEM these day . i» to mov.

l'roj .. suburb inf,r( .\ masses of traffic
to (own , from every where to everywhere
elf. p on vacations and trips. It is not surprising , t h r u , that t h e roads with the most
ears are also the most torn tip with new construction.
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TIS THE SEASON TO BE JOLLY

GOP Governors
Self-Confident

LBJ Called
Conservative

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON — Maybe some of the Republican governors and the so-called "moderates" will wake up sooner or later to the fact
that the American people elected a conservative as President of the United States last
month.
The theory expounded by the "moderates "
that the country repudiated conservatism
doesn 't seem to have been accepted by President Johnson himself. For, in his speech on
Wednesday to the business advisory council , he
made one of the best expositions of conservative doctrine that has come from the lips of a
chief executive in many years.
Mr. Johnson endeavored to make it ciear
that the government and business are really
partners in the all-important task of preserving an equilibrium in wages and prices. He
emphasized the need for healthy investment of
funds and the creation of job opportunities for
a growing population .
The President, in listing "the foremost economic problems" of the day, used, of course ,
generalities, but he did specify the obligations
of business and government and stressed the
fact that both are important. He said:
"1 believe the federal government's role is to
create a climate conducive to prosperity."
THE PRESIDENT spoke of what he called
"primary obligations" of the government. These
included a tax system "that does not overburden businessmen or consumers" but maintains
incentives for productive effort, "expenditure
programs that promote development of human
and natural resources , " and "keeping a clear
field for private initiative in the wide range of
activities where competitive enterprise is the
most efficient way of getting things done."
Mr . Johnson spoke of the importance of
"an over-all budget policy that promotes balance between purchasing power and productive
capacity," and he stressed the need for "monetary and credit policies that provide funds to
nourish an expandin g economy without overfeeding it. " Finally, the President listed the necessity for "an alertness and a willingness to
act promptly and decisively when the nation is
threatened by either recession or inflation."
THESE SAME principles have been expressed again and again by presidents who have
been confronted with uncertain economic conditions, and there is no doubt that most businessmen feel — as Mr. Johnson does — that , while
general business conditions today are good,
there is no certainty that this will continue unless a policy of caution and prudence is followed.
Mr. Johnson did not delve into labor-management relations very deeply, though these
contain the seeds of much trouble in the future. He said :
"I believe, also, that through wage-price
guideposts government can offer leadership on
the kind of voluntary private wage and price policies that are consistent with achieving sustained prosperity , full employment and price
stability."
Unfortunately , the Johnson administration
did not offer this leadership in the autumn of
this year when it stood by without making
any real effort to change the policies of major
labor unions, particularly in the automobile industry. The country is not yet aware of the
far-reaching consequences of the labor contracts
which were apparently geared olnly to the idea
that , because the automobile companies were
doing a profitable business, this was the time
for labor to get whatever benefits it could, irrespective of "guideposts."
THE IMPACT upon individual businesses
which are related to the automobile industry
in the making of parts and equipment has not
been good. For these suppliers are not as well
off as are the leading automobile companies
themselves . That's why there is trouble ahead
for many of the businesses which will be confronted with labor demands from some of the
same unions. Also, in the steel industry, there
is a temptation for the unions to try to get at
least what was won by labor in the automobile settlements. This is plainly indicated in
the latest demands of the steel union.
The industries and the unions in America
have grown so large that governmental intercession has frequently occurred. The Kennedy
administration offered certain "guideposts " and
expressed the hope that they would be adhered
to by both labor and management. Regrettably
this did not materialize in the recent automobile negotiations , when the "guideposts " were
completely disregarded by labor.

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago .. . 1954

Walter C. Brightman was elected master of
Winona Lodge 18, AF & AM. He succeeds Merrill O. Holland. Other officers are William
Mann , senior warden ; Jack Fair , junior warden ; R. W. Tolleson . treasurer , and S. A. Boyd,
.secretary.
Monsieur and Madame Jean Strauss , Chicago, will attend the performance of "Magdalen and Judas " at the College of Saint Teresa.
Monsieur Strauss is the Consul General of
France in Chicago.

Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1939

After more than 51 years of little or no at
tendon , the Winona County courthouse is goiift
to get its face lifted. Plans were made by tm
County Bo<\rrl of Commissioners to have the exterior of the buildin g extensively repaired .
In recognition ef the completion of a year 's
broadcast of a part of its regular Sunday morning services , the Church of Christ will have a
musical program at the church.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1914

Charles Emery was elected commander of
Henry W. l.awton Camp No 12 Spanish Amerieiin War Veterans.
Tim expectation of nn earl y dosing of the
river here this winter on account of the cold
wave experienced a week before Thanksgiving
seems to have pass* .I. and the question now
is whether there will ba a December or January closing.

Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1889

World Today.

By JAMES MARLOW
AsHOCiated Presi New. Analyst
WASHINGTON i/f>—Republican governors are the most
self-confiden t branch of their party at Lhe moment , as they
showed in a statement issued after their weekend meeting
r
111 D
Thev «ot some reason for their confidence from the 1364
elections which were a disaster for the rest of the party .
While Republicans lost out on the presidency in the elections and in Congress dropped 38 Hous-e seats and two
in the Senate , the party registered a net gain of one m
governorships.
But in the very statement
which they intended as a
I Editor 's Note : Letchart for tie Republicans '
must be temperate ,
ters
refuture, the governors
oj reasonable length and
1
vealed the party * dilemma
signed by the writer.
Ln national politics. They
Bona fide names of all
wound up sounding like a
letler-writer.i will ba
lot of Democrats.
published . JVo religious ,
Although they didn 't say
med ical or p ersonal conso there was anottier good
troversies are accept '
reason for their willingness
able.)
to tell the party what it
Time We Did
ought to do.
Something About Taxes
In the 1968 presidential
race the Republican candiTo the Editor :
date will probably come
Where is it going to end 1
f rom the ranks of the govtaxes, and now
Taxes,
ernors. No Republican in
rising
taxes ! Minnemore
looks
this
time
Congress at
sota is talking about more
like a presidential prospect.
taxes again in 19.5. Just
The statement left little
how are we supposed to
doubt that it was critical of
support our families?
Dean Burch , handpicked by
It's no wonder there
Sen. Barry Goldwater to be
millions on relief! At
are
chairman of the Republican
the rate taxes, fand other
National Committee.
prices) rise we haven 't a
chance. It takes away any
But it na med no names.
initiative you might have,
Therefore, it was so amthen goes on to grab everybiguous that some of the
thing else you had.
governors, who supported
It's time we wake up and
Goldwater , could say ft
realized that all these
wasn't aimed at Burch
"benefits "
we
receive
while others could say it
from the government (state
was.
and federal) are nice. But
The governors covered a
who's paying for them? We
lot of ground in the stateare, and through the nose !
ment:
Time we woke up and
1. They sketched an outdid a few things for ourline of principles they think
selves again , thereby getthe party should follow aftting the government back
er the 1964 disasters.
in the hands of the people.
2. They suggested the NaRight after the election
tional Committee take steps
the theme of two succeedto include from now ©n Reing days headlines were
publican governors a n d
"Budget up 27 percent ,"
members of Congress —
and "Tax cut foreseen."
who they said should be inMake sense? Then the
cluded in a GOP leadership
news of the closing of our
conference next year.
military bases, ( throwing
3. They didn't mention
thousands out of work )
Goldwater but so worded
supposedly to save tax
what they said that he'd
money, and a few days lathave to be obtuse not to
er the small item of how
take it as a rebuke.
our President's personal
4. They suggested the Naprotection
was raised by 75
tional Committee "a d o p t
men and at a cost of $650,leadership" that represents
000 (a year) from our tax
s "broad view of Republidollars.
canism and practices a polWhat are we going to do,
icy of inclusion rather than
and when are we going to
exclusion. "
care enough , to start ?
Govs. George Romney of
Mrs. Wesley Pierce
Michigan , W i l l i a m W.
Lewiston, Minn.
Scranton of Pennsylvania
and Nelson A. Rockefeller
FLOATE D AWAY
of New York said No. 4 was
a clear call for throwing
BALDWIN , N.Y . tut — The
Burch out of the committee
announcement of the imchairmanship.
pending closing of the
Brooklyn Navy Yard proThe thrust al Goldwater
duced the newspaper headwas contained in this paraline, "Narvy Yard Lost ," to
graph calling for Republiwhich one newsstand cuscan party support of civil
tomer responded aloud:
rights:
"You mean Ihey can 't
"We feel it pertinent to
even
find the damn thing?"
remind our fellow citizens
that most Republicans in
previous Republican posiCongress this year supporttions had flailed to win the
ed the federal Civil Rights
presidency . or control of
Act. " Goldwater v o t e d ,
Congress. But these are the
against it.
positions tho governors say
The principles, which" the
are necessary.
governors unanimousl y said
So the party's dilemma is
the party should follow ,
how to win with them in the
turned out to be very modfuture if it fared so poorly
erate, indeed, and are hardin the past. And Goldwaly distinguishable f r o m
ter 's views enn hardly be
those Republicans and Demconsidered the answer , aftocrats had followed in the
er what happened to him.
past.
hxample : Support for old- WINONA DAILY NEWS
age security, hospital and
TUESDAY, DECETMUER (, IW4
medical care, decent living
VOLUME 10? NO. 15
standards , public education ,
mental health , and the Published dully except Saturday and holiday* by Republican and Herald Publch
needs of youth.
IriD Company. «0l Franklin St., Wlnonn ,
It' s just because the Dem- Minn,
ocrats talk the same way
SUBSCRIPT ION KATES
that the two parties for
Single Copy - 10c Dally, 15c Sunday
years have looked like Delivered
-Par week SO crnl<
twins , nnd! sounded like 3. week s %by] ] j Carrier
i
yj w ,aks S3S Ml
them.
By

Letters to The
Editor
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Sieelworkets Internal
Feud Affects Economy

By DREW PEARSON'
WASHINGTON - A. bitter battle is raging inside
t h e Steelworkers' Union
which may affect the entire economy of the nation.
President Johnson is watching it carefully. Some advisers would like to have
him intervene in order to
prevent a serious round of
inflation.
The battle is between his
friend Da-vid McDonald,
now president of the Steelworkers' Union, and I. W.
Abel, the ^union 's secretary-treasurer, who is challenging Dave for the presidency.
Both sides are doing some
colorful name-calling. The
opposition to McDonald is
calling the handsome , silver - haired Steelworkers '
'president a "frustrated actor who enjoys glamor
more than the grime of the
rolling mills." They assert
Dave spends more time in
Palm Springs. Calif., o>r the
"21" Club in New York
than in Pittsburgh or South
Chicago.
They also point to McDonald's $50,000 salary
plus expenses last year of
$30,126.37 — total $80,126.37.
They also point to his
brother Joe's union salary
of $13,219.50 plus expenses
of $14,465,26, for a total of
$27 ,684.76.

FINALLY . TIIKY point
out that Dave 's chief lobbyist, ex-Notre Dame football star Frank "Nordy "
Hoffman , gets an expense
account of $48,808.22 plus
his salary of $16,000, Hoffman 's job is to entertain
members o>f Congress and
get legislation passed in
VVashington .
On the other hand , McDonald' s supporters accuse
Abel of drawing expenses
of $20,584.21 plus a salary
of $.'15,000, for a total of
$55,504.21.
Incidentally, the union
last year paid its top officials the rather generous
total of $0,051,320 in salaries, plus personal expenses
of $4,141 ,240.38.
What McDonald ' s critics
overlook is that he has done
one of the most outstanding
jobs in Ihe trade union
movement by setting up the
Human Relations Council
which has ironed out labor
disputes without strikes.
IIOW1-V1. H , THIS type o.
bargaining hns taken McDonald out of the rolling
mills and i nto th. Duquesne Club , the .sacred inner
sanctum of the steel execuOPINION-WISE

tives. As a result, if Dave
walked through one of the
plants outside Youngstown
or Chicago today, few of
his men would recognize
him.
This is what his opponents
are making the most of.
They are led by Joe Germane of South Chicago and
Joe Malony of New York ,
both close to the picket line
and both backing I. W.
Abel.
Abel has the reputation of
being a trouble - maker,
and in his campaign literature against McDonald
promises union members
that he will give jurisdiction back to the locals. This
means more likelihood of
strikes.
This is where President
Johnson is deeply concerned. It isn 't merely that
McDonald happens to be a
friend who went down the
line for him in the recent
election.
It's also the fact that
either a steel strike or a
wage boost would almost
certainly lead to an increase in the price of steel.
JOHNSON WAS on the
long distance telephone last
fall persuading steel executives not to increase prices.
So far he has been successful. At one time they
were on the verge of a
price increase, and it was
only Lyndon's compulsive
eloquence that persuaded

them to change their minds.
But the round of ro ugh
bargaining and wage increases that would almost
certainly follow the election
of the anti-McDonald faction would make it impossible for Johnson to further
prevent price increases.
As a young congressman
under Franklin Roosevelt,
the President vividly remembers what happened
when FDR let the steel industry increase prices in
1937. Simultaneously, the
Federal Reserve Board tipped the discount rate — as
the Federal Reserve Board
did last month. The c ombination led to the disastrous 1938 depression. And
it took two years and the
war to bring the United
States out.
TEN YEARS later, Johnson watched a similar situation under Eisenhower
when In 1957 the steel industry raised prices, though
operating at only around
50 per cent capacity . In
'57, automobile production
had been 6.1 million cars.
Next year, 1958. auto production dropped to 4.2 million cars.
If there is a steel price
increase in 1965 — as is
certain if there is a wage
increase — it will mean
higher priced automobiles ,
less automobile production ,
less housing construction ,
and possibly the start of an
economic tailspin .

Jlf UL $bilA.

I' m on a diet -Would you please INSIST lhat I take a
coconut cream pie home for dinner. "
,

(ioldwater and hi s followers were less enthusiastic about welfare programs. Far this reason ,
among others , his candidacy
symbolized a break with
pre-1964 Republicanism.
The governors ' statement ,
therefore , can be Interpreted as an attempt to get
away
from
Goldwater 's
views nnd resume the party 's previous positions. The
governors ruled out "radicalism " of left or right .
But for the greater part
of the past ;_> years those
'"" ~
— "
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Bill Merrill's

Robert Burt Jr ., bus resigned his position in
the night school in the Washi ngton building and
-Superint endent Curtis has placed Miss Jennie
Minck in charge .
_ ' (.rant has been elected master workman
of Winona Lodge No _ 0 , AOUW.

[ "Something to
| Live By"

One Hundred Yea rs Ago.. .1864

6:50 Each Morning

The Winona and St Peter Railroad Co. is
erecting a large wnrehmi.su nl Roc .j ester.

This is the victory Hint on-n -lines tin- world ,
. ..Hi . our faith. 1 John 5.4.
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-SERVING IN THE ARMED FORCES

Directs Army-Navy Show

A Winona area midshipman
directed the U.S. Naval Academy drum and bugle corps in
a 6-minute show between
halves of the Army-Navy foot ball game Nov. 28, He was
M I D S H I P M A N HAROLD
TKASDALK , son of Mr. and
Mrs. Irvin Teasdale , Homer.
Teasdale is a senior at the
academy. With several other
members of the 100-man drum
corps, he wrote and directed
the halftime production which
was televised nationally. His
parents and two Winona State
College co-eds, Miss Karen Van
Auken and Miss Inghild Norstebo, Oslo, Norway, drove to
Philadelphia for the came.
RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special)
— Spec. 4 Michael Barry , son
of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Blair ,
was honorably discharged Nov.
27 from the Arm y at Ft. Sill ,

Okla. One of his three years in
service was spent in Korea. He
participated in desert maneuvers last summer in California.

•

DODGE, Wis. (Special) Pvt. Francis Pehler, son of
Mr. and Mrs . John Pehler,
has enlisted in the military
training program of the National Guard and is on six
months active duty. His address : NG 27947371 , Co. B, 3rd
Bn., 1st T.M.G. Big., Ft. Jack
son, S.C.
•
ETTRICK, WIS. (Special) Pvt. Wayne Affeldt , son of Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur AffeW.,-South
Beaver Creek, who had basic
training at Fl. Leonard Wood.
Mo., has completed advanced
training as a machinist.
•
BLAIR, Wis. ( Special)—Army

Save money on Christmas gifts shop where the bargains a r e . . .
.
with cash! Visit the l-C

Mwiec/ "0_»/

Spare your budget this Christmas! Get the cash
you need with a convenient I C Plan loan.

HHUfi See the man with the l-C plan

INDUSTRIAL CREDIT COMPANY
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Pvt. Gerald M. Johnson, son dt
Mr. and Mrs . Carl Johnson,
Blair , has completed an eightweek general supply course at
Ft. Leonard , Wood , Mo.
Johnson received instruction
in the receipt , storage and issue of supplies and materials.
He entered the Army last August and completed basic combat training at Ft. Leonard
Wood. He was graduated from
Blair Higli School in 1961.
His address is: U.S. 557854. ..,
Co. 8 (ST U , END , QMSTC, Ft .
Lee, Va., Class GSS65-21-23801.
•
JAMES W. PALBICK. , airman apprentice, USN, son of
Mrs . Sylvia A .
P a 1 bicki , 759
E a s t Sth St.,
graduated Oct.
16 from the Aviation Familiarization School
at the Naval Air
Teohnic a 1
Training Center, Memphis,
T e r n . During
the two-week
PalbLcki
course he studied naval aviation oHentation,
survival practices and history,
theory of flight, aircraft carriers and operations, cleaning
and inspecting aircraft , survival evasion tactics , parachutes
and jump techniques.

ALTURA , Mlnn.-Army Sgt.
l.C. James F. Goree. 33, whose
parents , Mr. and Mrs . Phillip
Waletzki , and wife , Mary, live
on Altura Rt. 1, partici pated
with other members of the 1st
Cavalry Division ire Exercise
Flying Tackle, a four-day field
training exercise in Korea. Goree is a platoon sergeant in
Headquarters Company, 2d Battalion of the division 's Sth Cavalry. He entered the Army in
1 950 and went overseas on this
tour of duty last July.

• -.

CALEDONIA, Minn . - Army
Pvt . David H. Schnaitz , son of
Al Schmitz, 318 E. Grove St. ,
completed advanced training
as an artillery automatic weapons .csewman at Fort Bliss ,
Tex., Nov ; 27. Schmitz entered
the Army in July, 1964. He was
fraduated from Loretto High
chool in 1961.
LA CRESCENT, Mion.-A.Z.C.
Dale E. Klug, son o( Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene M. Klug, 1106
Grandview Terrace, has graduated from a special communications - electronics course at
Lowry AFB, Colo. Airman Klug,
who will report for duty at Air
Force Headquarters in Washington, is a graduate of Aquinas High School, La Crosse.

•

ALMA CENTER, Wis.—Donald E. Wagner, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Roger Alexander, Alma
Center Rt. 2, has been promotetd to technical sergeant in the
U. S. Air Force at Moron AB,
Spain. Sgt. Wagner is a transportation supervisor. He is -a
graduate of Alma Center High
School .

M A R I N E PFC. Wlt-LIAM
DICKSON , son of Mr. and Mrs.
Orville Dickson, 477 W. Mill St.,
is serving with the First Tank
Battalion, First Marine Division, Camp Pendleton, Cal if . The
battalion u s e s medium and
heavy tanks. The heavy tank is
capable of destroying any tank
ST. CHARLES, Mlnn.-Army
known in the world today.
Pfc. Ron R. Willardson , son of
Mr . and Mrs. Ron ald P. Wil•
SEAMAN RICHARD E. BAM- lardson, St. Charles. Rt. 1, was;
BENEK,. USN, son of Mr. and assigned Nov . 15 to the 86th
Mrs . Frank G . Bambenek, 740 Signal Detachment on Okin44th Ave., Goodview , participa- awa. Willardson, a systems
ted in a NATO anti-Submarine maintenanceman in the detachtraining operation called "Even ment, entered the Army in SepBet" while serving aboard the tember 1963. The 19-year-old soldestroyer USS Warrington in dier is a 1963 graduate of St.
the Mediterranean. The exer- Charles High Schoo l.
cise involved ships and air units from the United States , HARMONY MAN MOVES
France United Kingdom and HARMONY, Minn. - John
Italy.
Ryan , at the Armour buying
station here four years, was
MACHINERY REPAIRMAN transferred to Ivanhoe, Minn.,
C. where he is working at the ArROGER
FIREMAN
HUGHES, USN, son of Charles mour plant. He, his wife, the
R. Hughes, 914 W. Broadway , former Mary Ann Beckman,
is serving aboard the repair Harmony, and daughter have
ship USS Amphion, operating moved to Ivanhoe. Russell
out of Norfolk , Va. _ Th.is ship Houston, who has been with
provides repair facilities and Ryan at the station here, now
supply support to units of the
is in charge. Donald O'Connor,
Atlantic Fleet.
rural Preston is his assistant.
¦
ARMY SPEC. 4 GEORGE E. MVSICAL WHITESIDE
RESSIE JR., whose parents
NEW YORK un — "The Man
live on Winona Rt. 1, qualified
as expert in firing the M-14 Who Came to Dinner" is getrifle at Fort Eustis, Va., Nov . ting ready for a return visit in
4. The versatility of this light- musical form.
weight rifle allows the individ- Abe Burrows is working on
ual soldier to fire it automati- the project with the estates of
cally, mount a bayonet or to the comedy 's authors, Mess
launch a rifle grenade against Hart and George Kaufman.
armor or personnel in fortified James Lipton is preparing the
positions. Ressie , a crane op- adaptation and writing lyrics
erator in the I24th Transporta- for a score by Laurence Rosention Co., entered the Army in thal.
Burrows plans to direct and
August, 1963. He is a 1963 graduate of Lewiston High School.
cosponsor the venture.

M_____________Hi_!______l
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school this year a r e being,
taught by three teachers.
Since Belvidere is in the Wi- ing Building auditorium. He will
nona Circuit , Mrs. , Friederich d.seuss "Esthetics in Mechani' .-INCH
will continue as regional vice cal Engineering."
ELECTRIC
president of the Lutheran WomNOTES 90TH BIRTHDAY
en 's Missionary League.
DRILL
Pastor Friedrich and his fam- ! ELGIN , Minn. - Gust Wanily will move shortly after drey, who has )iv«d in this
Christmas and he installed at the area all his life , reached his
Sp.ei.l $9i99
new charge Jan. 3. The Hart- 90th birthday Nov. 23. He farmRushford parish observed his ed north and west oi Elgin pre25th anniversary in the minis- vious to moving to- town.
RODD STORf
try a year ago. Services for St.
Still acti-ve, he drives his
V A S HARDWARI
Mark's have been conducted in car to get his mail and out to
Emmanuel Ep iscopal Church 15 the farm. Sometimes he splits
57. E. 4th St. PhMft 4017
years. St. John 's at Hart will be wood for heating his home.
103 years, old in 1965.
i
m
!
MEETING AT LA CROSSE
LA CROSSE. Wis. - Jack Collins, president . Jack Collins AsTh« Ultimate In Christmas Giving
sociates , industrial designs, will
speak at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday
to the La Crosse ASME subsec159 East Third StrMt
tion at the Trane Co. Engineer-

Hart Minister
Goes to Belvidere

HART , Minn. — The Rev . Edwin Friedrich, who has been
serving St. John 's Lutheran
Church of Hart and St. Mark's
Lutheran Church of Rushford 11
years, was granted a release at
a joint voter 's meeting Thursday. He has now accepted a
call to St. Peter's congregation, Belvidere, near Goodhue.
The Rev. Walter Zemke there
is retiring from the ministry
and will live in Lake City.
The congregation at Belvidere
is similar in size to the con gregation at Hart and still operates
a parochial school . A new plant
with a gymnasium was erected
in 1961 . The 64 children in the
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ALS _ OPEN SUNDAY AFTERNOON, DEC. 13 & 20
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contains the most prized brand y gift of
all. Versati le Coronet VSQ makes 32
different mixed drinks and makes every
one of them better.. .smoother. That' s
why we say , *'It' s the one brandy for all
drinks!'The Royal Coronation decanter
is available at no extra cost.
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Bloodmobile Set Whitehall Telephone
,
Junior College At Durand Monday Hearing on Tuesday
BILL MERRI LL'S Conservation
Funds Asked

What kind of a disposition do isfied, feeling he or she is not
you have? Is it congenial, well getting his share , and no matmannered, and in general, ter what he gets, he suspects
pleasant? Or, do you number he should have more. To coopwith the grouchy set who, for erate or share with others is to
the most part, find people an- him a sign of weakness. Renoying and feel justified in fos- move self from the scene, and
tering an anti-social attitude? it opens up a whole new world.
Someone was the author of a The confirmed grouch is pretpretty cute statement with teeth ty hard to get through to, but
in it when that someone wrote, perhaps some reading this now
"Why be difficult, when with a have felt themselves falling inlittle effort you can be impos- to the rut of being difficult. To
openly admit is to lose face.
sible?"
The impact of the statement Not to do something about it
is the suggestion. You think is to become the kind of a perabout it and try a little, and you son nobody likes. You can't
can even be nastier than you even like yourself when you are
are now, with implication that difficult to be around. So, what
If you would really think aboul to do?
it , you would see yourself as May I suggest something.
others see you and any effort Look about you, extend yourto change would likely run in self just a little, and do something nice for someone else.
the other direction.
Find someone that you can
DO YOU know what I think benefit. Make a practice doing
makes a person grouchy? Self- for others. A kind word, a
fishness. These are they that helping ha_nd, or an occasional
think the world owes them a liv- sincere compliment can do
ing, or that the other guy's out much for those you bestow
to get them for all they're these niceties on, but much
worth. In either case, self be- more for you.
comes the primary concern and
survival of the fittest is inter-; SOMETHING ELSE. If you're
preted as a rat race, and those becoming a grouch, you most
that come out on top are they likely haven't done your best
that trust no one. The result? on the job either. Make up
Such a person becomes dissat- your mind to do your best at
work, and even this will start
you back on to the road of happiness as you think in terms
"~™ ~
"
" -"^ of that which is about you , and
\
not just of self.
It's true that some people are
difficult as the result of internal problems. IU health is not
an excuse for a nasty disposition, and yet, it may well be a
cause. Most folks allow for another's discomforts, giving them
the benefit of the doubt. But
^®\£f _\ when a nasty disposition persists, one has a tendency to suspect that the cause is yet selfishness, making the possessor
of such a disposition a little
hard to take. So, before you
pollute the atmosphere about
f
4 9^^^^_l yoUj re-evaluate the worth and
the cause of a nasty disposition and then be rid of it, and
see the difference it will make.
!*'*
¦¦¦ ., y W__M __\
Bill Merrill'. "Something
to Lire By" may be heard
dally over KWNO at 6:50
a.m.
¦
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ST. PAUL (AP) - The pleas
for more men and more money
continued in budget hearings before Gov. Karl Rolvaag Monday.
Latest in line were the new State
Junior College Board and the
Department of Conservation.
The Junior College Board asked for an outlay of $8.5 million
for the next two years, to operate 11 existing junior colleges
and four new ones — one in
northwestern Minnesota and
three in the Twin Cities area.
Phillip Holland , director of
the board, asked for a $200,000
contingency fund and money
for a student loan program in
his request.
Helland said the 11 colleges
now hjve 5,000 students and
that this will grow to 6,100 by
1966. With 3,700 students at the
new schools, Helland said, there
will be some 9,800 in junior colleges a year hence.
The Junior College Board
meets in its St. Paul offices today and some reports indicated
the board might change signals
and ask for five metropolitan
area colleges instead of three,
with a statewide system of 18.
Its been suggested that one of
the new schools be in Thief River Falls, another in vacant
space in Minneapolis Central
High School.
/
Wayne Olson, state conservation commissioner, told the governor his main need is more
manpower.
"We have about the same
number of employes now as we
had 10 years ago, despite the increase in operations and addition of programs such as natural resources," Olson said.
His office'proposes to add 100
employes to its present complement of about 1,000. The conservation budget is pegged at $26.7
million, a boost of $7.5 million
over the present outlay.
. ¦

...give it! ;

TOMAH, Wis. un - The Tomah school district, voting on
its financing, balloted 840-816
Monday night in favor of authorizing an additional $400,000.
The program covers a new
senior high school building on
a new site, remodeling the present high school for junior high
use and improvements to elementary school buildings.
funds, with the additionWabasha Co. to Open alTotal
to the program, amount to
Bids on Depositories $2.3 million. ¦
WABASHA, Minn. — Proposal for Wabasha County deposi- Park Director at
tories for the next two years
will be opened by the board of Kenosha Drops Dead
auditors at the office of Luke KENOSHA, Wis. UPi - W
C. Beaver, clerk of District Taylor, 51-year-old city jlrren
^ark
Court, at the courthouse here director, collapsed
and died
Dec. 30 at 10 a.m. the propos- Monday night
shortly after
als should include what security
will be given for county funds, leaving a meeting of the city
and what interest will be allow- council at the city hall.
ed on monthly balances on condition such funds with accrued TAYLOR SUNDAY SCHOOL
interest will be held subject .to TAYLOR, Wis. (Special) draft and payment at all times Taylor Lutheran Sunday School
pupils will meet at the church
on demand.
The board of auditors includes promptly at 1 p.m. Saturday to
Ralph Warthesen, Plainview , practice for their Christmas
chairman of the County Board program Dec. 20 at 2:30 p.m.
¦
of Commissioners, Beaver and
Wilbur Koelmel, county audi- England's poet laureate is paid
tor.
$227.20 a year.

Winter-time

DRY-AIR
a problem?
__ f __ ^ ^ ^l i
_____

RUSHFORD , Minn. - First
National Bank of Rushford has
erected a giant tree on the east
slope of Magelssen's Bluff.
Folks say on a dark night the
tree appears to be suspended by
sky-hooks and hanging in space.
Elvin Humble, president of
the bank, says it is 55 feet tall
and the tower, 60 feet tall , with
an additional eight feet to the
clear light at the extreme top.
Twenty cables from top to bottom hold 500 colored
¦ lights.

Here's Proof ——

• Man's Suits or Sport
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OIL TREATED

A Perfect, Controllable-,
Solid Fuel
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THESE PRICES COOD THRU DEC. 19
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& LINENS TO LEAFS.
SEND All YOUR FAMILY LAUNDRY , BEDDING
PER POUND.
WE FINISH TO PERFECTION FOR ONLY 17*

WESTERN
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Call Leafs — 2222

"'Clean to Handle . . .
Clean to Burn"

In 1900 the average work
week was 60 hours long.
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RCA Vir.np
VICTOR pn»mI7
PORTABLE

"VICTROUT PHONOGRAPH

• New tilt-down manual phonograph . Plays all sizes, all speeds
of mor-ophonlc records . Continuous tonB control . Rugged . compact, easy-to-carr y case . Synthetic stylus

$24.95
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STERE0S and RADIOS
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SOLID STATE PHONO BUY
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TOTAL SOUND STEREO
with Rollabout Stand
and Record Holder

$89.95

SOLID STATE STEREO VALUE
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. Solid State Amphfi.r provides
Instant warm-up—run * cool •
Tilt-down S.udi.matlc 4-speed
channer with True-track Tont
Arm-universal synthetic sapphire
styl us . Front-mounted5" x3" high
efficiency speaker
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HAVE THE HOLIDAY SPIRIT!

Pocahontas

Yule Tree Erected
On Rushford Bluff

Tomah Votes for
New High School

Jive a
=. better s|
bourbon

DURAND, Wis. - The Red
Crosa^loodmobile will be at
St. Mary's Church, Durand,
Monday from 1 to 7 p.m.
Arrangements for donations
are in charge of Mrs. R. J.
Bryant and Mrs. Roderick R.
Steniel. A total of 125 pints is
the goal. Gray Ladies will help
at the registration desk and tables occupied by donors. Pepin
County Homemakers will be in
charge of the light lunch.

Leafs Launderers % Cleaners

WHITEHALL, Wis.-The Public Service Commission hearing
at the Trempealeau County
courthouse here will be Monday
at 11 a.m. instead of the date
previously announced. Seventeen subscribers of General Telephone Co. of Wisconsin, formerly of Beef River Valley Telephone Co., Osseo, are petitioning for service from Tn-County
Telephone Co-op, Inc., Independence.
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Stereo Amplifier
provldes Instant warm-up-runs cool
• Two 4 speakers-one Is topmounted Inside case , one in de-
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TOTA L SOUND STEREO
with Rollabout Stand
and Recor d Holder

$129.95
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• Breathtaking 6-speaker sound -)k
~"two, 10 Pla Ph°n,lc duo-cont T*
speakers, .our 3V< i- tweelers
\
,, DUB Channel Amplifier with
, *
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8-TRAMSISTOR POWER—CAN
PLAY ON HOUSE- CURRENP,TOO
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RCA
VICTO R "Powerllft"

Portable Transistor Radio

SPECIAL $2455
STEREO-WITH

CHAR
M

RCA V,CT0R Mw Wsta

HIGH FIDELIT Y STEREO

• Dynamic 6- .peak_r sound-two
12" Dlaphonlc duo-cone speak«», four W> tweeters • Dual
Channel Amplifier with 20 watts

^'Kdma._f ra We?
^S\^Zl ^Stube FM-AM - FM stereo radio

$259.95

RESTORtS NATURAL MOISTURI

BOURBON

Ameri ca 's
Largest Selling
6 Year Old
Kentucky Bourbon
SmAIUHT Kl NKJCKr BrjIIRBOM WHISKY • llf. PROOf
OANCIIN I Ali i OlSIIILIH 'i CO . f.ANMOKI. KV

Nature puts inv igorating moisture into the air. Artificia l
healing dries it out- Because this moisture is essential for so
many reasons , it must be replaced. Heir 's how: With an
Aprilaire Humidifier. Here 's why: It adds moiiture just as
Nature does—as a vapo r, No mists , no droplets , no white
dust. Controlled hy nn accurate hnmidlstat. Big capacity. No
liming or maintenance problems. Choose jour new humidifier
wisely—c hoose the best —Apnlaiic.

See it loday !

— FREE HOME HUMIDITY TEST —

NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY
79 Eat ljhird Strecf
—.

Phon* 8-3631
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NELSON TIRE SERVICE
Fourth and Johnson

...
_^^,
Phone 2306

The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hospita l
Vlilllnj hour): Mtdlctl ind lurglcii
psfltntl: 1 fe . ind M» 1:10 p.m. (No
dilldrtn undsr »,)
MltSfntty PitlMll. i to J:M ind 7 to
1:50 p.m. (Adulti only.)

MONDAY

ADMISSIONS
Mary Williams , 626 Harriet St.
Richard Kanz , 1004 W. 3rd St.
Mrs. Edmund Wantock , 617
E. Howard St.
Oliver Gates, 469 Zumbro St.
G u s t Krueger, Rochester,
Minn.
Mrs. Paul Anderson , 422 E.
3rd St.
Mrs. Raymond Durnen , Winona Rt. 2.
Norman Bublitz , 267 W. Mark
St.
Mrs. Hertha Putnam, 415 E.
Howard St.
DISCHARGES
Dean Patterson , Kenosha ,
Wis.
Mrs. John Peters6n, 87 N.
Baker St.
Michael Kaehler , 711 E. Sth
St.
Mrs. Robert Golish , Rochester, Minn.
Donald Orr, in Stone St.
Miss Sandra Wiskow, St.
Charles, Minn.
Elmer Herold , 477 E>Howard
St.
Kyle Eide, Rushford, Minn.
Mra. John MacLean, Rushford, Minn.
Louis Stiehm , Rollingstone ,
Minn.
Mrs. Robert Pelowsk i and
baby, 1206 W. Mark St.
Mrs. Victor Gibbons and
baby, Fountain City , Wis.
Mrs. Richard Hagedorn and
baby, Stockton , Minn.
Births
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ernst,
Fountain City. Wis., a son.
Mr. and Mra. Dale Pearson,
Minnesota City, a daughter.
The hospital today reported
the Saturday admission of Harold Koehler, 718 W. 6th St.
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
BLOOMINGTCN , Minn.-Mr.
and Mrs. Kent Stever a daughter Saturday at Swedish Hospital , Minneapolis. M a t e r n a l
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Fred R. Naas, 888 43rd Ave.,
Goodview.
WHITEHALL , Wis. (Special)
—At Tri-County Memorial Hospital, Whitehall :
Mr. and Mra. Robert Sluga,
Independence, a son Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gamroth, Independence, a son Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ystenes, Blair, a daughter Sunday.
FIRE CALLS
Saturday
11:52 p.m. — National Can
Retinning Co., 1101 E. Sanborn
St., no fire, a motorist saw
steam coming from the building
and thought It was a fire.
Sunday
12:43 a.m. — Country Kitchen,
_rd and Huff streets, false
alarm, employes of restaurant
knew nothing of reported grease
fire in kitchen.
10:17 p.m. — Mankato Avenue
and Mark Street, car fire in
rear seat cushions, put out with
hand pump, car owned by Harold Skroch, 171 High Forest St.
Monday
9:27 a .m. — 254 Orrin St.,
John Kozlowsk i residence, rubbish fire , put out with hand
pump.
Today
10:15 a.m. — Community Memorial Hospital parking lot, Dr.
Philip Helse's car on fire , put
out with C02 and dry chemical
powder, returned to station at
10: 37 a.m.

Municipa l Court
WINONA
Kathleen It. Ause. 20, 620V4 W.
lith St., pleaded guilty to speeding 40 m.p.h. In a 30 zone on
Sarnia Street from Center to
Johnson streets Monday at 11:35
p.m. She paid n $25 fine as the
alternative to « days In Jail .
Harlen L. Huff , Arcadia , Wis.,
pleaded guilty to having the
wrong gross weight stenciled on
til., truck while driving on Highway 43 in Winona Sunday at 3
p.m, He ' paid n $25 fine rather
than serve an fl-dny Jail sentence,
FORFKITURES:
Gilbert M, Stewart , Minnesota
City, S25 on a charge of tpeedInc DO m.p. h, in a BB rone on U.S.
81-14 Sunday nt 1:15 a.m.
Harold Sta.df ._r , East St.
Louis, 111., $10 on a charge of
parking in n MOW removal zone
al. 3rd nnd Johnson streets Nov.
22 at 2:0fl a.m.
¦
Automated machines now turn
out 1,600 cigarettes a minute.

Two-Sta te Deaths

Winona Deaths

Abner N. Engaas
ETTRICK , Wis. (Special) Abner N . Engaas, 72, died Sunday afternoon at a La Crosse
hospital. He had been in failing
health for some time.
He was born May 29, 1892, in
the Town of Onalaska to Mr.
and Mrs, Nell Engaas.
He married Rosella Jostad
June 4, 1930. In 1932 they moved
from Holmen to a farm in
Washington Coulee. He was an
overseas veteran of World War
I.
Survivors art : His wife, two
brothers, John and August, Holmen, and four sisters, Mrs.
William Smith, Onalaska; Mrs.
Andrew Eye, La Crosse, and
Clara and Agnes, Holmen.
Military services will be conducted Wednesday at 2 p.m. at
First Lutheran Church, North
Beaver Creek, the Rev. K. M.
Urberg officiating. Burial will
be in Halfway Creek Lutheran
Cemetery, Holmen.
Friends may call at Jostad
Funeral Home, West Salem, tonight and at the church Wednesday after 12:30 p.m.

Mrs. Myrtla Firth
Mrs. Myrtle Firth, a resident
of the city until about a year
ago, died at Omaha, Neb., Monday evening. She had been ill recently.
Mrs. F irth went to Omaha to
care for the children of her son,
Robert, after the mother died.
Mr. Firth, a salesman, was in
Texas when his mother died.
The funeral service is expected to be in Winona.

Ole vogen
RUSHFORD , Minn. (Special)
—The funeral for Ole Vogen, 79,
who died at his home at Kenyon Nov. 30 after a threemonth illness, was held Thursday at F I r s t Evangelical
Church, Kenyon, the Rev. B. J.
Blikstad officiating. Burial was
in the Kenyon Cemetery.
Pallbearers w e r e Conrad
Gaasedelen, J u l i u s Halseth,
John Hanson, Wiiiiamv Engel,
Melvin Broin and Norman Nelson.
He was born in March 1885,
at North Prairie, Fillmore
County, to Peder and Anna Woxland Vogen. He attended country school there and was confirmed in the North Prairie Lutheran Church by Pastor Nels
Narveson.
He married Christine (Tillie)
Norswing of Kenyon in 1910.
They farmed on her parents'
place near Kenyon until 1932,
until they moved to town. From
then until retiring about 10 years
ago, he worked for the Co-op
Implement Co., Kenyon. They
celebrated their golden wedding
in 1960.
Survivors are : His wife ; six
sons, Victor, Stanley and Obed,
of California; Clair and Donald,
St. Paul, and Roger, Minneapolis; three daughters , Rosella,
Bernice fcnnd Marly*, all in California; 25 grandchildren; three
great - grandchildren ,* t h r e e
brothers, Oscar and Alvin, Rushford, and Carl. California, and
one sister, Mrs. Ed J. ( Selrna)
Anderson, Pfeston. Two brothers and one sister have died.
N. C. Haileiet
SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special) — Nervin Cornelius Haste-el, 61, died at 7:40 a.m. today at Tweeten Memorial Hospital after an illness of nine
months.
Born June 30, 1903, at Whalan, to Charlie and Mary Ramsey Hasleiet, he married Clara
Larson Dec. 20, 1922, at Lanesboro. He had been employed
at Argus Inc., and had lived
in the village 11 years. Previously he had lived at Whalan
and Mabel.
Survivors include his wife ;
two ions, Arne, Spring Grove,
and Clifford, Caledonia; two
daughters, Norma, S p r i n g
Grove, and Lorraine, Winona;
seven grandchildren; two brothers, Benard and Alfred, Peterson, and three sisters , Mrs. Alfred (Emma) T h o m p s o n ,
Lanesboro ; Mrs. Elmer ( Selrna) Johns, Winona, and Mrs.
Rasmus (Cora ) Berquam, La
Crosse. One brother and one
sister have died.
Funeral services will be at
2 p.m. Thursday at Engell Roble Funeral Home, the Rev.
Rolf Hansen , Trinity Lutheran
Church, officiating. Burial will
be in Trinity Lutheran Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after noon Wednesday.
Theodore Budde
WABASHA , Minn. ( Special)
— Theodore Buddo, 74, Butte
Mont., Wabnshn native , died
at 2 p.m. Sunday at a Butte
hospital after nn illness of twoyears.
He was horn here March 25,
1890, to George nnd Margaret
Budde. He attended St. Felix
School and graduate-) from the
University of Minnesota Agri cultural school in LB10. He
fanned In the Kellogg area until 1034 when he moved lo
Montana, where he hod lived
with the exception of two years
In California.
Survivors include two sons,
Robert, Minneapolis , and (icr
aid, St. Paul ; 10 grandchildren ;
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Winona funenls
Mrs. Ma* S. Hughes
Funeral services for Mrs. Mae
S. Hughes, 1763 W. Broadway,
will' be Wednesday at 2 p.m.
at Fawoett Funeral Home, Dr .
E . Clayton Burgess, Central
Methodist Church, officiating.
Burial will be in Woodlawn
Cemetery,
Frends may call today from
7 to 9 p.m.

3 High School
Meetings Slated
At La Crescent
IA CRESCENT, Minn. (Special )—Three meetings for students planning to enroll in the
new La Crescent High School
next year have been annouac«(} by Superintendent W. H.
Stetzler. All pupils who will be
in grade 12 will meet Monday
at 8:10 p.m., prospective juniors Dec. 17 at 8 p.m., and future sophomores Dec. 16 at 7
p.m. , all in the grade school
cafeteria.

Hit-Run Driver
Fined at Alma

ALMA , Wis. (Special) - Before Buffalo County Judge Gary
B. Schlosstein Monday, William
E. Volkman was fined $50 plus
$5 costs for pulling away from
the Bright Spot Tavern at
Marshland Nov. 22 at 5:15 p.m.,
striking a 1965 car traveling
west on Highway 35-54, and failing to stop.
The owner of the other vehicle ,
with the aid of a squad car,
followed Volkman about five
miles into Winona and stopped
him.
About $150 damage was done
to the Volkman vehicle and $100
A full shelter survey program to the new car.
by the. local civil defense unit
was authorized Monday night by THE LICENSE of John Stohr,
the City\ouncil.
Alma , a juvenile , was suspendCivil Defense Director George ed for 45 days on a charge of
McGuire said construction of speeding at the junction of Highseveral new buildings makes ways 35 and 95 in Fountain
necessary a niaht-and-day sur- City Nov. 24. He was assessed
vey of each block. Following $3 costs.
this, all perLarry W. Hedberg was fined
sons in the
$35
plus costs for driving with,
/••
city will be asout a Wisconsin license in Alma
ClTV
signed approOct. 24.
•¦
priate shelters
Ralph Pyka , Cudahy, was
either for day ^
V^OUDCH fined $50 plus costs for hunting
or night prodeer within 200 feet of a county
tection against possible enemy highway.
attack or nuclear fallout.
Michael Holland Boland, Town
Cost of the survey will be $3,- of "Waumandee , was fined $35
000, McGuire said. Half will be plus costs for hitting a bridge
paid by federal funds and half Nov. 22 at 2:30 a.m. He claimed
will come from the local unit's he fell asleep while coming
from Waumai-dee south on Highcurrent budget.
A three-day institute in Chi- way 88.
cago next February will be at- The $50 fine against John Kontended by two medical repre- kel, Arcadia Rt. 1, was suspendsentatives of Community Me- ed. He was charged with killing
morial Hospital, McGuire said . a doe in buck season. He was
Each will receive $100 for ex- placed on probation for one
penses of attending the confer- year to Elliot Peterson, Monences on hospital planning and dovi, conservation warden. Konadministration. McGuire said. kel explained to the court he
thought he shot a buck. He was
one great-granddaughter; one unsuccessful in c o n t a c t i n g
brother, Harry, St. Paul, and Fred G a r d n e r , Whitehall,
one sister, Miss Rose Budde, Trempealeau County conservaFaribault. Two infant sons, tion warden, but reported to
Apel, Buffalo City, Bufone daughter, Mrs. Margaret Stanley
'
Pinkerton, who died in Octo- falo County warden.
ber of this year , and one sis- FORFEITURES on charges
listed :
ter, Mrs. Elizabeth Jansen, Glen Tamke, Verona, transhave died.
porting gun in auto, Nov. 21,
Funeral services are tenta- $15.
v
tively set for Saturday at Wab- Ray Kruger, Eleva, $15, havasha. Buck man-Schierts Funer- ing an antlerless deer not regal Home is in charge.
istered by 5 p.m. the first day
following the plose of the doe
Lawrence Brinkman
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special) season. In court with Attorney
Ward, Osseo, he changed
—Funeral services for Law- John
his plea from not guilty to guilty.
rence Brinkman will be Wed- Marilyn Allison, Eleva Rt. 2,
nesday at 1:30 p.m. at St. Pe- and Barbara Kothbauer, Monter's Lutheran Church, Belvi- dovi Rt. 4, $15 each for having
dere, the Rev. Walter A. Zem- antlerless deer not registered by
ke officiating. Burial will be In 5 p.m. the day following the doe
Trinity Lutheran Cemetery, ru- season.
ral Lake City.
Lee Zastrow , Arcadia, $20
Pallbearers will be Ralph, transporting an uncased gun,
Ray, Rudolph and Ronald Nov. 21.
Brinkman, Gary Yotter and Le- Eugene Lorenz, Alma, $30,
on Solium.
trapping in closed season, Nov.
Private services for the fam- 14.
ily will be at 8:15 p.m. today Kenneth Schober, Eau Galle,
at Tolzrnann Chapel, Lake City. $15 plus costs, carrying a gun
Friends may call at the chapel in auto in Town of Maxville
until Wednesday noon and at Nov. 28.
Mortimer G. Borgwardt , Minthe church after 12:30 p.m.
neapolis , $2fl , failure to yield
William B. Roberton
right of way.
LEWISTON, Minn. - William
B. Roberton, 80, died at 8:40
a.m. today at his home after
an illness of six weeks.
OTHER TEMPERATURES
He was born Dec. 8, 1884, By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
in Fremont Township, to Mr.
High Low Pr.
and Mrs. Thomas Roberton. He Albany, cloudy
22 7 ..
married Elsie Knopp June ], Albuquerque, clear . 36 18
1915, at Utica. They farmed In Atlanta , clear
47 25
the area and retired in 1954. Boise , snow
39 32 T
lie lived in the area his en- Boston , cloudy
24 12
tire lifetime and wns a mem- Chicago, snow
"in 27 .02
ber of the Lewiston Presby- Cincinnati , cloudy , 34 31
terian Church, Clyde Ever- Cleveland , snow ... 2(1 2fi .02
green Lodge AF&AM , 55 years, Denver , clear
40 22
and was a Winona County sel- ])es Moines , clear . 32 2.1
ective service hoard member Detroit , sno-w
211 25 .0(1
during World War II.
Fort Worth , clear .. 52 20
Survivors include his wife ; Helena , cloudy
29 fl ..
two sons, William and Thomas Honolulu , cloudy .. 83 72 ..
at home, and six grandchildren. Indianapolis , cloudy 33 29 ..
One daughter , four brothers .Jacksonville , clear . 59 39 ..
and two sisters have died.
Los Angeles , clear . f>7 43
Funeral services will be at 2 Louisville , cloudy .. .19 32
p.m. Thursday nt Lewiston Memphis , clear ... 45 .'Hi
Presbyter inn Church, the Rev . Miami , cloudy
73 03
William King, Winona firace Milwaukee , cloudy . 2(> 24 .02
Presbyterian Church, officiat- Mpls. -St..\ , cloudy . 25 21
ing. Burial will be In Fremont New Orleans , clear . SI '.'.'.I
Scotch Cemetery ,
New York , clear . . 30 24 ..
Friends may cull at Jacobs- Okla . City, clear ... 51 2!) ..
Ellison Funeral Home here Ornnhn , clear
32 24
after noon Wednesday and at Philadelphia , clear . 32 111
the church after 1 p.m. Thurs- Phoenix , cloar
04 40
day. A Masonic service will be Pt lnd , Me., cloudy . 25 14 , .
nt 8 p.m. Wednesday nt the Rapid City , clear .. 311 21 ..
funeral home.
Richmond , clear . .. r... 17 ,.
St. Louis , cloudy . . :ill 2fl ,,
Two-State Funerals Si.ll l.k. City, cloudy 35 20 ..
Sun Fran., clear . . 00 55 .02
Adam Wold
50 42 .25
Sent lie , cloudy
K1.EVA , Wis. - Tho funer- Washington , clour . 34 24
al service for Adam Wold will Winnipeg, fog
23 6
be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at
T—Truce
Eleva Lutheran Church , the
Rev . Calvin Larson officiating . ( AIRPORT W1. ATHI...
North Central OhNrrv.i.i iii.s)
Burial will bo In tho Eleva
Max. temp. 30 at noon todny,
Cemetery.
Friends may call at Sti and- min. temp. 24 nt H a.m. loday,
KJentvet Funeral Home , Ele- clear nky, visibility 7 miles ,
va , from this afternoon until wind Is' calm , barometer :M).on
Jl D.m. W-dnwiday, and at the nnd steady, humidity fit percejit.
church after noon.

Council OKs
Full Program
On CD Shelter
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Part of Old
Dump Land
Yields $3,000

Satisfying itself the price was
fair , the City Council voted
Monday night to sell 5.15 acres
of land in the old city dump
for $3,000. That's a little more
than two blocks.
The purchaser is the Gorman
Foundry Co., which will build
a 20,000-square-foot building
next year on the site.
THE INITIAL recommendation was made by the Winona
Athletic Board, charged with
administration of the land which
was deeded to the city by the
late John Latsch. The board
based the ask.
ing price on
f \ *r\i
an appraisal
V*ITy
it has ordered
A p p e a r - |^"
-I
ing at t h e
council meeting to supply details was R. F. Forsythe, general manager for the concern.
Council President H a r o l d
Briesath , noting that city land
usually brings $1 ,000 an acre,
asked whether the offer was
high enough. Forsythe outlined
cost factors which he said
would raise the final expense
for the company to about
$18 ,998, or $3,689 per acre.
Because the area is abandoned fill , -with unstable subsurface
characteristics , much excavating and refilling must be done,
Forsythe explained. A 460-foot
rail siding would require a new
grade costing $2,200. Wires
would have to be raised for
clearance at a cost of $1,223.
Extra costs for building foundation and footings would reach
$8,500 and another $1,500 worth
of fill -would be needed within
the walled space, he said.
The only other practical site,
a Goodview location, was available at about $3,500 an acre,
completely furnished with utilities, Forsythe told aldermen.
Soil conditions there were adequate for construction, be said.
There was little difference , economically speaking, Forsythe
continued, but the company 's
first preference was Winona.

A

Council

ALDERMEN and Mayor R.
K. Ellings were impressed and
Aid. James Stoltman proposed
that the company be formally
thanked for its decision.
Approximately $125,000 will be
invested in building and equipment, Forsythe revealed, and
taxes of about $5,000 a year
would be paid on this. The company, locally owned, hopes to
double production and raise its
present payrolls by another
$100,000, he added. All but four
or five .of the 32 employes live
in Winona or Goodview.

Temperatures
Get Back Near
Melting Range

Another snow, less than half
an inch, brightened Winona up
a bit for the holiday season
last night and the weatherman
cooperated with a pleasant prediction of "Partly cloudy tonight and Wednesday; little
temperature change tonight,
warmer Wednesday. Low tonight 10-20, high Wednesday
35. "
Mild temperatures and a
chance of snow flurries is the
outlook for Thursday.
THE WINONA , temperature
rose to 20 Monday afternoon ,
dropped to 22 overnight and
was 25 at noon today. Snowfall
measured .3 of nn inch , leaving
about an inch and a half on
the ground.
Temperatures were slightly
less than a year ago today when
the high was 46 nnd the low
28. All-lime high for this time
of the year was 55 in 194fi and
the Dec. ft low -10 in l«7fi. Mean
for the past 24 hours was 25,
near the normal figure of 23.
An exception to generally mild
temperatures in Minnesot a today was Duluth with a morning
low of -7. At International Falls,
usually a cold spot , the low was
11 above.
Rochester posted a high ol
25 Monday nnd a low of 20
today while Ln Oosse had figures of 27 and 2:f for the same
times. Light snowfalls were reported at most Minnesota communities.
Light snow also fell early today in scattered areas of WISCONSIN and generally cloudy
conditions prevailed in the rest
of the state with slightly warmer temperatures .
Snowfall amount, were al)
less than n half-inch , with only
.02 Inch in the Milwaukee area.
Parts of the state also received
some freezing drizzle Monday
with I -one Rock and Green Bay
recording .01 , and Madison , Boloit , Ln Crosse , Wausiiu , Eau
Claire and Superior nil receiving a trace.
Meanwhile , high temperatures
Monduy ranged from 211 «t. Beloit to 20 In Superior.
Overnight lows Included Superior 7 below , Stevens P_ lnt 4
below . Wausau 2 below nnd Kan
Claire 7 above.

Wabasha Co. FU Votes
To Study NFO Union

KELLOGG, Minn. - By a
one-vote margin the Wabasha
County Farmers Union adopted
a resolution to appoint a committee to study possibile unity
of action between the Farmers
Union and the Wabasha County
NFO .
The resolution was adopted at
the FU'a annual meeting here
Friday evening. Logan Petit of
Plainview presented the resolution which read, "Because of
the very serious lack of organi-

zation among farmers, we members of the Wabasha County
Farmers Union direct our county president to appoint a committee of not less than three
members within 10 days for the
purpose of making possible unity of action between the Farmers Union of Wabasha County
and the NFO of Wabasha County. "

Kellogg. Opponents said the
committee should appoint only
Farmers Union members and
not NFO members. M a n y
farmers belong to both organizations, including Petit.
Several women spoke out in
opposition of the resolution saying the two organizations should
not be pushed together. They
also objected to stopping livestock trucks.
SPEAKING IN favor of the
Harold Hall, Kellogg, was reresolution were State R e p . elected chairman for his fourth
Charles Miller and Paul Flies of term. Petit was re-elected vice
chairman defeating Stephen
Taubel, Thellman. Mrs. Jerome
Majerus, Plainview, was reelected secretary-treasurer.

Auto Body Repair
Course Started

The second of five classes to
be organized this fall and winter
in the Winona Area VocationalTechnical School under provisions of the federal Manpower
D e velopment ,. .
& Training
•
c •
Act met for jChOOl
its first session Monday.
D -. -_,_» __ !
POoi a
Twenty students are enrolled in the course in auto body
repair for which instruction is
being given in rented quarters
at the Scharmer Warehouse
building, 1552 W. Broadway .

Brown , office manager.

ARRANGEMENTS for the
courses of instruction have been
made by Thomas W. Raine, director of the vocational-technical school, and his assistant,
Warren Macemon.
Superintendent of Schools
A. L. Nelson told members of
the Board of Education Monday
night that $54,500 worth of
equipment has been purchased
for the courses. Equipment is
financed by the federal government through the MDT program
and will become the property
of the school system when the
LAST MONTH a class of 20 courses are completed.
¦
began work in a course for highway technicians offered at the Californian Held
armory and three other classes
are to begin sessions within the In Minnesota Slaying
month.
First meetings of classes in VENTURA, Calif . (AP)-Clinstenography and general office ton Sumrall, 36, a San Jose,
clerical work are scheduled for Calif., plumber, has been held
next Monday and a course in to answer a murder charge in
Superior Court Dec. 17 in conwelding is to begin Jan. 4.
Each of the classes will have nection with, the slaying of Marvin W. Clark, 34, Austin, Minn.
an enrollment of 20.
Students w e r e
selected Sumrall is charged with shootthrough screening of applicants ing Clark last Nov. 10 in a Venby the Winona office of the Min- tura bar. Until preliminary
nesota Employment Service un- hearing Friday , Sumrall has reder the direction of Ray H. mained in jail since Nov . 11.
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EDWIN CHRISTIANSON, St.
Paul , president of the Minnesota
Fanners Union, told the 35
members present that agriculture is th? mainstay of income
in this county ; it creates more
than 14 million dollars income
annually. The 1964 feed grain
program brought more than
$700,000 into the county , he
said. Total payments including
feed grain, wool soil bank and
ACP payments totaled about $1,011,000, he pointed out. Social
Security payments in the county totaled $1,773,000.
Christiansen said the 75 percent of parity price support on
dairy products is not enough
"but better than if there were
no Farmers Union."
He said the Farmers Union
supports s e v e r a l legislative
goals: A new dairy program at
full parity through direct payments ; a continuation of the voluntary feed grains program;
extension of the wheat program
at full parity levels; a soybean
program with increased supports through direct payments;
an extension of the wool program with supports at full parity ; incentive payments to encourage the marketing of livestock at moderate weights and
limitation of price supports oi
payments to a family farm level of production.

OPEN WEDNESDAY AND
I
I FRIDAY UNTIL 9 P.M.
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^Wr Hi-Standard New Double Nine
Western Revolver. Fires both
double and single action,
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Rugtr 10/22 Automatic 22 Carbint. Rotary, detachable magazine, 10-shot capacity. Ivory
bead front sight, folding leaf
rear. Overall length 37" ; barrel length 18V.". "Shoots .22
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wristlets. Extra heavy slide fasten•r. Sizes 36 to 50. An outstanding
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La Crescent Star
to Hold Dinner

lYule Parties
For Saturday

Sweet Voices of . Children
Highlight Family Program

j The annual Christinas party
' of Local 633, United Auto WorkA large silver star shining by Miss June Sorlien, organist ,
brightly from the choir loft sang with sincerity and dignity. ers, will be held Saturday at the
above the manger scene; myri"Behold, there came wise Red Men 's Wigwam.
ads of tiny lights twinkling on men from the east" : The three Children from 1 to 12 years
evergreen trees on either side king (David Seitter, John Beck- of age are being invited in the
of the manger area: spot lights er, J ohn Neidig ) presented their
directed to the place where gifts to the Christ child. Each afternoon, from 2 to 3:30
Mary (Janika Eckert) and Jos- sang a solo part of "We Three o'clock, when Santa Claus will
make his appearance with gifts
eph (Wayne Hammer ) would Kings" assisted by the choir. {i of
candy and goodies and carwatch over the manger; a spirit
Looking as if they had just
of awe and reverence — these stepped out of a Christmas card , . toon movies will be shown.
In the evening the adults will
things greeted parents and with their lifted faces and eyes
friends of the children of the turned to the beautiful rose win- take over, with a social hour,
church school at the traditional dow in the sanctuary , the five starting at 6 p.m. The grownChristmas program in the sanc- Morris girls (Martha , Margaret , ¦ ups will have dinner from 6 :30
tuary of the First Congregation- Karen. D o n n a and Carol — to 8 p.m. after which there will
al Church Sunday afternoon .
daughters of Mr . and Mrs . T. be dancing to an orchestra unsang "0 Holy j til 1 a.m.
P.
TO THE singing of "O Come NightMorris)
All retired members and their
"
.
All "Ye Faithful" the proceswives are also invited to attend,
sional entered the church led
A POEM. "Love Came Down according to Edmund Frasch,
by the "curtain " angels holding at Christmas'^ by Christina G. [ party chairman.
lighted candles and followed by Rossett, was read by Miss Rekthe littlest angels, the small stad to close the pageant. The
shepherds, the stately kings and benediction was given by the Catholic Women
the junior choir.
minister , the Bev. Harold RekMiss Patricia Rekstad read stad. "Joy to the World" was Plan Yule Party
the Christmas story as the sung during the recessional .
INDEPENDENCE, Wis. (Spe- j
scenes were acted out and car- Assisting "Mrs . Sawyer with cial)
— The Ss. Peter and i
ols were sung. Mrs. S. A. costumes were Mmes. Robert
Sawyer, director of the pa- Lembkey, Robert Miller and Paul women's organization will
geant, chose as her theme, "For David Wynne. The staging was meet Thursday evening at the
while the Law was given Moses, dote by Mrs. Sawyer. The school auditorium for their
j
love and truth came through Christmas trees, which will be Christmas party.
Jesus Christ." (John 1:17).
lighted throughout the Christ- The Rosary will be recited in
The "curtain" angels ia their mas season at church services , the church before the meeting at
white robes and shiny halos (30 were decorated by Mrs. Richard 8 p.m. The exchange of $1 gifts
boys and girls in the third Callender, assisted by Mr. and is optional. Carols will be sung,
after which a social hour will
through seventh grades) form- Mrs . John Glenn.
ed a living curtain which cover- Mrs. Frank Allen was chair- be held.
j
ed the manger scene and opened man of the church-family sup- The society has also received
and closed as the story scenes per served to 250 in the fellow- the calendars which will bei
developed.
ship room following the pageant. available at the meeting. Re"IN THE beginning": Carol She was assisted by members ports will be given on the dinWynne presented a solo, "0 of the Women's Fellowship and ner served at the Independence
Come, 0 Come, Immamiel." young people from the Pilgrim High School for the football
banquet and the bake sale that
"And it came to pass in those Fellowship.
was
held Sunday.
days": The littlest angels in JHE CHRISTMAS trees flankIn
the past the St. Elizabeth
their tiny robes and round halos ing the fireplace in the fellow(30 pre-schoolers and kinder- ship room were decorated by Society sponsored a food shower
gartners led by Mrs. Robert Mrs. E. M. Allen, Mrs, Morris for the Sisters of Ss. Peter and
Becker ) solemnly sang "Away and the Young Mother's Group Paul School during this time.
in the Manger" and the 30-voice with the mittens, scarves and It was decided to continue this
choir (children from grades two toys given bv the church school practice. Each member is askto six) directed by Mrs. T. P. children. These gifts will be ed to bring some canned goods
Morris and Mrs. C. R . Stephen- sent to Indian children at Con- or frozen meats which will be
son, caroled "0 Little Town of gregational Missions at Wood presented to the Sisters.
Bethlekem," "Hark the Herald and Eagle Butte, S.D.
Angels Sing" and "The First
Bethany Moravian
Noel."
"And there were in the same Christmas Skit
Aid Will Meet
country shepherds"; 20 children
Featured
at
Club
from the primary department
BETHANY, Minn. (Special ) —
(taught by Mrs. E. 0. Eckert A Christmas skit, arranged by Bethany Moravian Ladies Aid
and Mrs. Robert Dunn) in shepwill have its December meetherd dress and carrying staffs Mrs. H. R. Munson, was pre- ing and Christmas party at the
sented
to
Chautauqua
Club
stood in groups about the manparsonage Thursday. There will
ger scene as they sang "Silent members at a meeting Monday be a potluck dinner at noon,
afternoon
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Night."
followed by a Christmas-worStanley. J. _Pettersen.
THE A CAPPELA singing of Taking part .n The skit were ship program, Bible and mission
the little angels and shepherds Mmes. L. W. Osborn, S. J. studies, entertainment, exchange
was srweet to hear and the young Kryzsko, R. D. Cox and A. E. of gifts and a lunch ;
The Bible Study is based on
choir members, accompanied Schleder.
The program also included the Job 42 with the theme "Jobs
reading of poems, which are not Restoration." Mission study will
too well-known, but which re- be the last chapter of "On the
flect the general attitude and Roof of the World" entitled
meaning of the times in which "A time of Uncertainty" All
women of the congregation are
they were written.
¦
invited to attend.
Permanent*
Aglow with
glamour

JEHTER
BEAUTY SHOPPE

f

Open Man. _ Thurt. 'HI » p.m.
All Diy Siturdiy
411 Ctntir SI.
Ph»M 54(1

LEDEBUHR OPEN HOUSE
STOCKTON, Minn. - Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Ledebuhr, Stockton, will be honored on their
25th wedding anniversary Sunday at an open house at Jack 's
Place, 767 E. Sth St., Winona.
Hours will be from 2 to 5 p.m.
No invitations are being sent.
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entertain the Masons and their
wives at a 6:30 p.m. potluck
dinner Friday.
Everyone attending is asked
LA CRESCENT, Minn. ( Spe- to bring a gift for exchange at
party following
cial) — Evening Star Chapter , the Christmas
dinner.
the
will
Star,
Eastern
Order
of
71.

1 Local 633 Sets

invitj icL io nhcoASL

p w if Lihs. ^sLriclinx ^ptrtyQAiiL

ROSARY SOCIETY TEA
GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special )
—A silver tea will be given by
St Mary's Altar Society Saturday from 2 to 4:30 p.m. in the
Isaac Clark room of the Bank
of GalesVille. The public is invited.
AUXILIARY PARTY
LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Special) — Gittens Leidel Unit
595, American Legion Auxiliary,
will hold its meeting and Christmas party today at 8 p.m. in
the Legion Clubrooms. Members are asked to bring gifts
for exchange and items to be
sent to the VA Hospital to be
used for tray favors .

For a Distinc tive

Personalized

GIFT

that gives each item that professional touch , come in and let us
ihow you our attractive line of
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MERRY CHRISTMAS! . . . Holiday
greetings and gifts were exchanged by women of the NWRWC Monday evening at their
Christmas party at Lake Park Lodge. From

Miniature Christmas trees
were part of the holiday decorations at the Christmas party
of the Chicago and North Western Railway Women's Club at
Lake Park Lodge Monday evening. Their husbands were special guests of the club women.
Gifts were exchanged after
the potluck supper and cards
were .played.

SWW**«_* _ ^

''

# Match**
A||# tomb iBI.|OB Bm box.. »»

Prizes in schafskopf were won
by Mrs. Ralph Bowers, Mrs.
Andrew Synder and Fred Meshke; in 500 by Mrs. Helen White
and Mrs . Harry Kukowski, and
in bridge by Mrs. Robert McCarl.
Party chairmen were Mrs.
Fred Eastman and Mrs. G. W.
Englerth.

N.pkliti. Mtteh.i in. r.«it»r_,
— By —

'"rL*?™

left are Mmes. George Kerkow, Harry Kukowski, G. W. Englerth and Fred Eastman
(party chairmen) and Manuel Snyder, club
president. (Daily News Photo)

Gifts Exchanged , Husbands
Invited to Christmas Party
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Christmas Theme
Set for Meeting

Swing.SA. CUwaif A.Just
a n c Lj i^LVv
it

GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special)
— Christmas will be the theme
of the United Presbyterian Women when they meet Thursday,
at 2 p.m. in the church.
Election of officers will be
held during the business meeting. Devotions and music will
be in charge of the Australia
Circle.
Gifts for the boys at the Black
River Camp are to be brought
at this time. Cookies donated
by those attending the meeting
will be packed by the Deacons
for distribution.
The Burma Circle will serve.

AD 1$. Jp lL j c h oj oM .

. - iL gift.
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LCW YULE PARTY
ETTRICK, Wis. ( Special) Hardies Creek LCW Christmas
party and exchange of gifts
will be held Saturday at 1:30
p.m. A Christmas program will
be presented and devotions will
be by Mrs. H. P. Walker.
Gifts are to be brought for the
county home and child center
at Sparta, and the offering will
be for the Plymouth Youth Center at Minneapolis.
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MISS CAROL ARLENE STRELOW'S engagement to Glen O. Johnson, son of Mr . and Mrs.
Leslie Johnson, IIO8 V2 W. Sth St., is announced by
her parents, Mr . and Mrs. Fred Strelow, 452 E.
3rd St . A Dec. 19 wedding is planned. (Edstrom
Studio )
ROSARY SOCIETY MEETING IN WASHINGTON, D.C.
INDEPENDENCE, Wis. (Spe- CANTON, Minn. — Mrs.
cial) — The Rosary Society James H e n r y , Canton, was
will have their annual meeting among three Catholic women
on Sunday at 1:30 p.m. in the from the Cresco, Iowa, deanery
school cafeteria. All members I attending the National Council
are encouraged to attend and of Catholic Women in Washingthose who have not as yet paid ton, D.C , recently. The Cresco
their annual dues are asked to deanery is part of the Dubuque
do so before Sunday.
Archdiocesan Council.

When you give a Plymouth Gift Certifi-

All Pl ymouth glasses are manufactured

cats you let them choose from hundreds

of first quality mat .rial and by expert

of sty les, colors and chapes of glasses
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And your thoughtful gift will

be remembered for a long, long time.
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Stop in soon.
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& ROUND FLOOR - 78 WEST THIRD STREET - PHONE 62.2
» A.M. TO S P.M. INCLUDI NG SATURDAY — . A.M. TO 9 P.M. FRIDAY
All Eyeglasses Mad. In Minnesota by Minnesota Technicians
Affiliate of Union Shop Mf .'s.
"Scij e F.yet Snx ie Lives "
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OPTICIANS
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The magic of « perserialized gift has a
charm all it* own.
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Naming of Architect
May Be Wednesday
The possibility that a decision
may be made "Wednesday by
the Board of Education on selection of an architect (or the
projected construction of a new
Senior High School here emerged during Monday night's school
board meeting.
For more than two months
board members have been
meeting with ¦
architects inc L
_>CnOOli
terested in the
project a n d
Mond ay spent
Rr_; .rf_
about half of [___ _______
a four - hour
session reviewing these interviews and discussing school
buildings visisted in this area,
the Twin Cities and Chicago
which had been designed by
several of the firms.

of the firms board member*
agreed Monday that at least one
more meeting should be held
for discussion of specific points
involved in architectural services for the project
The meeting was scheduled
tentativel y for Wednesday night
and may involve additional interviews with representatives of
two interested firms.
Directors felt that it may .be
possible to arrive at a decision
after this meeting althcnigh they
held the question open for additional meetings if this becomes
necessary.
Retaining of an architect, in
the near future is necessary so
that preliminary drawings may
be prepared to provide cost estimates necessary in the contemplated request for authorization by the state legislature
AFTER A detailed discuHsion of a bond issue tb finan ce school
of qualifications of some nine construction.

(Mllrefi. Mud)*)

,.

Mr. and Mr*. William Hargeiheimer

Hargesheimer,
We rner Vows
Are Exchanged
Miss Mary Elizabeth Werner ,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William P. Werner, 629 Main St.,
became the bride of William D.
Hargesheimer, son of Mr. and
Mrs. William J. Hargesheimer ,
916 Gilmore Ave., Nov. 28.
The wedding was in the Cathedral of the Sacred Heart ,
with the Rt Rev. Msgr. Harold
J. Dittman officiating. The Children's Choir sang.
THE BRIDE wore a floorlength gown of candlelight peau
de soie. It was styled with a
fitted bodice, scoop neckline
and three - quarter - length
sleeves. A trimming of seed
pearls accented the waistline of
the skirt , which had a controlled paneled front and a walking train. Her veil was held by

a cabbage rose, encrusted with
pearls and crystals. She carried a cascade bouquet of candlelight ' roses.
Miss Ann Werner, sister "tithe bride, was maid of honor
and Miss Ann Hargesheimer,
sister of the groom, was
bridesmaid. They wore floorlength gowns of cranberry-red
peau de soie, fashioned with
bell-shaped skirts , elbow-length
sleeves and scoop necklines
Their headpieces were matching bows and long face veils.
Each carried a giant white
mum.
David Keller was best man
and Tom Thaldorf was groomsman. Ushers were Daniel Sullivan and David Sutton, the latter from Minneapolis.
A BRIDAL dinner wai given
at noon at Hotel Winona and
the reception in the afternoon
was at Westfield Golf Club.
After a short wedding trip,
the couple is now at home at
515 Huff St.
Both young persons attended
Winona Senior High School and
Winona State College. The bride
is a dental assistant for Dr. L.
L. Korda. The groom, who is
still a student at WSC, is employed at Wilkinsons Clothing
Store.
The rehearsal dinner was given at the Golden Frog Supper
Club, Fountain City , Wis., by
the groom's parents. The bride
was honored at a prenuptial
shower, given by Misses JoAnne
Tambornino and Mary Horton
at the Robert Horton home.

AT CHRISTMAS OBSERVANCE . . . Some of the Senior
Citizens of the Cathedral of the Sacred Heart and guests at
St. Anne Hospice who attended the annual Christmas party
at Holy Family Hall stand beside the Nativity Scene set
up for the event. The two women, from left , are Mrs. William

Persons Growing Old Loved Most WHS Orchestra
Exchange Gets
Bishop Tells 100 Senior Citizens
About 100 Senior Citizens attended the annual Christmas
party in Holy Family Hall at
the Cathedral of the Sacred
Heart Sunday afternoon.
Dessert was served, after
which the Most Rev. Edward A.
Fitzgerald, bishop of Winona,
was introduced by Mrs. Robert
Horton.

quoting the psalmist, "Seventy
are the alloted years, but 80 if
you are strong. "
"Now ," he said, "you ha-ve
time to think of God and His
works, to think of people who
need help and to pray either
in church or at home."
"No one," he continued, "is
loved more than the person
growing old, except a baby beHE opened hi* remarks bv ginning life."
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WEAVER WSCS TO MEET
^ WEAVER , Minn. (Special) —
The WSCS of the Weaver Metho^ dist Church will hold their annual Christma* party on Thursday Dec. 10th at 2 p.m. At this
time members are requested to
bring their gifts for the Children 's Home in Berea, Ohio,
and an exchange gift . Potluck
lunch will be served. A program
is being planned based around
the Christmas story .

^¦ CARDS
^

VISIT HOLDEN'S
TOYLAND SOON
Get a copy of Holden '. big
Christmas toy and gift catalog. It will help you select
the games, puzzles, craft
items, and toys most likely
to appeal to your family .

JbkLonL
953 W. 5th ST.

SEE THE ANNUAL
MODEL RAILROAD SHOW
SUNDAY 2-5 p.m.

Trade in your old
21-Inch Color TV
before it's an antique!

MOTOROLA
23-Inch Color
is on display at

WINONA FIRE & POWER
EQUIPMENT CO.
54 E. 2nd—Across from
Parking Lol
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THE ENGAGEMENT OF MISS JUDITH ANN
DeFRANG to Stanley J. Czaplewski is announced
by> the bride-elect's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
DeFrang, Millville , Minn. Mr. Czaplewski is the son
of Mrs. Stanley Czaplewski Sr., 872 E. Broadway ,
and the late Mr. Czaplewski. The wedding will be
Feb. 6 at St. Patrick'* Catholic Church, West Albany, Minn. Miss DeFrang is a nurse at St. Mary 's
Hospital , Rochester, and her fiance is employed at
IBM , Rochester.

Second Christmas Gala Sale
At Hospice Set for Saturday
Plnnw are being completed for chairmen for

the

Informal OK

the bishop made reference to
the Ecumenical Council he recently attended in Rome, where
bishops were assembled from ! Informal approval was exall over the world, some from 1 pressed by members of the
places where people are miser- ; Board of Education Monday
able with poverty, others from i night in response to a request
the Iron Curtain countries, by Minneapolis Patrick Henry
where religious freedom is re- ii High School for a program of
stricted.
i exchange concerts by orchesBISHOP Fitzgerald extended j tras of Patrick Henry and Wii nana Senior High School.
the greetings of Pope Paul VI
Superintendent of Schools A.
to the people of the diocese. The L. Nelson said that Patrick
t
Pope, he said, commended them H e n r y had
for their great charity to the expressed an ^_
.
,
j
poor of the world.
^
j i n t e r e s t in OCnOOl
Introduced b. Mrs. Hubert i h a v i n g the
Weir, entertainment chairman, ' Senior H i g h
D- ar J
DO aiQ
were Mmes. Joseph Orzechow- i orchestra pre¦
¦
ski, Eugene Young, Bernard ¦ sent a concert
Kostuck and Mr. Anton Guen- there and in return Patrick
ther, a former parishoner. | Henry would send its orchestra
They entertained the guests | here for a concert.
with songs, including Christmas Both would be afternoon concarols. Mrs. Joseph Orlowske ; certs for the student bodies of
played organ selections while ' the two schools.
dessert was served.
Cost involved would be transThe tables were decorated portation of the Senior High Orwith white,candles and ceramic chestra to Minneapolis which
angels, made by Hilary Frie- Nelson estimated would run bedeck and Edward Klinger of St. tween $180 and $200 for two
Anne Hospice. The angels were buses. The plan would call for
presented to the guests and sent a meal to be served visiting
to shut-ins not able to be pres- musicians at each school.
Formal action on the proposent. Miss Margaret Driscoll is al probably will be taken at the
parish chairman of the latter school fcoard meeting Monday.
group.
Nelson said that an invitaTHE DINING room and hos- tion had been extended by Ely
pitality committee in charge High School to the Winona Senof the party included Mmes. ior High Catalina Club, a girls
Hannibal Choate, Jack Leaf , H. swimming club, to send four or
K. Robinson , and the Misses five of its precision swimmers
Alma Kemp, Mary Lingl, Mar- to Ely this winter for an annual water show sponsored by
gate. Schurnmers, Margaret the high school there.
Stevenson and Lorena Walsh*.
The superintendent was asked
Dessert was prepared by Mrs. to obtain more information
Severt Tindal, assisted by Girl about the program.
¦
Scouts, Janet and Mary Tindal,
Jessica Gerl ach and Roxanme
There are 845 schools of nursLosinski.
ing jn the U.S.
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sale. They will be assisted by
the following chairmen: Mmes.
Ray Kulasiewicz and Charles
Smith, Occupational Ther apy
sale; Mrs. Frank Murtinger ,
tea table; Mmes. Hubert Weir
and Earl J. Helling, tours.
The sale will be in progress
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., with
refreshments being served from
2 p.m. to 6 p.m. The publi .¦ is
cordially 'invited lo attend , Ihe
A SELECTION of beautiful chairmen said.
Christmas cookies, cakes, nut
breads , and exceptional candies
will be offered far sale by the
auxiliary women.
Articles suggested for Christmas gifts made by the nimble
MANDAN , NJtt,. (APV-There
fingers of the elderly will inwere
no classes Monday in
clude toys, ceramics, rugs,
hand-knit articles , candles , and Mandun Junior High Schoo l or
a complete selection of figurines Central grade school.
H'a the tear gas , you know.
symbolic ot the birth of Christ.
Police
uncorked tear gns in
Many other items of Christmas
decor will be available for in- the junior high school's veivtlladoor and outdoor use for holi- tlon system Monday afteppoon
in an effort to flush our"a liurday-gny decoratlonu.
A special feature of the day glar thought to b« hiding in the
will be guided tours of the Hos- building.
The g.nis didn 't produce any
pice building for ttio.se interested in becoming hotter acquaint- burglar , but it did pernui.de
ed will) the purpose of the Hos- Nchool authorities to declare a
pice, or for those interested ln holiday until the junior high
seeing the jirrang«mcnt and fur- school and adjoining elemen tary
school could air out.
nlrihlnRn of the .wilding.
Refreshments will be served
_
during the afternoon for the en- SATURDAY STl 'OY I'M l
Club
will
The
Study
Saturday
joyment of the holiday shoppers
in the recreation room where moot nt the home of Mrs. (icrtrude Tillman. 710 Main St ,, at
the sale will be held,
12:»0 p.m. Saturday for the anMRS. I.KIIOY Bachui and nual Christmas party. Mem-h-irs
Mrs. John Quintan are general may Invite guests.

Tear Gas Ends
School Classes

Call the

STEAK
SHOP
For

Catering

WITH RADIO STATION
FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis .-Neil
Hester, 32, has joined the staff
of Radio Station KDUZ, Hutchinson, Minn. He was recently
graduated from Brown Institute,
Minneapolis. Hester and his
family have been residing here.

For Your-

HOLIDAY
PARTIES

¦

Phone 3150

Western Europe has 13 telephones for every 100 persons.

DR. C. R. KOLLOFSKI

9 i.m .-throug h ._ ¦ p.m.

DR. MA * L. DEBOLT

-Saturday 9 to 12 ;:.0
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Christmas

day.
The sale , which is being .sponsored by the St. Anne Hospice
Auxiliary , will combine the culinary talents of the members of
the auxiliary who will provide
a variety of baked goods for
the sale, and the artistic talents
of the guests at the Hospice,
working under the Occ upational
Therapy program.

GREEN BAY. Wis. /<_ —Paul
Younger, 45, of Green Bay was
selected as Wisconsin's "truck
driver of the year" Saturday
night .
He received an award from
the Wisconsin Motor Carriers
Association "for 19 years of noaccident driving and his life
saving rescue of an accident
victim. "
The association said Younger,
driving a petroleum truck along
the tip of Green Bay o-n the
night of Aug. 8, saw an overturned car in a ditch, waded out
and found the dazed driver
hanging by a seat belt with his
head at water level. Younger
pulled the man to safety and
summoned help .

RH has a diet drink

j $? -* f _ $f M - f - ^ the second Christmas Gala Sule Gala Sale and will act as chairi$y : '^^
at th . St. Anne Hospice Satur- men for the Christmas bake
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Krage, president of the Cathedral Parish Silver Belles and
Beaux, and Mrs. Charles Fischer, secretary-treasurer. The
men from left are A. L. Koutsky, vice president of Silver
Belles and Beaux, Hilary Friedeck and Edward Klinger , the
latter two of St. Anne Hospice. (Daily N"ews Photo )*

! Wisconsin Truck
j Driver of Year
Green Bay Man

THE REQUEST is expected
to be made at the next session
of the legislature in January.
Although the board is also
working on preliminary details
for construction of a proposed
Winona Area Vocational-Technical School building, the Senior High project figures principally in the immediate discussions with architects since
work on the vocational building depends to a great extent
on availability of federal aids
for which an exact formula for
distribution hasn't been drafted
yet .
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Never befo.« in King 'i Optical History hav _ we offered i.
much for »« little. Think of if, American made Notional
Branded frame*, comp lete with Single Vision top quality
American lenie* that you nted, ot the one low pric. of
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Educational
Research Plan
To Be Checked

A proposed plan for an extensive and continuing educational
research program involving
school systems throughout the
state was outlined in brief to
members of the Board < _ Education by Superintendent of
Schools A. L. j
Nelson Mon- C-L— I
_>ChOO-l
day night.
fhe superintendent . exBoard
_ \ _
plained that a
reorganization
of the University of Minnesota's
College of Education currently
in progress involves creation of
a department of administration
which is expected to provide additional services to schools
throughout the state.
ONE PROJ ECT is the establishment of the Educational Research and Development Council
which has done a great deal of
research for schools in the Twin
Cities metropolitan area on
school expenditures, staffing
and financing. The council is
now considering expansion of its
activities to include other systems outside the metropolitan
area.
.Nelson said that superintendents of the Big Nine high
school cqnierence, of which Winon a is a member, has discussed participation in the research
program which would mean a
pooling of resources for studies
in curriculum, stall and financial aspects of school operation.
The superintendent said that
the director of the council . Dr.
Donald Davis, has said he'd be
willing to visit Winona io discuss
all aspects of the program with
the board.
DIRECTORS suggested that
Nelson make arrangements for
such a meeting.
Attending Monday 's meeting
were President Lawrence Santelman and Ray Gorsuch, 1st
Ward; Dr. L. L. Korda and Dr.
C. R. Kollofski, 2nd Ward ; Dr.
C. W. Rogers and Frank J. Allen Jr., 3rd Ward ; Daniel Sadowski and Franklin Tillman,
4th Ward, and Director-atLarge
David F. Wynne.
¦

3 Road Project
Estimates Paid

State Official's View:

For Safe Driver
Law Not Enough

MADISON . Wis. - "Compliance with the letter of the
law is not always enough to
avoid accidents , " said James
L. Karns , commissioner of the
state Motor Vehicle Department , in his monthly report.
"Take the matter of right
of way rules , for example ," he
explains. "In the average traffic situation , there isn 't time
for each driver to figure out the
details of the right of way
regulations. One driver will
have a little different idea of
what the regulations mean than
another driver. Arguing about
who had the right of way, after
an accident , does nothing to
avoid trouble ; it only is engaged in to try settling who is
more to blame.

"EVEN THE stop sign can
be misused by a driver who
thinks he is legally within his
rights. The law on stop signs
declares that the driver must
come to a stop at the sign
and remain stopped until the
way is clear and he can go
ahead safely. The law cannot
spell out at length how a driver
is to determine if and when
the way is clear.
"In some locations, two stops
may be necessary for complete
safety of the driver. The first
stop is made near the stop
sign. Then the driver pulls up
cautiously and makes a second
stop to see if the way is clear
for him to proceed through the
intersection.
"At many Y-intersections in

Stockton Valley
District Dissolved

The Winona County Board of
Commissioners dissolved the
Stockton Valley school district
after a public hearing Monday.
The district — Common School
District 2567 — was attached
to CSD 2558, Stockton, and
CSD 2565, Minnesota City Jgu^
pils from the Stockton V_uey
district , which is a closed district , have been attending
schools in these two neighboring districts.
EFFECTIVE DATE of the
board's action is July 1, 1965—
the deadline , set by state law,
for dissolution of closed districts.
Nine persons attended the
public hearing
.
"7
that preceded I /*
the board's ac- COUnty
t i o n . Among
them were
_ »<__ 1
D^DOarO

C. P. Daniel, 1

clerk of CSD
2558; Roger Church, clerk of
CSD 1565, and Mrs. Russell

Case Settled
In Houston Co.
District Court

Church , clerk of CSD 2567, the
district which was dissolved.
All present favored the proposed dissolution, and the only
one to speak was Edward Curtis, a resident of the Stockton
Hill portion of CSD 2567, who
asked how his district would
be split between the Stockton
and Minnesota City districts.
Most of the land will go to the
Minnesota City district , but that
part of CSD 1567 that is atop
the hill will be attached to the
Stockton district.
Assets of the dissolved district will be split thus: 74 percent to Minnesota City and 26
percent to Stockton. Assessed
valuation of CSD 2567 was $59,387 in the May 1, 1963, assessment. The district has no bonded debt.

THE BOARD SET a public
hearing on another proposed
school district dissolution for 2
p.m. Jan. 5. The district is
CSD 2582 — most of which is in
Saratoga Township, although a
small part is in Olmsted County.
Residents of the district have
asked that the area be attached
to Independent School District
858 at St. Charles.
In other action Monday , the
board :
• Voted to advertise for printing and publishing bids for 1965.
• Approved payment of $30,0O0 — the balance of the city of
Winona's 1963 poor relief bill.
Chairman Adolph Spitzer , St.
Charles, appointed commissioners Len J. Merchlewitz, Winona ,
and Leo R. Borkowski, Goodview, to a nominating committee charged with naming a Winona County representative for
the Hiawatha Valley Community Mental Health Board.
Three men — Dr. Sidney O.
Hughes, Dr. M. L. De Bolt and
Commissioner James Papenfuss — were named to staggered terms laV year. Papenfuss' term will expire at the end
of the year , and the new appointee will serve a regular
three-year term.

Payment of fin al estimates on
three road projects was approved by the Winona County
Board of Commissioners this
morning.
Projects included county-wide
bituminous work done by Dunn
CALEDONIA. Minn . - One
Blacktop Co.,
case
was settled and another
Winona; coun- FZe*
7 !
to the spring term in
t y - w i d e LOUnty i continued
Houston County District Court
crushed r o c k
Monday by Judge Leo F . Murwork done by
D^__ » r -J
phy .
N. A. Roverud | POdlO
In the property damage suit
Co., Winona ,
brought by Linus Ernster, Caleand work on County Road 105, donia, against Mrs. Daphne W.
^
done by Patter§Bnv&:
McDougall, Lee, Caledonia , executrix of the
St. Charles.
f
estate of Harold E Lee, Judge
The bituminous work cost a Murphy granted a. motion by
total of $49,218.70, of which $33,- Mrs. Lee to amend her answer
424.49 has been paid. The final and continued the case until
estimate amounted to $15,794.21. the next calendar. A related
Cost of the crushed rock work case — Mrs. Lee as trustee for
was $5,241.51. A total of $3,- the death of her husband , Har878.20 has been paid , leaving old , against Ernster — was set$1,363.31 for the final estimate. tled out of court.
The CR 105 project -cost a toIn the court case , Ernster ,
tal of $21,123.01, of which $15,- represented by L. L. Duxbury,
242.41 has been paid , leaving is suing for damages to his
$5,880.60 for the final estimate. tractor . The accident in which
¦
Lee was killed was a collision
his car and the Ernster
Wabasha Man Burned between
tractor driven by Duane W.
LAKE CITY , Minn. (Special) Ernster in the Ernster drive—Orville Lien, 17. Wabasha , re- way Dec. 20 , MB...
A resolution of commendation
¦ for former City Representative
eeived third degree burns Mon IN
A
counterclaim
.Mrs.
day afternoon when melted hot
Virginia Torgerson was adopted
metal accidentally poured onto Lee says funeral expenses of Monday night by the City Coun$900
which
she
asked
in\the
his right foot . He was reported
rst trial were not part of ihe cil.
in good condition this morning at fisettlement
. She is represented j Aldermen reviewed the halfLake City Municipal Hospital . by L. 1, Roerkohl
of Rnerkohl , dozen pieces of special legisla.
tion asked by the council nnd
, Rippe & Lee
FLOWER SOCIETY
Two witnesses were called in introduced successfully in the
LEWISTON. Minn. (Special )
— The Lewiston Flower Society the reformation of deed case lower House by Mrs. Torgerwill hnve its annual Christmas settled between II. C. and Knth- son in l «)fi:t.
_^». .
supper party at !i:_ 0 tonight erine Villmow and Esther B. These included
City
at the home of Mrs. Marvin and (lerhard It. Spande.
R e tire-men!
Villmow purchased a double
Benicke.
lot from Spande on South Ridge j and relief proRoad near La Crescent, lie dis- ( g r a m
i m- |*Council
"u u "*- "
covered later in the deed thnt j provem e n t s
the lots began at the center for city firemen : conciliation
line of (lie IWi-l 'oot highway right court fi ling fee increases to
of way. Spande (estified a cis- meet minimum costs; increase
tern under the right of way was from $5,000 to $6,500 the mtito benefit Villmow .
nieipal judge 's salary ; raise
j Thomas A. Flynn . Houston , jI Ihe permissible library levy
questioned Vill mow .ind cross- from five to eight mills; pro; examined Spande. Robert E.
vide optional assessment for
, Lee, representing Spande , mov- city tree program , and make
i ed for dismissal on grounds
i
!*i«t*lM! ,.
I plaintiff hadn 't proved his onse . permane nt the city 's authorizaJgEj_[ £. "(_£¦'" _
y^
II wa.s s .tiled when Spande tion to spend $2 ,500 a year for
M
^_^_
advertising.
j agreed lo Rive Villmow an addi- i Mrs . Torgerson wa.s defeat wl
tional piece of land .
Scheduled Wednesday Is the j in November by Frank Theis .
replevin net ion brought by ! The council will invite Rep.
-About
^A ^
mw ^Amv
*
Arthur A , Schmitt against j Theis and State Sen. Roger LauFrancis nnd Dorot hy Srhnedeck- I fenhurge r , I_ewiston , to its next
Question:
| er and Commercial State Bank I meeting to discuss proposed
i of Hoka h in an effort to recover J legislation. Under the city 's
"Stolen (.' hriKtina s presents , u boat house pl aintiffs sold to legislative charter, amendments
lo tho charier may be made
someone inju red on our icy defend ants .
l
only hy action of the state leg,
walk wuler damaRe from a | IN THLJ KSDAYVS
.ane Dili. islature.
burst plumbing or heating I G . Waterman
¦
, La Crosse attorsystem , collapse from ice or ney,
is seek ing'$1 ,07 1 ,55 in fees CIIAlU -i. DISMISS!.!)
snow - are all such losses ;
A charge of assault , brought
covered hy a llon.downcr 1'oJ- j Irom Mrs . -Catherine Kennelly ,
icy from Clin k & Clark , Inc., i who according to the complaint against Elmer .1. Prigge , :is ,
but not hy regular fi re insur- i had hired him to get her share :«22 High Forest St., Nov . 22 at
I of the j oint account held with 3:48 a.m. was dismissed in munnce '.'"
; her husband. The attorney com- nicipal court today. City Proslii tin «n«w»i lo your tmumnca
• plains he wasn 't paid for his ecut or James W. Soderberg
I work prior to the death of Mrs. told Judge John D. McC.il!
qutillon, l«.l Irt* l» call ut.
that
Kci.nel.y'.s husbimd
iVfrs Prigge now refused to tesBecker Roofing Co. against tif y . and
wanted the charge
Paul and Theoline Rank is
withdrawn. The judge ordered
sehedwlHd
Friday.
It involves Prlggo 's $.15 ball refunded.
1). Center St.
WOO plaintiff claims wasn 't paid
¦
2904
Phon*
, by the defendants , pl us £JOO atBurma
exported
1,000,000
j torney costs,
tons of wheal In 100.1

Alde rmen Cite
Work Done by
Mrs. Torgerson

Clark & Clark, Inc.

CLU Request
On Teachers'
Salaries Filed

A recommendation by the
.Winona Central Labor Union
rural areas, a driver is left that the Board of Education
largely to his own discretion as reconsider its action of last
to how he maneuvers his vehi- spring on. public school teachcle so he can see that the way ers' salaries for the 1964-€5
is clear for him to proceed. contract year was acknowledg"There also is the doctrine ed Monday by the school
of the last clear chance which board which, however, declined
places upon a driver the basic to review the salary issue.
responsibility for taking such The CLU had adopted last
evasive action as may be neces- month by unanimous vote the
resolution asking board reopensary to avoid an accident.
"It's important to know traf- ing of the salary discussion in
fic laws, but it's of equallm- the light of findings by a threeportance to be constantly ready member
adjustment panel
to do more titan the law de- which had re.
¦
mands to keep out of accidents. c o m mended ~ i
Common courtesy toward fel- certain
_)CnOOI
adlow highway users will go a justments in
long way toward alleviating the teachers'
t*\r\_r *A\
traffic problems and reducing salary sched- | POdfq
accidents."
tile.
THE TRAFFIC TOLL in Wis- Last month the board had
consin through October was agreed in principle to various
B95, 20 percent higher than the recommendations made by the
same period in 1963. Pedestri- panel -on procedures to be folans killed in motor vehicle ac- lowed in future discussions by
cidents through October totaled board member., and teacher
123. Vehicle miles traveled in representatives on matters in
October totaled 1,471,213,291, an volving wages and other proincrease of L3.5 percent over fessional matters but decided
against any changes in the
the previous October.
Jackson County had five traf- schedule now in effect.
fic fatalities in three accidents The resolution submitted to
in October; Trempealeau and the board by the labor group
La Crosse co-unties, each two, held that the board had "chosand Eau Claire County, one. en to ignore the major reBuffalo and Pepin counties had commendations of the arbitranone.
tion committee. "
Both fatalities in Jackson
After the resolution had been
County were rural and both brought before the board for
were drivers. The driver of a discussion Monday,
President
car drove left of center and
collided with another car on Lawrence Santelman asked if
Highway 35 in Trempealeau any director wished to have
the salary issue reviewed.
County.
Buffalo County had five fatali- There was no expression favties in four fatal accidents oring such action from dire-dors
through October this year com- and the board went on with
pared with four fatalities in other business on the agenda.
The board was advised that
1963.
Jackson County's fatalities 1965 convention-of the National
through October climbed to 10, School Boards Association will
compared with two the previ- be in Boston April 3-6. Board
ous year. They occurred in six members interested in attending the national convention
accidents.
Pepin County had two fatali- were asked to make reservaties through October , two less tions as early as possible.
than through October last year.
Fatalities through October in
Trempealeau Couqty totaled 11
— three more than during the
same period last year. They
occurred in 10 accidents.
Eau Claire County had nine
fatalities through October , and
La Crosse Co-unty, 15.

3 Durand High
Teams Compete

DURAND, Wis. — Three Durand High School debate teams
participated in the Chippewa
High invitational tournament
Saturday.
In the varsity division the A
team won and lost 3. The affirmative team won 1 and lost
2. The negative team won 2 and
lost 1.
A freshmen team won 5 and
lost 1 and finished in second
place in the B division. The
thi rd team entered, won and
lost 3 in the B division.
John Hess led the Durand debaters with 41 points and placed second ire the tournament.
Other leading Durand speakers
were Jackie Buchholtz , 38,
Kathy Forslund , 36, and Nancy
Morey and Gary Wekkin with
35 points each.
This Saturday the Durand
squad will split up, sending two
teams to the Menomonie invitational and two teams to the
Hastings , Minn , tournament .

Lanesboro Sons
Elect Northouse
LANKSBOKO , Minn . (Special ) - Olaf Northou.se wa.s
elected president of Heimbygda
Sons ot Norway Lodge 370
Thursday.
Other officers 1 elected for 1.H.5
are: Hernie Bremseth , v i c e
president ; C lifford Lawstuen ,
secretary : Mrs . OIaf N orthoii.se,
assistant secretary; Nels E.
Moen , treasu rer; Gordon barson, financial secretary; Orvis
Hanson ,, counselor; Mrs. Clifford Lawstue.) , social director;
Mrs , Leland Sleensgard , marshal; Mrs. Leona Gani-.ss, assistant marshal ; Mrs. Marion
McDowell , inner guard ; Mrs.
Ida Larson , outer guard ; Mrs.
Lloyd Larson , musician ; Herb
yiste , truster for three years ,
and I n land S.c_ii.sgarrt, trustee
tw. years.
Initiation was held for one
new member. A Christinas party
is [dunned l>ec\ 17. Members
will donate 5W cents to charity
instead of ¦exchanging gifts ,
Lu nch will be served . The lodge
will serve th .'? Lune.sl.o.'o faculty Christmas dinner Dec. 17.
MK.S. IIAI.VICItHON NAM. -.I)
HI .ACK RIVKR FALLS, Via.
—Mr s. Karen Halverson of Hatfield , native of Whitehall , bus
been hired .IN a caseworker
with the Jackson County welfare department. She v/m married last June to Jerry Halverson, Taylor . A graduate of Km.
Cl.iiri? State University, she
fills the vac ancy left by the
dej illi of Mis;- Alice Johnson in
Oc tober.

Plainview Milk
Products Sales
Up $600,000

PLAINVIEW, Minn, (Special )
— Total gross saleg at the
Plainview Milk ,-Products Association (formally the Plainview Cooperative Creamery )
were $.._ minion, during the
past fiscal/ year, it was revealed hdre at the association's
annual meeting Saturday.
This is an increase of nearly
$600,000. Net profits were $92,532.
The association received 77,361,568 pounds of milk compared with 68 million the previous year. A total of 152,09.
pounds of cream was received,
80,000 more than the past yeax.
A NEW HIGH in butter production was reached. A total
of 3,172,031 pounds was churned, almost 300,000 more than
the past year. Powdered manufactured milk totaled 12,6*49,795
pounds , an increase of a million and a half pounds.
*John Sloane , Ambrose Somen ,
Sidney Stoltz and Ernest Stoehr
were re-elected to the Board
of directors. Stoehr had beer
appointed by the board to succeed the late Milton Schw/antz,
to fill his unexpired term,
which now has ended.
Tlie board .lected William
Rarhman , president; Samon ,
vice president , and Sloane,
secretary - treasurer . Other
board members are Herbert
Weis and Ralph Tiederciann.
Glen Haase is the manager and
operator. No changes were
made in the bv-laws.
Matt Met-/., Wabasha County
agent , discussed the progress
made by dairymen , from milking by hand , using cream, separators and cooling milk in the
cisterns, to the methods used
now.
lU/TTKK AND dried milk
sold were the top sources of
income during the past fiscal
year. Butter sades totaled $1,H60 .105 while dried milk sales
reached $2 ,032, 102.
Among the top cxp-enses
were : Plant salaries , $111 ,214,
and supp lies, 1111,953. A total
of $3,t)f)(i ,il5t» was paid to patrons and creameries.
A total of 20 percent o. the
profits was distributed as cash
to patrons with the balance
distributed as patrons capital
credits.
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BUDGET PLAN
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Radlo Di.pMcli-d Equipment

MADISON, Wis. - "Wisconsin residents are again being
plagued by shipments, deliveries and COD packages of unordered merchandise," Ray
Pytel, supervisor of the Consumer and Trade Practice section of the Wisconsin Department of Agriculture, warned
today. "The arrival of the
Christmas ) shopping season is
expected to accelerate the complaints."
Many persons are receiving
unordered trinkets, neckties,
Christmas cards, toys and
many other items with subsequent demands for payment,
Pytel said. He listed six variations of the unordered merchandise schemes.
• The most common involves
the mailing of a package of
toys, neckties or Christmas
cards, together with a demand
for payment. 'While the recipient has no obligation to pay
for the merchandise or to ship
it back , many people are "scared" into paying through threats

to destroy the recipient's credit
rating or through collection letters from "fake " collection
agencies.
• The undelivered package
scheme is another , Pytel stated .
Here a telephone call is made
to a neighbor to ascertain if
anyone is at home . The call
is made from a nearby phone
and no time is wasted in delivering the merchandise to the
person's address if an unanswered phone indicates absence.
After the deliveryinan attempts his "phony " delivery, he
will approach the next door
neighbor with the story that the
merchandise was ordered and
that the resident for whom the
package is intended Is not at
home. If the victim agrees to
take the package for his neighbor, he is asked to sign a receipt which usually turns out to
he a contract obligating the vic ;
tim to pay for the merchandise.
• Another vicious target is
deceased persons . This scheme

Hardwood Forest FenceWho Pays to Keep It Up?
Present at the meeting were
Clifford Carlson , Brainerd , assistant regional forester; George
Hammef, Faribault , area forester; Larry Ritter and Ed
Iverson , area land appraisers;
Robert Schutz , Lewiston, forester , and Roger Camerer , forester trainee.
Schutz explained that the state
—over a 50-year period—wants
_o acquire 42,000 acres of forest
land in Winona County. This
represents about 36 percent of
THE ANSWER to it was not the county 's total forest land.
too clear, but it appears that
TO DATE , he said, 2,179 acres
•
for the preshave
been appraised in Winona
ent , at least, \~^>
7
County , and the state has opthe f a r m e r L-OUI-Ty tions on 1,-55 acres. Cost of
pays.
land on which options have been
Commission_J
D^^».
exercised has been about $27,POoi
O
er James Pa- |
O00.
penfuss, DakoThere are now 764 acres actuthe
problem
ta, brought up
ally deeded to the forest produring a meeting scheduled gram in this county thus far.
by the foresters as an oppor- Counties get half the gross
tunity for them to explain prog- receipts from any such forest
ress of the memorial forest pro- land.
gram in the county.
It arises because the state is
not obliged to observe the usual Fillmore Breeders
line fence law farmers must
obey — and because the con- Name Two Directors
servation department does not
have funds for fence mainten- PRESTON, Minn. - The
Fillmore County Unit of the
ance.
Farmers, on the other hand, Consolidated Breeders Cooperaare required to keep their stock tive Thursday elected Donald
out of the forest preserve area. Barnes, Chatfield, and Myron
The only solutions to the prob- Kalstabakken, Fountain, to the
lem, the foresters agreed, would board for the coming year
be for the Legislature to ap- About 125 attended the dinner
propriate a fund for taking care meeting.
¦
of such matters, or for a . farmer to maintain the fence at his ETTRICK WOMAN HURT
own expense, then send a bill . ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) to the Legislature for the state's Mrs. Ed Dahl, 72, Abrahams
share.
Coulee, fell on the ice at the
THE LATTER solution seems Norman Hagen home Friday,
to be the only one available fracturing her left hip. Surgery
now, the foresters said, and the was performed at a La Crosse
Conservation Department will hospital.
¦
help by recommending payment
of any bill for fencing submitted
On the average, there is one
by a farmer .
murder an hour in the U.S.
By GEORGE McCORMICK
Daily News Staff Writer
Who pays for maintenance of
a fence between farm land and
state property included in the
Minnesota Memorial Hardwood
Forest?
This was the question discussed this morning by the Winona
County Board of Commissioners
and representatives of the Conservation Department's forestry division.

involves checking obituary columns in newspapers. Th . widow or widower is approached
shortly after the funeral with
a Bible that was purportedly
ordered by the deceased. The
pitch is that with the name of
the deceased engraved on the
cover of the Bible, the company
would stand to lose if the merchandise was refused. To further gain sympathy, the company will suggest reducing the
price by $10. The victim usually
winds up paying $39.95 for a
Bible that sells for $10 and under in the local bookstores.
• The free toy gimmick involves circulating c o u p o n s
among school children. Free
toys are offered for filling out
a simple puzzle . All of the entrants receive the toy by return
mail along with a dozen or two
of the promoter's products . The
firm offers larger prizes if the
merchandise is sold within the
neighborhood. If the youngster
fails to sell the product or falls
to forward the amount involved
to the promoter, a series of
collection letters and threats
follows.
• The unordered COD racket
is another , Pytel warned. This
involves the shipp ing of unordered merchandise in connection with other purchases. The
firm will contend that the shipping department made a mistake, but since the merchandise
was used it cannot be returned
for a refund. This scheme is
never used by reputable firms,
but only by fly-by-night operators , Pytel noted .
'The package being held for
you " racket is another. This
differs in that no merchandise
is involved. Instead confidential
information about the victim
is sought by the promoter . A
ruse of a package being held
by the called pending identification is used to obtain the
information for future sales
promotion, or collection purposes.
PYTEL URGED that target*
of any of these schemes take
the following precautions:
1. Do not use any unordered
merchandise as usage implies
acceptance. If no order was
laced there is no obligation 'to
uy.
E
2. Do not sign delivery slips
for neighbors unless arrangements have been made with the
neighbor . Read any slip before
you sign .
3. Check carefully if told that
someone ordered merchandise
for you, especially where the
order is purportedly placed by
a deceased person . Ask for signatures and dates.
4. Screen all free gifts to children.
5. Acquaint everyone in the
family about anticipated COD
shipments. Know what the
amount should he. Identify- all
callers for confidential information. Check out each caller
BEFORE you volunteer to answer questions.
6. File any complaints with
your Better Business Bur eau,
Chamber of Commerce, postal
inspector or the Consumer and
Trade Practice Section of the
Department of Agriculture .
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Two Firemen DEAR ABBY:
Research Shows Mayflies Badly Burned See a Doctor
Avoid Polluted Waters Af La Crosse And Lawyer , Too

Those hordes of big mayflies
which bother residents along
most parts of the upper Mississippi River in the summer may
be a nuisance but they 're an
indication the river is fairly
clean.
A Winon a State College biologist has been charting the
nasty mayfly since 1957. He has
concluded its presence indicates
*
that "the river is more riverlike than sewer-like in a given
area. "
IRONICALLY. (Us may mean
that if cities don't expand sewage treatment facilities to keep
pace with growing population .
the mayfly problem may be
largely resolved ,
Dr. Calvin R . Fremling, the
WSC biologist; has reported on
his research in the November
27 issue of Science, the magazine of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science. It has the largest circulation of any scientific publication in the United States.
In his research, Dr. Fremling
has for the first time documented distribution of insect
species as an indication of pollution conditions over an extremely large segment of a
river system , in this instance
1,000 miles.
MAYFLIES are know n hy
different names along the upper Mississippi River , such as
fish-flies, river bugs, willow
bugs, Green Bay flies , Canadian
soldiers, Mormonflies , shadflies and June bugs,
Since 1957 Dr . Fremling has
b e e n providing — the latter
years with National Science
Foundation grants — collection
kits for mayflies to towboat
captains and to lockmasters at
each of the 27 locks. A total
of 576 collections were made of
three mayfly species between
Lake Itasca , the source of the
Mississippi, and Cairo , 111., at
the confluence of the Mississippi and Ohio rivers.
When the results were analyzed and plotted mile for mile ,
Dr. Fremling says it's apparent
there are two areas which fail
to produce substantial numbers
of mayflies.
They're the areas just below
the Twin Cities and St. Louis ;
both river areas are seriously
polluted at present, according
to Dr, Fremling.
FOR 30 MILES below Minneapolis , he says, there is no
recorded mass emergence of
any of the three mayfly species
studied. Mass emergences above
Minneapolis, however, are common. Only one mass emergence
below St. Louis has been re¦ -'
corded.
The life of a mayfly, as river
residents know, Is brief but annoying. During a brief aerial
flight near the end ot their lives
they mate. Then the fern all
comes back to the water and
lays about 8,000 eggs'. When
these hatch ln about 12 days,
the tiny offspring go into the
mud , which is their home for
most of their lives.
A year later the survivors
rise to the top of the water ,
usually at night , where they

LA CROSSE, Wis. f/fi - Two
firemen were burned , one of
them extensively, when one
stepped into a pool of scalding
water and the second went to
his aid while they checked for
a leak in an underground hot
water heating system.
Asst. Chief Edward Sciborski ,
54, wa.s listed in "guarded"
condition in St. Francis Hospital.

Fireman Robert A. White, 3D,
who stepped into the water after Sciborski called for help,
was in good condition in the
same hospital.
Sciborski wa.s pulled from the
six-foot deep pool of water by
other firemen.
The fire department crew had
gone down an alley early Sunday to investigate complaints of
a leak in the Northern States
Power Co. hot water heating
system that serves several hundred La Crosse homes and business places,
Scalding waler escaping from
the underground system had
formed the pool.
Northern States had beer?
seeking State Public Service
Commission authority to abandon the system because of diminishing patronage.

..

RESTING
. Mayflies — the Hexagenia limbata variety
— rest in the shade prior to forming their evening mating
swarm.

Osseo Addition
moult and become winged .
Their flight range ordinarily is
Caledonia School Ready In June
quite short , and their remaining life after mating is measured in hours.

DURING MASS emergences,
the faltering and dead bugs
have, on occasion , become so
thick on lighted roads and
bridges that snowplows were
required to remove the slippery mess. Bright downtown
lights in river towns attract the
bugs by the millions; shoppers
go home after trying to beat off
the large clumsy insects. Trees
bend under the load of their
weight. The piles of insects
smell.
On the river itself the rising
mayflies are a hazard to navigation. Powerful navigation
lights of towboats are obscured
by the swirling masses of mayflies.
But, as Dr. Fremling writes in
Science, the mayfly "can provide a reliable and economical
method for determining the state
of well-being of a river. "
Unfortunately the mayfly
seems to prefer unpolluted water.

Costs $805,958

CALEDONIA , Minn. - Cost
of operating the Caledonia public school during the 1963-64
year was $805,958, according to
the published report of Clerk
George E. Vandre.
Receipts were $767,964. Balance on hand at the beginning
of the year was $222,470 and at
the close of the year , $184,476.
Disbursements included $239,748 for instruction and $401,842
for capital outlay in its building
program. Debt service cost
$48,332.
The receipts included $300,000 from the sale of bonds for
building purposes.
Among tax receipts were
$125,777 , maintenance tax; $13,585 capital outlay tax; $50,337,
school district bond fund levy ;
county apportionment, $3,189;
income tax distribution , $9,060;
$85,772, specal state aids and
special appropriations ,, plus federal aids, mobile tax , etc.

OSSEO DEVELOPMENT
OSSEO, Wis. - The annual
meeting of the Osseo Industrial
Development Corp. will be nest Film on Behavior
Monday at 8 p.m. at Osseo
Of Small Children
City Hall .
¦
To Be Shown at 'YM'
LEAVING ST. CHARLES
ST. CHARLES, Minn. - Jack
Laudon , who has been employ- Films on the behavior of
ed at the First National Bank small children will be shown
to interested mothers at the
here, will return to the state YMCA
Thursday at 10 a.m.
Banking Department as an exCoffee
will be served at the
aminer.
showing to which all mothers
are invited, whether or not
their children are YMCA members, said Larry Schiller , youth
director.
Normal behavior patterns of
youngsters fi to 10 years old
will be shown in the one-hour
session.

A Gift That Will Be
Enjoyed Throughout 1965

OSSEO . Wis. - Completion
of the $571,000 addition to Osseo High School , started last
summer, is expected by June,
the school board has been told.
A change order amounting to
$2.8, involving monitoring the
music practice rooms, was favored at a recent meeting.
Bids will be opened Dec. 28
for equipment in the industrial
arts departmen t and language
laboratory. Superintendent Gordon Rodeen , Leonard Person
and Charles Rongstad will visit schools at Chetek , Rice Lake
and the Twin Cities to view
such equipment.
Ralph Seig was appointed official delegate and Edward
Zemple alternate to the Wisconsin Association of School
Boards convention at Milwaukee Jan. 20-22.
The board passed a resolution praising Louis Thoma for
serving the district 25 years as
prime bus contractor and helping the district establish operation of the school-owned fleet
this year.
The board moved to pay
Thoma $3,00O. now and $3,500
in three equal payments in
January 1965, 1966 and 1967 for
the 12 buses secured from
him.

DENNIS THE MENACE

DEAR ABBY: After 15 years of marriage , my husband
and I separated because of his interest in another woman.
We lived apart for two months and then he asked to come
home again , so I let him. Although we are living together ,
he is not the same any more. We are married in name only
and I think the only reason he came back was because it
is cheaper than living separately. He comes and goes as he
pleases and I'm alone most of the time anyway. I think
he still has this woman on his mind. I am
depressed and upset all the time. Do I have
to put up w/ith this? Don 't advise me to see
a lawyer because my husband is one.
DEPRESSED
DEAR DEPRESSED: Just because
a woman has a lawyer (or a husband
doesn 't make her ineligible for legal redress. If you want to know what your
legal rights are , ask a lawyer. But first ,
see a doctor. Going alon g with an "inname-onlv" tvne marriage may be
ABBY
cheaper for the husband , bdt it' s very
expensive (emotionally ) for the wife.
DEAR ABBY: I have a very dear friend who was widowed after 18 years of marriage to a truly wonderful man.
He was loved and respected in the community. He provided well for his wife during his lifetime and left her
with no money worries. She recently married again. She
claims her second husband is "her age," but he looks
younger. She tells everyone she meets that her second husband is sooooooo much better than her first , this is the
first time she has ever really been "in love ," she never
dreamed such happiness could be hers, and on and on and
on. It is so unbecoming, Abby. How can I, her oldest and
dearest friend , let her know how foolish she sounds?
NAUSEATED
DEAR NAUSEATED: You probably can 't. But if
you are willing to test your friendship, go ahead and try.
DEAR ABBY: Why do people who are honest in every
other respect think nothing of cheating the telephone company? I refer to those person-to-person calls to signal someone that you have arrived safely. I was recently visiting a
friend when her son , who had driven himself to college, telephoned and asked for "Fritz " McGuire person-to-person .
("Fritz is the DOG!) She laughed and said he always did that
to let them know he got there all right. Isn 't there some way
the telephon e company can put a stop to that?
DISGUSTED
DEAR DISGUSTED : If there were, they would have
put a stop to it long ago. But if you (or anyone else)
can come up with a solution , I am sure the telephone company would like your number.
CONFIDENTIAL TO E. E. IN GREENVILLE , N. C:
Man 's great capacity for suffering proves that he has a
spark of the divine within him. For no mere mortal could
endure the pain that many a man is called upon to bear
during his lifetime.
Troubled? Write to ABBY , Box 69700, Los Angeles ,
Calif. For a personal reply, enclose a stamped , self-addressed envelope.

Civic Association
To Adopt By-Laws

APARTMENT 3-G

REX MORGAN. M.D
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BIG GEORGE

"Isn't it rather early for mistletoe?"
By Alex Kofiky

^

By Dal Curtis

New by-laws for Winon a Civic Association , Inc., will be
proposed for adoption at the
group's meeting Thursday.
The association incorporated
last month , and former by laws were reviewed . Some
changes have been proposed for
the new by-laws.
The meeting will begin at 8
p.m. and will be held at the
Winona Athletic Club. Lunch
and refreshments will be served after the meeting.

NANCY

By Ernie Bushmiller

By every former resident now
living elsewhere.
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MARK TRAIL

By Ed Dodd

One String to End
At St. Mary 's Gym
a first-game loss at Stout , the
Redmen have rolled past Stevens Point , Loras and St. Ambrose.
ONE STREAK, needless to
say, has to come to an end tonight. Game time is 8 p.m.
Represented by the contest is
St. Mary 's final tuneup before
the run for MIAC roses. The
Redmen , who are coached by
Ken Wiltgen , travel to Macalester for a Saturday night skir-

BY GARY EVANS
Dally News Sports Editor
Tonight at Terrace Heights ,
something is going to have to
give.
St. Norbert College of De
Pere, Wis., rolls into Winona
fresh from three victories, the
latest a 106-68 mauling of Northland.
St. Mary 's, meanwhile, also is
enjoy ing "the prosperity of a
three-game victory string. After
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FIRST OF ALL, we'd like to throw this open to a letter
from Tom Biesanz. Our alibi later.
Says Tom :
"Re your inference that I am a defeated Winona pugilist
on page 15 of your Dec. 1 paper .
"First , I am at present affiliated with
the institution known as the Immaculate
Heart of Mary Seminary and have at least
50 witnesses that I was pursing higher goals
on Saturday (Nov . 28) last.
"Second although I am from Winona ,
I .have not been through the growing burg
of Chatfield within the last month.
"Third , I have not had the pleasure of
sporting boxing gloves since Bob Judge gave
me a bloody nose in the eighth grade."
Killian
Tom signs himself "peacefully yours "
and includes a post - script that thanks us for the "flattery
of putting me in the welterweight division. "
The letter refers to a story in a previous edition on the
Winona Golden Glovers, stating Tom Biesanz was one of the
Winona fighters beaten.
While our informer told us it was Tom , obviously that
Isn't a fact. Now we find it is Mark Biesanz.
Then , too, we were told Tom Van Hoof
was beaten in his middleweight bout with
Rochester's Rusty Clark. Once again we
had a communications breakdown. Van Hoof
won.
Our apologies to both boys.

•
•
•
IT'S ABOUT THIS TIME that news from

the local athletes at surrounding colleges
begins to filter in and 1964 is no exception .
First of all. a University of Minnesota
Kln
release calls attention to the fact that Ar^
cadia's Chuck Killian has been awarded a varsity football
letter at the University pf Minnesota.
A total of 37 freshmen have been awarded Gopher numerals, among them Roy Tanner of Mondovi, Wis., and Wayne
King of Chatfield, Minn.
Also, Torn Edstrom of Winona has been awarded a football letter from Lawrence College, Appleton , Wis.

•

•

•

HAD A CHANCE to look at Faribault and particularly
_ -8 center Tom Weaver in the Falcons' 69-48 victory over
Moundsview Saturday night. .
There's more of Weaver on the scene
this year—one inch and quite a few pounds.
The way Faribault looked Saturday night ,
the Falcons definitely will have to be reckoned with. Weaver is using his size more effectively, Todd Andrews is a sweet sophomore forward , Paul Dra gsten a good underthe-basket "hatchet man " and Jim Ohnstad
a good outside threat. Lefthanded guard Fred
Zahn is no slouch either.
m

-

_k

Tanner
(GENERALLY SPEAKING , the Swami is
invariably under heavy fire, somewhat shellshocked and completely dazed. But once in a great while, someone takes the
old boy's side,
Just when all appeared lost and the Swami ready to run
for cover, good friend Gordon H. Heuer , Durand , Wis.,
superintendent of schools, dashed off the following note:
"On Tuesday, Dec. 1, 1964 , in your 'Let's Talk Sports.'
you predicted Durand over Stanley by one point. Knowing
th. frustration that comes from being in error , I would like
to offer you this salve of condolence. Even though you missed
the winner nnd the result of the game hy
two point s, you were O.K. up to the last five
seconds of play in the fourth quarter. Such
accuracy is to be highly commended and
certainly the Swami' s feelings should not
sting under the bitter lash of criticism over
this pique "
Thanks much , Gordon. If it were not for
you , the Swami would be ready for retirement in the rave he 's buying on contract-fordeed
He ' s back for tonight , standing with %
of 14,1 and .fi7I without handicaps and R3 of
143 witlviiandicaps for ...HO
For Tuesday :
St. Norbert over ST. MARY'S by 4. 'The Green Knig hts
are red hot , coming off three straight victories and n 100point performanc e Saturday night. "
Onalaska Luther over Hokah St. Peter by 1 . Houston
OVPI - Spring Grove by 11; Peterson over Mabel hy 6; Caledonia over Canton by I . Trempealeau over Taylor by 5; Limn
Sacred Heart over Chippewa Falls McDonnell by 2; lewiston
over RolllriRstone Holy Trinity by 7; Independence over Arcadia by 12; Fairchild over Osseo by 4; Eleva-Strum over Fall
Creek by 7; l .e.Sueur over Nort hfield bv 3.

Chance Posts Lowest
ERA in 21 Years

KING V
EDWARD
America 'i l+ty ast Selling Cigar

BOSTON i AP I
Dean
Chance , ?.:i-year-ol<l Los Angdcs
Angels ' ri ght-hnndor , posted the
lowest average in 21 years In
winning Ihe American league 's
earned-iun championshi p last
season , the official figures disclosed today.
Chance yielded only 51 earned
runs in 2711 innings for n 1.65
mark , the best since Spud Chandler of the New York Yankees
finished with 1M in I !••»:).
Chance wa.s named winner of
the Cy "i dling Award us the
majors ' outstanding pitcher in
' J JM)4 la.st month.

STA TE LOSES FOUR TH AS PLA TTEVILLE COPS B9-S6

Ball Takes A Funny Bounce

mish to get their conference
season under way.
A tough man-to-man defense
and balanced scoring have been
the formula for victory in St.
Mary 's past three games. More
of the same will be needed for
a victory over St. Norbert.
Coach Romie Kosnar , entering
his seventh year at the helm of
the Green Knights , has eight returning lettermen including his
"••first six" from 1963-64 when the
Redmen copped a 92 77 win.

ST. NORBERT. although the
Knights' totals in the first three
games wouldn 't prove it , had
been concentrating on defense,
the effort paying off in the 10668 victory .
The top six players include
Leroy Weyenberg, last year's
most valuable player and leading scorer ; John Patterson , second leading scorer, and Dick
Bankin , leading rebounder. Tlie
trio will form the front line. Al!
stand 6-5.
The Green Knights ' three interchangeable guards are 6-0
captain Dave Minten , a starter ,
with either 6-1 Ken Smits or 5-11
Dave Gagermeier.
The front line is a most prolific scoring group with Weyenherg averaging 18.1 points a
year ago and Patterson scoring
at a 15.1 per game clip. Patterson ranked 30th in the nation in
field goal shooting by hitting
.570 percent of his shots.

TOM STALLINGS
Hits 22 for Warriors

win ,"
Campbell will get a shot
at win Np. 1 Wednesday
night when the Warriors
host Loras at Memorial Hall
in a 7:30 p.m; contest.
The Warrior chi .t had
special praise for several of
his players — among them
Tom Stallings, the 5-11
jumping jack who wound up
as the night's high scorer
with 22 points from his forward position; captain Dave
Goede, who contributed 18
points, Gary Petersen , who
had 17, and Tim Anderson ,
who meshed ten points after
filling in for Jack Kelly, who
severely sprained an ankle.
Kelly will not play against
Loras or South Dakota State
Saturday , said Campbell. \
Dave Rosenau, the Warf
riors' "big man" was cited
for doing a fihe. board j ob
in addition to collecting
' , ¦'" ¦. . '
eight points. ''
All five of the PlatteViLlo

dropped their fourth straight
contest without a win,
Campbell wasn 't too dismayed.
"Despite it all, we really
did do a good lob," said
Campbell. "We played good
ball and really hustled. If
we keep this up, we're going to win some ball games.
"We were just a little bit
short last night . We battled
all the way. We're ready for
anything now, mostly a

PLATTEVILLE. Wis. —
The basketball took a funny
bounce in the second half
for Dr. Bob Campbell's Winona State Warriors here
Monday night.
The Warriors , in search of
their first win of the year ,
blistered the nets at a welcome 53 percent shooting
percentage in the first half
then watched helplessly as
the sphere fell short of its
mark repeatedly in the second half for a meager 27
percent as host Platteville
State University pulled out
an 89-86 victory over Winona State.
"The ball just didn't drop
in the hoop in the second
half ," lamented Campbell .
"It was just one of those
things; we took darn near
the same shots, and they
didn 't change their defense
radically in the second half ,
but we " just couldn't hit."
Even though his charges

\ ^Mmmmmm\ l
^mmmW^aW
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starters finished in double,
figures . Ken Sprague led the
way with 21, Erv Henderson
had 17, Mike Schroeder 14,
John Shelton 1. and John
Delany 12.
"Sprague and Shelton just
killed us with their long
jump shots," recalled Campbell. "I don 't know why we
can 't do it to someone
else. *'
Gene
Campbell s a i d
Schultz , former Cotter star
and now a freshman on the
Pioneer cage roster , played
briefly in the first half ,
scoring two points.

Winona (ti l
fg ft pf
Stallings 10 2 5 22
Anderson 5 ft 4 10
1 1 1 1
Werner
Pelerien • 1 4 V
Kelly
2 0 . 4
Rotenau 1 2 1 1
Dlercki
0 ft 1 0
Aileton
1 ft 0 1
Goedi
I • 1U
Morgan ft > 0 2
Totllc

34 It 21 U

WINONA
PLATTEVILCB

Platteville
f»
Shelton t
Simonton •
Tllley
1
Sprague •
H.nd'ton 7
Slrahl
t
(
Siiftle
Sch'der i
I
Delany
Sehultt ft
Total!
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Coffer Overtime Win Pleases Nett

TO COUNTER the threat,
"Wiltgen will start 6-4 sophomore
George Hoder at center , 6-4
senior George Valaika and 6-5
junior Roger Pytlewski at forwards and 6-1 sophomore Jerry
Sauser and 6-4 senior Mike Maloney at guards.
After four games, Pytlewski
owns the team scoring lead with
65 points. He is followed by Maloney, last year 's No. 1 man in
point production , with /»< and
Sauser with 58.
From what I understand,
this should be a good test,"
Wiltgen said this morning. "They
like to run and shoot , and if
they're hitting they 'll really be
tough."
"We have had real good practice so far ," he went on. "We've
hit a little bit of everything."

JOHN NETT

Nett Pleased
With All-State
Southern Minny Grid Selection

PRAIRIE du CHIEN , Wis. - goal, tying the game. Browne
Cotter High gave Coach John was fouled and meshed two
Nett his second victory of the shots, shoving the Ramblers
year here Monday night as the ahead 60-58.
Ramblers scored eight points Later Browne and Pelowski
in an overtime period to tak e hit on their free tosses, giving
a 64-58 decision over Campion. the Ramblers the winning marAs it turned out , free throw s gin .
decided the contest , , with the
"It was a good ball game to
Ramblers dropping in 28 of 42 . win ," said Nett. "We kind of
compared to Campion 's ten of blew our lead in the fourth quar19.
ter , but I'm real pleased with
Four free throws by senior the way the kids came out of
guard Bill Browne plus a pair it.
by center Dan Pelowski and a "They all did a fine job ,"
field goal by the same assured continued Nett. "Browne , and
the win in overtime. Campion Pelowski kept the pressure on in
scored only two points in the the overtime. Things are lookextra three minutes.
ing pretty good right now. I
After trailing 11-8 at the end think as the season progresses,
of the first quarter , Cotter we'll be tougher."
rammed in a flurry of points The Ramblers hit on 66 perin the second to take a 31-26 cent of their free throws against
halftime lead. The Ramblers Campion. From the floor , Cotter
then hung on for a slim 44-41 hit 29 percent in the first half
margin at the end of three per- and 37 in the second.
iods before allowin g Campion Five men scored in double
to catch up and tie the contest figures for the Ramblers, who
at 56-56 at the end of regulation meet Wabasha St. Felix FriPlay.
day. John Nett Jr. led the list
Bill Lochner. a 6-1 junior for- with 15, Pelowski meshed 12,
ward , flipped in a basket in the Browne 11 and Jim Holmay and
early seconds of the overtime Dave Pellowski ten each.
period to give Campion its brief Lochner hit 18 for Campion ,
lead.
while L. G. Friedrich had 12
Pelowski then hit on his field and John Shinners ten.

John Nett Jr., Cotter High 's
all-around athlete, was named
to the All-State Catholic football
team announced this week by a
Minneapolis newspaper,
Nett , a senior at Cotter and
the son of Mr. and Mrs. John
OWATONNA , Minn.-Officials Nett Sr., of Rollingstone, was
cf the Southern Minnesota Base- \ placed at a first-team end posiball League rejected a proposal | tion by the annual selection
to form a summer collegiate , committee.
baseball league under the aus- ; THREE RAMBLERS from the
pices of the major leagues at a squad coached by Bob Welch
meeting here Monday night.
j also were picked as honorable
Dr." Robert McGill , Winona j mention . Don Kukowski , Mike
representative at the meeting, |Erdmanczyk and Steve Wieczorsaid the main reason the offi- ¦ ek were honored.
cials rejected the proposed plan I Fifteen players made up the
was that the majors probably ! first team.
would dictate their way of operating the system, and wouldn 't j The 6-0, 190-pound Nett played
give the league itself a free only two games a year ago due
to recurring injuries. He was
hand in operating procedure.
I hampered by injuries this seaIt was decided that the league
but was instrumental
¦would start play June 13 with son also,
; in leading the Ramblers to a
six teams. Each team will play j 3-5 rebuilding season record.
_ 20-game schedule. If two additional cities join the loop to ex- I In one of his best games of
pand it to eight teams a 28-game the year against Rushford , Nett
carried the ball 26 times—more
schedule is in order.
than one half of Cotter 's 49
Faribault , Mankato and Wase- total ca rries — for 124 yards—
ca are the cities being approach- nn average of 4.8 yards. Cotter
ed as possible members.
j won the game fi-3 .
¦
In Cotter 's 14-7 final game
GINO SCORES MORE
over St. Louis Park Benilde ,
NEW YORK (AP ) - Gino win
Nett
rambled in for one touchCappelletti , Boston 's lop pass down and set up another. In
catcher and field-goal kicker , the Rambler 's homecoming
has bettered his own American ]i game , he put the skids to a
Football League scoring record ! four-game Cotter loss .s treak as
with 155 points. He set the old he picked up 14R yards on the
j
mark of 147 in 1961.
I ground and scored a touchdow n
' in the 19-13 win over St. Felix.
IRISH FILE Sl IT
"I FOCND out about the heNEW YORK (AP ) - The University of Notre Dame has filed lection Sunday, " said young
suit to bio ... showing of a film it John. "1 wns real pleased. "
says depicts its football players I Welch has called him "one of
as "undisciplined gluttons and the finest I' ve ever coached. "
Fans agree with him.
drunks. "
.

Cotlir (44)
W ft pf tp
i 1 411
• 0 • 0
a 4 in
I 0 2 1
1 1 3 11
0 3 0]
O J 1 I
0 0 0 0
2 7 1 11
4 2 2 10

Nitt
Kulai
P.llow.kl
Huling
Pelowski
Wlld'org
Allaire
Lee
Brown*
Holmay

Campion (II)
U It p. tp
1 » J 1
I I S]
2. 44
%. i 0 0
3 4 5 10
1 1 1 7
I n
i
l
0 0 0 0
I 2 i 18
10 0 }

Clancy
Brophy
Cellini
Austin
Shinners
Crane
Friedrich
Lundy
Lochner
Dugan

Cotter 'B Team
Takes 3rd Win

The Cotter "B" team, coached by Jon Kosidowski , notched
Totals 112115 44 Totals ; .4 10 57 58 its third straight win of the
,
13 13 »-«4 ' year Monday, by taking a 00I-.
COTTER..
CAMPION .:. '. -... . H ' -iJ 15 15 . _ _¦_• 56 decision over the Campion
"B" squad.
Jim Heinlen paced the Ramlers with 17 points, while Tim
Browne had 14 and Twomey 13.
Totman flipped 18 for the
Campion "B'"s, while Burns
added 15.
(.0) Campion "B" ISO
ARCADIA , Wis. - Durand Colter "B"
fg ft pf ip
fg ft pf tp
scored a 22-19 win over Arcad- Browne * 2 3 l« Seaver 2 , » 4 4
Heinlen 4 5 1 17 Moggie
0 0 0 0
ia in a dual wrestling meet here Twomey
4 5 3 11 Johnson 2 V 1 5
Monday.
Erd'ciyk 0 0 0 0 Mannon 1 0 1 4
Weniel
3 3 3 » Totman I 2 S 11
Arcadia is now 3-1 on the Scrteener
1 1 1 7
Burns
4 1 4 IJ
year and meets Blair at home
:
Lipke
0 • 1 »
Tola)
22 16 10 60 Reichlt 4 0 2 1
Monday. Durand is now 2-0.
..

Durand Matmen
Top Arcadia

Nagle
0 0 t t
DURAND 22, ARCADIA It
10J—Paul Slmpion (D) dec. John 51aTotals
25
4 II 54
by (A) 1.0; ll.-Brad Bakken (O)
14 17 2. 15—49
dec. Ron Rueter (A) 5-2; 130—Bob COTTER "B"
14 11 15 14-M
Deck (A) dec. Jim King (D) 7.6; 127— CAMPION "B"
¦
Stan Smith (D) pinned Dan PronschlnTOP
AVERAGE
tkl (A) J:57; 133—Ray Waletzko (A)
dec. Mike Simpson (D) t-0; lit—Dave
MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) - OutKing (D) dec. Richard Heinz (A) 6-0;
14!—Dick Dahl (D) pinned Bob For- fielder Joe Nossek , property of
>yth (A) 4:10; 154— Linus Soppa (A) the Minnesota Twins, wound up
pinned Ed. Hofacker <D) 4:40; US—
Arnie Halvtrson (A) dec. Roger Wayne the leading hitter in the Flori(D) 2-0; ISO-Rod Harschlip (D) dec. da Instructional League with a
Duane Dorn (A) 7-1; Hvl.—Jim Haines
.359 average.
(A) pinned Dale Brad (D) 1:10.

Rejects College
Baseball Circuit

Cobbers Wither
Duluth Chances
Hy THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Minnesota - Dublin 's hopes for
a quick getaway in the Minnesota Intercollegiat e Conference
basketball race withered in tl.e
luce ol a determined Concordia
rebounding effort Monday night ,
while power-laden Augsburg College rolled to its th ird .straight
non-conference triu mph.

The I'MD HulMogK. who had
won their first two tests , Ml
behind twice-beaten Concordia
by lfi points in live second half
and a late ra lly couldn 't make
up the difference. The Cobbers
won Ihe opening MI AC game ,
7IJ-7G at Moorhead. Tom Dal en
lopped Concordia with W points
while .loger Hanson bagged _ :t
for I,'Ml ) .
Augsburg, with bio Daa An-

derson notching _!) points ,
whipped South Dakota State 1187.1. In other non - conference
games, G u s t a v u s Adolpbus
clowned Augustunn of South Dakota (ifi-50 , and St. John 's beat
Minnesota - Morris 75-fiH , but
Hamline bowed to River Falls ,
Wis ., State 77-!i!l.
North em Intercollegiate Conference teams won two of three
with Bemidji routing Valley
City, N. 1) ., 10- -IM . and Moorhead
downing Mnyville, N.I ) ,, 7.-M.
Winona Slate bowed to I'lalleville . Wis., State flft-Hfl.
Five Karnes are on tup tonight , Macalester travels to
Iowa St ate. St , Norbert' s plays |
nt St. Mary ' s . Morns is at St.
Thomas , Mankato visits Morn- I
ingsidc nnd St. Cloud State goes j
!_> Rail

ln/1
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"My advice, sir-get DE-ICER!'.'
Gas line freeze can ha ppen to anybody, but when you're young and in a
hurry, it's a disaster. Here's what gas line freeze is. Moisture collects in a
gas line. It freezes. The flow of fuel to the engine of the car is choked off r
frozen tight. You're stopped cold. Luckily, there's a simple solution to this
wintertime worry. Be a steady user of either American. Regular Gasoline or
America n. Super-Premium. They contain the real thing-DE-ICER-to
prevent gas line freeze. No extra cost No wonder Standard Oil Dealers
'
say: "My advice, sir-get DE-ICE R!"
^

l&jSs)

You fiX Rfid more from Standard and you get it

|(Wi}

f in)
| pr*
"D£-ICEf t" Is the trademerk tor Standard 's QI » line *ntl-/ re *n trtdttlre.
_TAN .««I> Oil DIVieiOM AI.MIOAN Oil 0_ a»ANV a let*. TH* AMUIIOAM Oil OO_ »AMV
,0H I . AO o u_,
t .r

Fenske 's Sboots-lnt&T^th
With 989 Pin Game
Winona 's women bowlers did ,
some pin blast ing Monday night
that realigned one top ten department and threatened to upaet two more.
With Carol Fensk. leading tha
way, Fenske Body Shop of the 1
Westgate Alley Gaters circuit 1
moved into seventh place in
team game with 9H» and then
continued on to 2,675.
]

CAROL WAS her team's big
gunner with 2.11-572. The 231 !
missed the top ten by one pin
and the 572 was l_ pins off the
pace.
Rut h Hinton socked 506.
The high women 's series of
the evening — one that missed |
tenth hy. five , pins — was registered by Betty Englerth of
Main .Ta vern in the Pin Top
piers League at Westgate Bowl.
She pushed over 207—580 in
leading her team to 934. Just a
atep behind was Yvonne Carfenter with 213-567 for Lincoln
nsurance which bowled over 2,.23.
VIVIAN H. BROWN recorded

536, Marianne O'Brien 524) , Isabelle Rozek 518 , Irlene Trimmer
514 and Vivian E. Brown 514.
The lone men's honor count
came out of (he Hal-Rod City
League where Clarence Rivers
ripped 606 for Linahan 's. .Dm
Konkel spilled 224 for KWNO
Radio , which toppled 1.034
Wally 'g of Fountain City spiked
2,946.
WINONA AC: Monday—First
National Bank spilled 1,021—2,858 as Ed Drwall was tipping
228 for Polly Meadows and Leon
Edel 581 for Schlitz Beer.
GO Getters — With team-

C. Fenske

B. Englerth

mates Ruth Kukowski and Orvilla Cfsewslc i rapping 188—482
and 482, respectively, E.B. 's
Corner labled 903—2 ,589.
HAL-ROD LANES : VFW Norb Thrune bashed 234—888 for
Jones & Kr.eger , Winona Milk
1 ,034 and Bakken Construction
2 . 840. Ken Donahue tippled 529
errorless for Bemie 's I)X.
Park-R«c Junior Girls —Ann
Lilla tumbled 171 -293 tw o-game
set for Beatles , Roadsiders 694
and Wild Cats 1 ,332.
RED MEN'S CLUB ; Mondaynfte — Schmidt's recorded team
highs of 950—2,715, but Robert
Nelson Jr. totaled 189—472 for
Sunbeam.
WESTGATE BOWL : LadlesEleanore Loshek walloped 202—
527 for Winona Typewriter with
Helen Grulkowski's 211 —510
pacing Grulkowski Beauty Shop
lo 2,515. Safranek's polished 875.
Community — Ray McNally
of Ridgeway Creamery raked
214—562 while Hackbarth Feed
Mill was toppling 1,023 and Erdmann Trucking 2,777.

Is Age Catching Up to
World's Greatest Golfer?

HONOLULU (AP)-Has Ar- the first of these in the preliminold Palmer' lost his fabled fin- nary pro-am, wilted to a 78 on
ishing kick? Is age catching up the final day and allowed his
with the world's greatest mon- teammate, Nicklaus , to walk
ey-winning golfer? Is he devel- away with his second successive
.
oping a Jack Nicklaus com- individual crown.
The American team of Palplex?
"Ridiculous " s a y s Palmer mer and Nicklaus won easily,
himself to such suggestions the fifth triumph in a row for
raised after he blew the Canada the United States.
Cup Individual Trophy last Sun- The individual duel between
day in one of the most unbe- Palmer and Nicklaus , recoglievable collapses in bigtime nized as the world's two best
pro golfers , overshadow ed the
golf.
one-sided
team competition ,
"1 just had a miserable round
—rplayed lousy. It's as simple ! although both Jack and Arnie
as that. That's all there is to it. " resented the emphasis on the
individual play.
Palmer, after firing succesPalmer fed through the first
sive rounds of 65-66-67-67 with two days. After 36 holes , he had

State Frosh
Bow 84-62

OPENINGS FOR
BANTAM CAGERS

The Platteville freshmen team
downed Dick Papenfuss ' Winona State freshmen 84-62 in a
preliminary to the varsity tilt
at Platteville Monday night.
The Warrior freshmen are
now 0-2 on the season and will
meet the Loras freshmen in a
8:30
preliminary Wednesday
night at Memorial Hall.
Jack Benedict meshed 18 for
the Warriors. Keith Asleson
counted 12 , Dennis Greseth 11
and Jim Kasten ten.
Da ve Battist had 21 for
Platteville , and Gary Olson 19.

There are openings (or
ilx boys In the Park-Rec
Bantam Basketball League.
Any nine-year-old boy Interested in playing in the
league which competes Saturday mornings at Central
Elementary School Is asked
to call the Park-Rec office.
r*M_I Ml^M»

MVM»_m^M__MV M_«_ »»_»»'VM

Basketball
Scores

WISCONSIN COLLI.!
North Dakota 104, Suparlor <•,
MINNESOTA C0LL _ 0_ 5
Au«.b_rg I
I
, South Dakota Stall 71.
Concordia rt, Mlnn.iota-D.lutri 74.
Winona Froth (43)
Plafttvlllt
Cu.tavu.
44,
Auguitana, S.O. SO.
fg ft pf lp
Froth l«4 |
Rlvar Mill- Wis. 11, Hamllna J».
Kiit«n
3 4 3 IC
fg II pf lp
Bemidjl 101, Vallay City, N D . 14.
Auuth
1 4 0 4 Balllll
t ] 4 ai
Moornaad 71, Mayvllle , N.D. 44.
B«n<dict 5 I > II Millar
1 0 1 0
Plitlavllla , Wli, »», Winona »4,
Sptcht
0 1 1 1
Sch' mar. 0 1 1 1
St.
John't 7J, Mlnnaiota-AAorrlt 41.
)
J.rei-k
0 0 1 0
Ktn'lckl
4 1 10
North Dakola 106,, Superior, Wit. 40.
M«lon«
0 0 1 0
Wing
0 * 1 *
Nabraika 74, Sout h Dakota 4* .
Davis
2 0 1 4
Rcllly
0 1 1 0
EAST
Grt.Dlh
4 3 111
Olion
f I 4 11
Villanova
41, Princeton 40 (ol).
AslMOn
5 . 0 II Rollint
0 0 0 0
Coail Guard 13, Clark 71.
Andonon 7 t 5 14
SOUTH
Total. 30 3. It 41 O.ttrdty 0 0 0 0
N.
Carolina 11, Kentucky 47.
Sawyar
4 * 1 1)
Tannai.aa 44, Oa. Ttch 13.
Campball 3 0 1 4
Clamion to, Tha Cltadal is .
LSU 11, Taxai 75.
Tolali
)3 14 31 14
Alabama 74, Fl*. St. 71 lot).
WINONA FROSH
.
1»
14—43
Mill. 41, Cantanary 47.
P L A T T E V I L L B FROSH
45
11-44
I
MIDWEST
Michigan •!, Mlnourl 41.
Indiana 17, Oklahoma ««.
Bra-May 74, Murray St. 74.
Kan. Stata 41, South III . 41.
Nabraika 74 , South Dakola 41.
Datr.it 11, John Carroll 44.
SOUTHWEST
Ohio Stall 77, Httuiton 4f .
Arlion* 77, Taxn Tich 75.
Okla . Clly II, N. Taxaj St. 7).
New Max. 73 , Long Baach IS.
TCU ll, Arlington 71.
FAR WIST
Oraoon II , Waihlnglon 41.
Wyoming 14, Montana 44.
Ian Jon St. 77, Idaho 47 .
MBA
MONDAY'S R-SULTI
No gamaa tchidulid.
TODAY". OAMBS
Baltimore vi . Philadelphia al New
York.
Detroit al New York.
Botton at Lot Angilei.
SI. Loult at San Francl.cn .
W E D N E S D A Y ' S GAME S
New York at Baltimore .
! Cincinnati at Detroit
NHL
i
MONDAY'S RESULTS
No ganiei .cliedulerl
T O D A Y ' S OAMES
Nl laniee scheduled.
W
E
D N E S D A Y ' S OAME I
4007
573 E . 1th St. Phon*
Mnnlreal al Tmonln
Chicago »l New York

DOING ALL KKiKT
ROCHESTER , Minn. (AP ) ¦lerry Kramer , liW.t All-National
Football League offensive guard
for Ihe Green Bay Packers , was
in satisfactory condit ion Monday night in St. Mary 's Hospital
after' undergoing minor surgery.

MOTORCYCLE
• REPAIRS
• PARTS
• SERVICE

ROBB BROS.

Motorcycle Shop

Cl $3,00 3^1
con. bsb imfwAhutL
in, a. qi$L-bo)L
p uonL

*

FULl

JEWELERS

SERVICI *
£/
*
*
t
n
"/l( I h e S' .i 0/ the Street Clwk "

an eight-stroke bulg. on his
partner. After 54 holes , although
Nicklaus fired a record-tying 65
in the third round, Arnie still led
Jack by lix shots.

Even with his record for fabnNicklaus
lous
comebacks,
wasn 't conceded a chance of
making up six strokes on the
redhot Palmer.
But Sunday evening, there
was Nicklaus the champion with
a 72-hoIe" store of 276. Palmer
was second with 278. Jack had
gained eight strokes in 18 holes.
Was he beginning to feel the
weight of his 34 years? Nicklaus
is 10 years younger.
"Not at all , I felt better for
this tournament than I have in &
long time ," Palmer said.
"There can 't be an excuse
there."
Were the greens bumpy?
"They were the same greens
that I was one-putting the three
days before ," he said.
Is Nicklaus ' success beginning
fo wear on his nerves and perhaps jar his confidence?
"Jack is young and strong, a
fine golfer, " Arnold said. "He's
going to win a lot of tournaments. I hope I win a lot more.
"It 's true I'm not as yonng as
I was , and I plan to cut down on
my tournament schedule —
maybe 15 a year — but I'm not
ready for the old people 's home
yet. "
Palmer, who lost out to Nicklaus in the money-winning race
and who finished second five
times in a row this past season ,
showed no sign of discouragement.
It seemed a bit strange to see
the charger, who has built up a
reputation for miracle finishes ,
go into reverse and blow a tournament on the last day.
"For three days I played as
good a golf as I've ever played
in my life , " he exp lained. "IL
happens I had a bad one. The
law of averages. I don 't intend
to let il bug me. A new year is
coming up. 1 '

Michigan Is
First Choice

Bv THE ASSOCIAT ED PRF.SS
Michigan 's powerful , veteran
Wolverines , who have romped
t hrough three games without
major difficulty , dominated The
/VfSficintcd I'res.s ' first regular
season basketball phi I today and
confirmed Iheir pro-season selection as the nation 's best col legiate crew.
The Wolverines , who lost only
one regular from I he team that
finished thi rd in the nation Inst
year , gained 32 o( the 34 first
place votes cast and had n
whopp ing 1 00-point margin over
second place Wichita ,
Michigan , which already hais
.s urvived Iwo major tests ,
gained 3,17 points in the halloaing on the basis of 10 points for
first , 9 for second, 8 for third
etc. Wichita, winner of its only
start Dil.s season, moved up
from third in the pre-season poll
lo second with 236 points,
A flock of upset« and surprises in Hit * first week prompt
ed a major shuffling of the first
weekly rat ings from the pro
season poll , with onl y top-ranking Miclu KJin and 10th ranked
St . John 's nf New York holding
(in lo thi! s.iiiie spol.s.
The lop ten , with first-placo
v o l e s in parentheses , nnd
points:
1 Michigan
(HI
7. Wlc hila
3 , VanderhHI

4 .1 louli
I Sen praiicl ife
i
i.
I
I

It

Mimieinta
uri.A
(Hike
Kenlurk/

SI.

Jelms.

II)

N.Y.

MICHIGAN CLEARS BENCH EARLY
a__-_____-______ ---—«_e»~^e__H_w_v_a_aM_MaM->^^
«a___iM-___ia

Villanova Moves Up Ladder
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Villanova 's
Wildcats
are
scratching thei r way up the college basketball ladder. Their
Kentucky cousins may be up a
tree.
Bill Melchlonni 's jump shot
with 22 seconds to go ln overtime lifted Villanova
past

TRADE STA1.I.ARI) . . .
The New York Mets today
traded right-handed starting pitcher Tracy Stallard ,
left , for two youngsters from
the St. Loui« Cardinals.
Coming to the Mets will he
Gordon Richardson , center ,
a left-handed pitcher , and
Johnny Lewis , left-handed
hitting outfielder. Both are
25 years old and spent most
of last season with Jacksonville in the International
league. (AP Photofax )

Another Draff
Choice Escapes
Green Bay Club

\n
!«»
Ill
It
II
II

II

The developments at Philad elphia and Charlotte, N.C. came
too late to affect the Associated

Gophers Shoot
For 4th Win
MINNEAPOLIS (K? ) - Minnesota guns for its fourth
straight victory tonight , taking
on young Marquette in Williams
Arena.
The Warriors, who have beaten St. Thomas Col leg* and lost
to Louisville so far this season
after a 5-21 record last year ,
start one junior and four sophomores.

Marquette appeam to have
neither the experience or the
speed to stay with the Gophers,
but Minnesota Coach John Kundla insists the Warriors are capable of giving the Gophers their
best test of the young season.
Heading Marquette's youthful
crew ia 6-fe.t-5, 220-pound junior forward Tom Flynn. rated
GREEN BAY W—The Green by Kundla as one of the nation 's best players. Other start
Bay Packers of the National ers are sophomores Paul CarbFootball League continue to
have bad luck with their colHAVE YOU GOT
lege draft choices . Their two
YOUR TICKET?
top selections have signed with
rival American Football League
MILWAUKEE (A* - W«nt
clubs.
to guess how many leaion
tickets the Bravei have iold
Last week , Larry Elkins of
Baylor, their No. 1 selection , for 19«5?
Answer: Twenty-eight.
signed with the Houston Oilers
That's right. 28 seanon
of the AFL, Elkins is a flanker
tickets for the Braves fareback and was picked on the
well year In Milwaukee.
1964 Associated Press All-AmerHow many season tickets
ica team.
And on Monday , the AFL's have been sold since the
Kansis City Chiefs announced Braves announced Oct. 21
they are going to move to
the signing of tackle Alphonse
Atlanta in 196.?
Dotson of Grambling, La., ColAnswer: Two.
lege. The big lineman was the
Yon read that right. Two
second regular draft choice oi
tickets.
the Packers. He also was the
Chief's No. 1 future draftee.
Jack Steadman, Chiefs' general manager , said Dotson has
another year of college eligibility but decided to turn pro now .
Dotson , 21 , of Houston Tex., is
6-feet-4 and weighs 262 pounds.
He was picked on the 1964 Associated Press Little Ail-America.
MINNEAPOLIS UP - When
Bill Brown sliced through the
New York Giants for 103 yards
I in 18 carries Sunday, he broke
I Tommy Mason 's team ground
( yardage record for one season.
i The
performance
raised
| Brown 's season rushing total to
1 769 yards , wiping out Mason 's
PITTSBURGH W-The Wis- ' record of 763 set only last year.
consin Badgers , tuning up for > Brow n also has carried the
their Big Ten basketball open- ball 203 times this year to erase
er against Illinois a week Mason 's record of 167 carries
hence, meet the Pittsburgh Pan- ' in 1962.
thers tonight in an intersectionMason still holds the club oneal clash.
game record, however, 146
I
Wisconsin , winner over Hous- I yards against Baltimore on Nov.
ton in its opener , still has one 117 , 1963.
more pre-conference game after I It will take some tal] stepping
tonight's game. The Badgers by Mason in the season finale
will take on Bowling Green at i at Chicago next Sunday to overMadison Saturday.
j take Brown for the Viking rushWhile Wisconsin has made ing leadership. Tommy has
only one start , Pitt has won two gained 628 yards on 152 carries
and lost one. The Panthers , who so far to trail Bounding Billy
lost four of last year 's five by 135 yards.
starters , downed Carnegie Tech The Vikings announced Mon85-ft:. and Virginia Tech 74-69 day the signing of two more
before dropping an 85-71 game free agents — 205-pound St.
to Miami last Saturday in the John 's halfback Joe Hartle and
Central
Michigan
finals of the Steel Bowl tourna- 204-pound
ment .
back Bruce Wyman.

ins , _ -6 at center ; Marty Holmes
6-5 at forward ; and Bob Wolf ,
6-2 , and Dane Mathews , 6-3 , at
guards.
Kundla plans to start his regular five of Terry Kunze and
Lou Hudson at forwards, Mel
Northway at center and Don
Yates and Archie Clark at
guards.
Hudson tops the Gopher scoring after three games with a
17.0 average but all five regulars are in double figures. Yates
is hitting at a 12.3 clip, Clark
11.7 and Northway and Kunze
10.0 each.
Reserve Dennis Dvoracek is
the Gophers ' top field goal shooter with a 62 per cent mark m of
13) and has a 6.3 average. Hudson is shooting 53 per cent for
the field and Clark 52 per cent.

Press weekly ratings , released
today with Kentucky in the No.
fl spot and Villanova barely outside the lop ten. A shuffle oa the
next go-round Is lik ely , however , with Villanov a assuming
the role of top 'Cat.
Top-ranked Michigan, meanwhile , cleared its bench early
while brushing off Missouri 9161 and Kansas State , knocked
out of the top ten by India na
last
Saturday,
rebounded
against Southern Illinois 61-48.
Indiana whipped Oklahoma
87-79; Ohio State heal Houston
.77-69; Bradley edged Murray
State 76-74; Tennessee topped
Georgia Tech B6-52; Utah State
thumped Pacific 98-74 and Arizona surprised Texas Tech 83-75
in other games involving national powers.
Tonight' s top games match
third-ranked V anderbilt against
Western Kentucky; San Francisco . No . 5, vs. San Francisco
State; Minnesota. No. 6 , vs.
Marquette , and St. John 's, No.
10 , vs. Holy Cross.
Meichlonnl
ontscored
Bill
Bradley , Princeton 's All-America sharpshooter , 24-23 as Villanova ran its, record to 3-0. The
Wildcats ' junior star fired the
winning two-pointer after Bill
Kingston 's layup had put
Princeton ahead with one-half
minute left in the extra session.
The Ti gers froze the ball for
the last two minutes of regulation play but Bradley missed a
jump shot with two seconds re-

maining and the teams went
into overtime deadlocked at M*
all.
Th* tall Tar Heels poured __
20 points In the last 5 V4 minutM
to pull away f rom Kentucky.
Sophomore Bob Lewis led th_
winners wit h 23 points , on*
more than teammate Billy Cunningham , who played the last 17
minutes with four personal
fouls. North Carolina has woo
three of four starts. The Wildcats are 1-1.
Michigan,
sweeping
both
backboards , raced to a 48-28
halftime lead over the visitor!
from the Big Eight Conference
and breezed to its third straight
victory with reserves seeing
more action than regulars. Bin
Buntin led Wolverine scoren
with 14 points.
. .
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BURPf

sounds awful but
,
oh how good it (fifilsJ

Burping feels so grood because H'
gets rid of £_s that bloats your
over-acid stomach. But why tfait
for nature to take it* course?
Burp yoursel f with Pfunder'st
PlunderV Tablets quickly relieve that Kassiness, stop mora
gas from forming! Pfunder's
"foaming" action in your atom*
ach sy nothers fiery acid , smotK '
em burning; acid pain ! Starts te
relieve indigestion , heartburn,
sourness ' almost instantly. Get
Pfunder 's Tablets today.
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j Brown Breaks
Mason's Mark

Badgers Meet
Pitt in .lineup

After a busy day
I like to come home
and relax with the
Wizard of Id."
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Princeton ' s Ivy League champions 61-80 Monday night while
North Carolina was caging the
nationally
ranked Kentucky
'Cats 82-67.
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NELSON TIRE SERVICE
Fourth and John.ori

Phon- 2304

Rochester Dairy
Members Vote
Levy of 2 Cents

ROCHESTER, M inn.—Stockholders of Rochester Dairy Cooperative have vote*,! a 2 cent
per hundred-weight levy to be
withheld from thei r milk checks
with the understanding the
money will be used to buy up
the cooperative 's outstanding
preferred stock.
Nearly $2.5 million in preferred stock is now outstanding. Certificates were issued
between 1942 and 1954 , the last
year the cooperative issued
stock . Many of the original
stockholders now are retired or
are no longer in dairy farming. Some of the stocks had
been sold at one time to other
than milk producers .
The 2-cent retainers will be
returned, according to the
measure passed Saturday, at
the patron 's death or retirement—either in lump payment
or periodic payments.
Dairy officials said the retainer would cost each of the
987 patrons about $50 a year
Monday 's story of the annual
meeting said- $248,324 was refunded to sharehol ders, employes and participating creamery operators. The checks issued were "equalization " prices paid for milk to certain
producers and the $248,000 was
added to the firm 's working
capital.

Beatty Asks
New System

Advic. on the conduct of its
meetings, proffered by its seV-rist critic, was received by
the City Council Monday night.
Martin Beatty, local attorney ,
admitted he authored a list of
10 procedural recommendations
which Aid. Clarence. Tribell demanded be read into the record. Beatty, who alleges he has
been abused and criticized for
'
attending
meetings, told I
_.
the
council
City
citizens do not
'
h a v e enough -»
•¦
advance infor- VM O UD C I I
—
liiation about '
'
meetings of various public
bodies.
Council President
Harold
Briesath, taking vigorous exception to the allegation that
"secret meetings" had been
held by aldermen , told Beatty
the communication would not
be read because every alderman had been given a copy.
Briesath told Beatty rules of
procedure are prescribed by the
city code, that the council adheres to these, and that Beatty 's
suggested "rules" were therefore out of order and uncalledfor .
The list included recommendations that all public meetings
be held in public buildings, open
at all times to the public , continuously in the same rooms,
with "reasonable amount of
seating space" provided . He
further demanded that one cityofficer be fully informed in
advance of all meetings and
that . suitable advance publicity
be distributed to news media.
Upon motion by Aid. Daniel
Bambenek , the list of suggestions was received and placed
on file by the council .

2 Contractors'
Estimates Paid

Contractors ' estimates on two
city street projects were ordered paid hy the Cit y Council
Monday night.
Officiall y closing out t h i s
year 's segment of th e- proj ected
Mankato Avenue upgrading, the
council authorize d payment of
$19, 109 to the Doyle Conner
Construction Co.,
Rochester ,
prime contractor . It was the
sixth and final
estimate
-».
on the six \mlty
block project
whose t o t a l
/"_ , ._ 'I

r a s , WB s llOUnCH

_ 154,IGfi. Costs
included an extensive remodeling of storm sewers and drainage for the urea.
City Engineer James Baird
said the contractor hud not only
met, but exceeded , specifica tions for the job. This included
application of concret e-t reating
oil and extra-heavy .app lication
of bituminous .surfacing al .some
intersect ions , he said
The first estimate of H. J
Dunn Blacktop Co. (or ..ilmort *
Avenue improvement was al
lowed . The estimate was $14. l '2'2 . The total conlrnet cost 1 M
f 16,614. The slate of Minnesot a
will reimburse the city for approximately
three-fourths of
street improvement , excep t for
curb nnd gutter which is assessable.

South Korea n Chief
Visiting in Germany
BONN , Germany (AIM
President Park Chung Her- ol
South Korea arrived today for H
week-long slate visit lo West
Germany and Berlin,

Minnesota Tax
Forms to Be
Mailed Dec. 26

Horn... Reports
Record Sales,
Profit Increase

Voice of the Outdoors

ST. PAUL (AP ) — Minnesot a
individual incom e tax forms will
be mailed to 1,300.000 Minnesotans the day after Christinas.
Holland F. Hat field, state tax
commissioner, said Monday.
The 1964 form is a one-sheet
affair , similar to that used last
year. It has been revised, however , so that a t axpayer need
only enter the incom e listed on
his federal return. This eliminates eight lines that were required on the 1963 form.
The deadline for filing individual tax returns does not
come unt il April 15, 1965, but
Hatfield urged taxpayers to prepare their returns as early as
possible so they can be processed early and refund checks
mailed.

AUSTIN, Minn . - G _org_ A.
Hormel _ Co. Monday reported record Bales in the fiscal
year ended Oct. 31 and the largest net earnings sine* 1959.
Sales totaled $411,827,498, a
4.6 per cent gain over the $393,799,560 of th _ previous year.
Net profit was $5,724,527, or
$4.79 a share , up from $2,964,659, or $2.48 a share.
The company attributed the
increase in volume and profit
mainly to "an improved forecasting program in m arketing,
production , cost controls and
profit, to a more constant supply of livestock: and to the earning power of investments made
during more recent years in facilities and -equipment. "
Hormel's net profit was 1.4
cents per sales dollar and 45
per cent hundred weight of
products sold. Sales tonnage
was 1.27 billion pounds, also a
new high.
The investment in capital
improvements totaled $7,02 million in fiscal 1964, the largest
in Hormel's history. They included a new sausage factory
and canned meat cooking tower
at Austin and improved facilities at the Fremont, Neb.,
plant.

District Court
Case Settled

Findings were ordered for a
default divorce and a suit for
civil damages was settled out
of court Monday- in District
Court , Clerk Joseph C. Page
said today.
Wilfred A. Henning, 43 . 519
Wall St. , won . the default divorce from his wife, Helen A.
Dodge Bear Hunters
Henning. 39, after a hearing beThe highlight ol a deer huntfore Judge Arnold Hatf ield
Monday morning.
j ing party by a group of Dodge ,
Wis., residents was the killing
AN APPEAL from a jury of the 265-pound bear shown in
verdict given in municipal .' the above picture. They were
court March 13, 1963, was drop- hunting out of Winter , Wis., on
ped Monday by the losers of the final weekend of the long
the lower court trial after a Wisconsin season when Frank
settlement was reached over "Vic " Tuschner, standing next
to bear 's back , confronted
the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. William P. the bear. The bear did not like
O'Reilly, Minnesota City , had j him, and came rushing at him.
been ordered to pay a total I He dropped it too close to be
of some $430 to two contractors j comfortable.
for work done on thei r home j
In the hunting party , left
after the two-day trial in mu- j to right , were Don Wicka ,
nicipal court.
Bill Jereczek, Robert HerThe couple decided to aprich , Lambert Tulius , Frank
peal the jury verdict to DisTuschner ( the bear slayer) ,
trict Court . However, a settleRichard Kulas , Harold Andre , David Hoesley, James
ment was reached with Jack
Wicka and Paul Black . BerN. Squires, 909 Gilmore Ave.,
nard Wicka , who was on
and Edward P. Whit-en , 206
the hunt , was not present
Whitten St., the contractors.
when Merritt Kelley, Daily
Squires had won a $306 verNews photographer , took the
dict for work done on the
picture.
O'Reilly 's basement , and Whitten had been awarded $123.50
Among the deer harvested by
for work on the building 's foot- the group was a 150-pound
ings.
eight-point buck . There were
Attorney for the contractors lots of hunters in the woods
was Roger P. Brosnahan , for still looking for a deer on the
the O'Reillys, Dennis A. Chal- final afternoon.
leen .
Speaking of deer , there is
nothing to the rumor that
MRS. HENNING withdrew
Wisconsin is going to have
her answer to her husband's
another gun season this fall ,
complaint alleging cruel and inhuman treatment and did not
appear at Monday 's hearing,
Henning appeared with his atv
torney , S. A. Sawyer.
Custody of the couple's two
daughters, aged 16 and 11, was
awarded to Mr. Heiming as was
the Hennings' house and house
County chairmen and chairhold furnishings . In return ,
women
have been designated
Mrs . Henning received a cash
honorary
co-chairmen of the
payment. The couple was marDFL victory ball Friday at
ried in Winona Jar! 24, 1946.
Leamington Hotel , Minneapolis.
Those from this are a are
Jerome Gunderson , Mabel , and
Mrs. Alice Johnson , Harmony,
Fillmore County ; Paul Flies,
Kellogg, and Mrs. Shila Young,
Wabasha, representing Wabasha County, and Duane Peterson , Winona , and Mrs. William
O'Reilly, Minnesota City , WinTen Elks who have died dur- ona County .
ing the past year were honorThe ball will begin at fi
ed during the annual memorial p.m. with a reception for Senservice of I_odge 327, Benevo- ator-designate Walter Mond ale
lent and Protective Order of hosted by Gov. Karl Rolvaag,
Elks . Sunday afternoon.
according to DFL Chairman
Joseph C. Page read the euology for the (lex-eased mem- George Fair.
The evening will be climaxed
bers: Kclward L. Fakler , John
by
a midnight champagne
L. Ollom , Earle W . Toye,
Judge ( .. I, Pattison, I.. J. breakfast.
Farr said t ickets for the bal l
Carland, James J. Schneider ,
William A, (.alewsld . George J. are $15 per couple. Special reWhile , John H . I.auer and John served tables which will accommodate fiv e coup les are
W. Diifjj ii)
"One ol the sad things about available at $100.
growing old is the dep arture ,
one after another , of our relatives and friends , " Page said. Juvenile Problem
"We shall miss these brothers . Discussed by
But they have left us a legacy
La Crescent Council
of good examp les
" T h e s e departed brothers
I.A CRI.SCK.Yr. Minn. I Spewere all true and f a i t h f u l mt'mhers of our lodge , he aring pub- cial 1 — Tlie juvenile problem
lic testimon y (lurin g their jour- in l.n Crescent wa.s discussed
ney through life of Ihe (our car- by the 1 _ .. Crescent Village
Con m i l Monday night .
dinal princi ples of our order
Clarence (Junnrud , Preston ,
namely, diarity, just ice , brotherly love and fidelit y . "
probation officer for Houston
In his iitldicss l.eo C. La- and Fillmore counties , told Ihe
France said , "The- purpose of council thnt the IH (o 'M pertins sei'vu e is not so much to cent -of La Crescent ju veniles
grieve
.iboul
our departed who hav e ap|« .ired in court
brothers or to weep tears of bit- me more than th e urea 's share.
terness tn p iiy tlu it they have
rhillip
Introduced
by Dr
been taken from us , but rather Ut/. . (.junniuc. suid then- are
lo kin dly touch I lie heart strings a few boys in town who have
<> ! tenderness b y genl ly refer- serious problems He s.iid of
ring to I hose who h a v e been our
(our committed from Houston
associates and to bring back
County to the Youth ConservaIhe memories of tlicni lo u.s .
, three are from this
"An 1.Ik is never lorgotten , tion Corps
never forsaken and as the Inst area.
Qunnrud said a full time pol.solemn chime of Ihe eleven
.strokes upon Ihe hell of lime ice force , adequately t r a ined
quickens t h e lieai ( heal and and informed , would help ease
He agreed with
arouses our thuu u hl >>( absent Ihe situation
brothers, we reca ll Ihe many Dr. Ut/. and the counci l that
dear friends and companions of the basis of the problem lies
days dial are gone who hav e in t he home nnd home environanswered Ihe summons „| th,. ment .
A women f rom Ihe audience
Father and entered the v alley
sairi she had contacted Ihe
ol shadows. "
Karl Grainier , exalted ruler , Un\ s Club of America tor information on starting a group
gave the opening address,

Area Chairman
A ppointed for
DFL Affair

Elks Service
Pays Tribute
To 10 Members

WINONA MARKETS
although there appears to
be sufficient deer to justify
one, according to Stanley
Apel , Buffalo County warden . The late bowhunting
season in that state opened
Saturday and runs through
~~^».
Dec . 31.
Fishing Contest Time
Sportsmens clubs planning to
hold fishing contests during the
coming months are urged to
mail us — The Voice of the
Outdoors — the date and facts
about their event so we may
include their contest in the list
that will be published on the
outdoor page each Sunday.
Here are the first two contests
received:
Jan. 17 — Arcadia , Wis.,
Sportsmen 's Club , Third
Lake, Trempealeau.
Jan. 31 — Trempealeau ,
Wis., County Sportsmen's
Club , also on Third Lake ,
Trempealeau.

stomachs on the ice, cover
their heads, and peek down
through the fishing hole in
the ice, or fish from fish
houses, see a fish come up
to a lure, look it over and
they see it back away.
There is another reason
also. Fish can smell and
a tin lure doesn 't smell like
something good to eat.
Here's the article:
Do game fish really "wise up "
to fishermen?
Vou can get a lot of opinions
— pro and con — on a fish 's
ability to outfox the angler . And
there 's considerable evidence
to support both views.
Generally, however, it's
conceded by experts that a
bass, despite its pea-sized
brain , has the discrimination to deliberately shun a
fisherman 's artificial offerings . And proof of "educated" fish is readily available.

Both of these contests are
annual events to raise funds for
Take waters subject to heavy
the extensive pheasant raising
fishing
pressures, for instance .
county
projects operated in the
These contain the smartest
and by the individual clubs.
fish. Though worked hard , results are poor, and the common
Wise Fish
complaint is: "fished out." Yet
The following article that
draining invariably reveals a
came to our desk probably
healthy population with a surexplains why those curious
prising number of .tinkers.
fishermen who lie on their

Stock Market
Rise Erased,
Trade Active

NEW YORK (AP t-An early
stock market rise was erased
this afternoon and the market
showed a mixed and weaker
trend in fairly active trading.
In the morning, continued
strength by a scattering of blue
chips kept the averages a little
in plus territory but these key
stocks trimmed their prices as
the session continued.
Almost from the start , steels
and rails were lower but the
selected gainers kept Ihe market indicators higher.
Rails were depressed by a
breakdown of Washington talks
in the nationwide rail wape dispute. Steels were unsettled by
fhe prospect of going into formal union contract negotiations
soon.
Big Three motors , except for
Chrysler -which was a full point
higher—were down.
HuPont , in early trading up
more than a point , stumbled to
a net fractional loss , thus removing an important prop from
the averages,
A slightly higher trend continued among nonferrmis metals , aerospace issues , oils and
electrical equipments. Airlines
and electronics declined. Most
others mixed to irregularly lower ,
The Associat ed Press average
of W) stocks at noon was up .1
al :I2;") .H wllh industrials up .6,
rails off 8 and utilities iif) .4.
The Dow Jones industrial
average al noon was down .48
nt »7 :i f.l.
Corporate bunds were mixed.
U.S. government bonds traded
in a narrow price range with
dealings light.
here . .Such organizations provide recreation and educational
projects under adult supervision. A representative from
Ihe Chicago office offered to
come to Ln Crosse and hel p
organize a club or provide in
format ion on Hoys Clubs .
Hubert Ki.« submitted his
resignation as treasure r and
collector of waler bills.
It wa.s reported the village
.5... 950 in federal
received
funds for construction of the
sewage treatment plant .

LIVESTOCK
»T. PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn, ijp — USDA
- Catff* 7,500; calves 3.0OO; slaughter
iteers end heifers active, fully steady;
slaughter cows and bulls 'steady; vealers
and
slaughter
calves
generally
steady; average to hloh choice offerings 1.00 higher; feeders steady; high
choice and prime 1.255 Ib . slaughter
sleers 24 .00; other choice 950-1,250 Ibs.
22.50-23.25; mixed good and choice ...00tt.SO; good 19.25-20 00; high choice and
prime 950-1,OSO Ib. slaughter
hellers
22.50-22.75; most choice 8.0-1,050 lbs.
21.00-22.25; mixed good and choice 20.5021.0O; good 18.25-20.50; utility and commercial slaughter cows 11 .00-12.00; utility
and
commercial slaughter
bulls
15 50 16.50; good 15.00-1550; choice vealers 2..00-26.00; few high choice 27.0028.00; good M 00-24.00; choice slaughter
calves 16.00 1B.0O; good 14.00-16.00 ; good
and choice 600-850 Ib. feeder steers 16.0021. 00; standard and good 600-900 Ibs .
13.00-17.00 .
Hogs 13.000; moderately active; barrows
and gills about steady;
sows
steady;
leader
pigs unchanged; 1-3
190-230 Ib. barrows and gilts 15.25 15.50 ;
mixed 1-3 190-240 Ibs . 14.75-15.25; 240260 Ibs . 14.25-15.00 ; 2-3 260-280 lbs. 14.0014 .50; 1-3 270-360 Ibs sows 12.50-13.00 ;
2-3 360-400 Ibs. 12.00-12.75; 400- 500 Ibs,
U 5O-12.50; choice 120-160 Ib. feeder pigs
13.0O-I4.00
Sheep 3,500; fairly active: slaughter
lambs fully Heady; slaughter ewes and
(Better lambs sleady; choice and prime
80 IO5 lb wooled slaughter lambs .0.00
21.00; good and choice 75-85 Ibs. 18.5019,50 ; utility and good slaughter ewes
5.00 -.00; cull 4.00-4.50; choice and fancy
19.SO_0flO Ib . wooled feeder lambs
.0 50; good and choice 50-60 Ibs. 16.00I9 00>
CHICAGO
USOA - ¦ Hogs 1.0OO;
CHICAGO iiT
butchers 50 lower; 1-2 I9O-220 Ib. 16.0016 50; mixed l-l 190-230 Ibs. IS.25-1600 ;
1-3
230 2.50 Ibs. 14.75 15,25; 2-3 250-27O
lbs
14 ,25 14.75; 270-290 Ibs. 13 75-14,25;
I J 35O-40O Ih SOWS 12 2 5 1 2 , 7 5 ; 400 500
2-3 $00650 Ibs. 10.75
Ihs
11.5012. 75,
11.50 .

PRODUCE

The fish are there : they simply smarten up to ordinary lures
and methods.
Contrast this
situation
with wilderness w a t e r s
which harbor about the
same number of fish per
acre. These fish respond as
if lures were going out of
style. They 're not any hungrier than their urban cousins — just more naive.
Even hatchery trout — those
surviving the first few hours
after being dumped from a
truck — learn to avoid phony
foods with hidden barbs. In "put
and take " waters it is not uncommon for large fish , six to
eight years old , to show up in
early season catches.
Incidentally, this indicates
fish may suffer from lapse
of memory over the winter
months, forgetting the previous year 's lessons and
making them easier to catch
when spring fishing resumes.
You can bet your bait
bucket that by the time a
trout or bass graduates into
the grandpa category he 's
learned plenty about fishing
and fishermen. -And you 'll
have to do your homework
well to catch up.

1 P. M. New York
Stock Prices
All'd Ch
53 Int'l Ppr
Als Chal
19*8 .Ins k L
Amrada
85' s Kn 'ct
Am Cn
42 a/4 Lrld
Am M&F 18 Mp Hon
Am Mt
14"» Mn MM
AT&T
67 Vs Mn & Ont
Am Tb
34^ _ Mn P&L
Ancda
54 7 « Mn Chm
Arch Dn
34'i Mon Dak
Armc St
64 > _ Mm Wd
Armour
53 > . Nt Dy
Avco Cp 21 s » N Am Av
Beth Stl
35' 2 Nr 1. Gs
Bng Air
69' .1 Nor Pac
f t . No St Pw
Brswk
Ctr Tr
41' 4 Nw Air
Ch MSPP 2R-1. Nw Bk
C&NW
58
Penney
Chrysler 61 ' 4 Pepsi
Ct Svc
74' « Phil Pet
Cm Ed
55 Plshy
Cn Cl
51 *4 Plrd , ,
Cn Can
51 7 * Pr Oil
Cnt Oil
71 < « RCA
Cntl D
45% Rd Owl
Deere
44% Rp Stl
Douglas
27% Rex Drug
Dow Chm 77 l i Rev Tob
du Pont 234' 4 Sears Roe
;, ShHI Oil
East Hod 137 ¦
Ford Mot 53% Sinclair
Gen Elec 92' _ Roc ony
Gen Fds 81':, Sp Rand
Gen Mills 47' . St Rends
Gen Mot
93% ^ Oil Cal
Gen Tel
36% SI Oil Ind
Gillette
28"4 SI Oil N.I
Goodrich 59' ¦>' Swft A Co
Goodyear 45% Texaco
Gould Flat 37% Texas Ins
Gt No Ry 58% Un Pac
Grvhnd
22% I! S Ruh
Gulf Oil
59% U S Steel
Homestk
47
West g El
IB Mnch 414
Wlworfh
Int Harv
804 Y K S 4 T

3414
68 .
_2-yB
43-"!i
_28 3 .
56 Vs
24'/8
51'¦_
86 V.
40%
3B«i
83
52a. _
61 V„
51'«
.Ws
Ws,
47" _
_5 s s
61 7 «
54%
—
177
54%
363 s
—
43VB
W*
40%
1 2fi-' _
5.0
53M.
88%
13' .
—
71
43
88%
57%
87' .
80%
43%
63%
52%
45%
29%
43%

CHICAGO fAP ) — Chicago
Mercantile Exchange : Butter
steady; wholesale buy ing prices
un< -hanged; 93 score A A 62' 4; 92
A 62' 4; 90 B 61'.'4 ; 89 C 60; cars
<H> 1! «_.; 89 C 61.
Eggs steady; wholesale buying prices unchanged to 2 higher; 70 per cent or better grade (31 Ibs average) 21-22.
whites 30; mixed 30; mediums
Browns : extra fancy heavy
24; standards 27; dirties unquot- weight H7 lbs min) 37'-.-_ 9;
ed; checks 22.
fancy medium (41 lbs average )
NF.W YORK (AP ) — ( USI)A) 32-3.'. fancy heavy weight (47
I
— Butter offerings in good bal- lbs min ) ;t.- 2-36' _; smnlls C!f.
)
ance; demand steady ; prices Ihs average 27'-.-2R l _ ; peewees
(31 Ihs average I 2 1-22.
unchanged .
C heese s t .a d y ; prices unCHICAGO (AP ) — (USI)A ) iha nged .
Live poultry: wholesale buying
Wholesale egg offerings am- prices unchanged to
'* higher;
ple ; demand fair to good .
roasters 2.1-26; spec ial fed while
I Wholesale s e l l i n g prices rock fryers
lH-lj f 1 .; few heavy
bused on exchange and other hens I? 1
*.
volume sales.)
New York spot quotations fol( .HICA.. 0 (AP ) - (USDA ) low ; mixed colors; standards . Potatoes arrivals 7fl; total II .S.
31-32; checks 25-2(1.
shipments 507 ; supplies moderWhiles : extra fancy heavy ate ; dem and moderate; market
weight (47 lbs min ) :§> i-Wn ; for Russets barely steady, round
fancy medium (41 Ihs average ) red s .slightly .stronger; ca rlo!
•-.!)-:?.; fancy heavy weight (47 track snles : Idaho Russets 7.75Ibs min ) ;):i' i-:i4' _ ; medium (40 7.80 ; Maine Russets 6.50 ; MinIbs average) 28'-.-29 ',a; smnlls nesot a Norlh Dakota Red River
Clfi lbs average ) 25-26 ; peewees Valley round reds 5,!>0 .

¦Company
Swift !

(Pint Pub. Tu».diy, Nav. U, 1MO
State ef Minnesota I it,
) In Pr-Ml. tour.
County nt Wlnon«
No. (3,-37
in H* lifif* •*
Htlrnir Thompson, DicMltnf.
Order tor Htarlng en Petition tor Probst*
•( will, UmlttoB Time re Pile Clelm*
ind for Htirlni Thereon
Bmme L. Thompion h-vlng III*, e petition for the probate ol the Will Ot laid
decedent end for the eppolntmint of
emme L. Thompion «i Admlnlltralrlx
with Will Anmxed, which Will li on III*
in 1M» Court end open to Inspection
IT IS ORDERED, That the hlarln_
theraof be had on Dacember 17, I'M . at
10:50 o'clock A.M., before thle Court In
th* probate court room In the court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and thai
oblectlons to Ihe allowance ot aald Will ,
If any, be filed befor* tali time of hearing; that Ihe lime wllhln which creditora
of tald dtcedint may file their clalma
_.« llrnllnl fo four monthi from th«
dete honor, and that the claims 10
filed be hiard on March 76, 1945, at 10:30
o'clock A.M.. before this Court In the
probate court room In the court house
in <Vlnon», Minnesota, and lhat notice
hereof be given by publication ol thla
order In the Winona Dally Mewl and
by mailed notice as provided by law.
Dated November 30, I'M.
E. D. LIBERA,
Probate Judge.
(Probate Court Seal )
Ceorge M. Robertson Jr.,
Attorney for Petitioner.
(First Pub. Tuesday,

Dec. 1, I'M)

Stat* of Minnesota ) aa.
) In Probata Co_ r»
County of Winona
No. U.0&3
In th* Matter of till Guardianship ef
William B. Henwurm, War. .
Th* guard ian of 'the above named
Ward, viz.: The First National Bank of
Winona, having made and filed In this
Court Its final account, together Vllrt its
petition representing that said guardianship has terminated and praying thai
said account be examined, adiusttd and
allowed by this Court, and that said
guardian be discharged;
IT IS ORDERED, That said petition
be heard and said account examined
and adjusted by Ihls Court at the Probate Courl Room in Ihe Court House In
th* City ol Winona, County of Winona,
State of Minnesota, on the 30th day of
December, 19M, al 11 o'clock A.M.;
and that this order be served by the
publication thereof In Ihe Winona Dally
News and by mailed notice according
to law.

Dated November 27, W6«\

E. D. LIBERA,
Probate Judge.
(Court Seal)
George M. Robertson Jr.,
Attorney for Petitioner.

Buy ing hours are from I a.m. to 4
p.m. Monday through Friday.
There will be no calf markets during
the winter months on Fridays.
(First Pub. Tuesday, Dec. 1, l»44)
These quotations apply as to noon
Sta le of Minnesota ) is.
today.
) In Probate C-_ rt
All livestock
arriving after closing County of Winona
No: 15,K_6
lime will be properly cared for, weighed
In Re Eilate of
and priced Ihe following morning.
Hogs
Mar|ori* M. Allen, Decedent.
Ordir for Hearing on Petition for Probate
Top botchers, 190-220 lbs., 14.35-14.7S

Top sows

.1.35-H.7S

Cattle
The cattle market Is al! classes steady
to v/eak. Spots 25 cents lower.
H igh choice
12.25
Top beef covw
11.75
Canners and cutters
10-down
Veal
The veal market is steady.
Top choice
22.00
Good and choice
t.00-17.00

Commercial and boners

.

f.OO-down

Froedtert Malt Corpora tion

Hours: 8 a.m. fo 4 p.m.; closed Salurdayi
Submit sample before loading
No.
No.
No.
No.

1
2
3
4

(New crop barlsyl

barley
barley
barley
barley

11.11
1.05
95
..
.16

Winona Egg Market
These quotations apply at of
10:30 a.m. today
Grade A (lumbo)
Grade A (large)
Grade A (medium)
Grade A (small)

28
23
17
12

Grade B

20

Grade C

.12

Bay State Milling Company
No.
No.
No .
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2

northern spring wheat .. ..
northern spring wheat —
northern spring wheat
nortftern spring wheat . . . .
hard Winter wheat
hard winter wheat
hard winter wheat
hard winter wheat
rye
rye . .

!.••
1.67
1.63
J .Sf
1.59
1.57
1.53
1.49
1.12
1.10

GRAIN

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) -Wheat
receipts Monday 366; year ago
345; trading basis unchanged to
2 cents lower; prices 1-3 cents
lower; Cash spring wheat basis,
No 1 dark northern 1.76l . _ -1.78%:
Spring wheat one cent premium
each lb over 58-61 lbs ; Spring
whea t one cent discount each V4
lb under 58 Ibs ; Protein prems :
11-17 per cent _.76*,_ -1.845,_.
No 1 hard Montana winter
1.71 . -1. 79 .ii .
Minn. - S.D. No 1 hard winter
1.71«.k-1.77* ».
No 1 hard amber durum ,
choice 1.73-1 75 ; discounts, amber 3-5 cents ; durum 7-10 cents.
Corn No 2 yellow l . l^ k .
Oats No 2 white 60-69 ; No
3 white 57V _ -66; No 2 heavy
white 67-70'/.; No 3 heavy white
BS-tifl'i.
Rye No 2 1.17a i-l.211-4 ,
Flax No 1 3.17.
Soybeans No 1 yellow 2,82' .,
( Flrit Pub, Tuesday, Dec

», 1964)

COUNTY OF WINONA
C I T Y OF WINONA
NOTICI
TO WHOM IT MAY C O N C E R N :
Frnm Ihlt dey . I will not bi retpomlbl B lor nny debts contricUd by
any person olher than myielf .
DUANR SAVOY
Sulncribed and »wnrn to b«lor< m«
this 711) nay ol December, 1964.
John D. McGIII. Notary Public,
W inona County. Minnesota,
(My commission «xplr«s April 14, l»70)
Crnli
(Flr.l Pub. Tuetday, Dec,
FIRE

1, 1944)

BOARD OF
AND POLICE COMMISSIONER!
Winona, Mlnneioia

A O V - R T I .-MINT FOR BIDI
For a
MOTOR P R O P E L LKO
PUMflNO BNOINK
f ni (hi
WINONA MRB DEPARTMENT
Srali-d Prnpoials
marktri
"Pumping
Fog Int Rid" will bt received at the
Olfl<« nl tin Cily Recorder of Ihe City
ol Winona. MlnnekoU, unlll 4:00 P.M
on tha .3rd d a y ol December , |»44,
Ih* bids will Hien be publicly ripened
end read Inr the furnishing of - niolor
propelled puiflP'na enylhi lor us* hy
Department In ac.
III* Winona I-ire
corclance with th* sperlllcallons . prepared
by »ln Fir* Cnl"! of Die Clly ol Winona,
Minnesota
Specifications
and Proposal may b«
obtained al the otllc* of the Hr* Chief.
Ml bids mini be submitted on th. propositi forms liirnlsh*d,
Th* envelope ronlalnlng th*> bid shall
he «dddress«i| to Hi* Secretory of th*
Hoard of Fire *nd Pollc* Commissioners
«nfl delivered lo th* City Recorde r ol
Winona , Minnesota
A rartllled cturk or hldeur ' i bond
shall accompany eacli bid In an amount
eiiunl lo al least flv* (ll percent ol
Ihe bid, made payable fo lhar Board ol
l lr* and Polices Commliilonan, which
shall he lorlalle-d fo lb* Board In lh«
ei/crsl the successful bidder (alls lo *nl*r
Into a co ntract.
T>e Hoard of Fire and Pollc* Com
ml-» loner> riser v*s Ih* right lo r* |acl
any and all bids and lo w*>lva Infor.
tr.elMIn
D,alen at Wlnrvu. Minnesota,
November IS, \U4
JOHN S , CA R T E R ,
Secretary Board of
Flra It Pollc* Comm>»»ln/)»r».

ef Will , Limiting Time to File Claims
and for Hearing Thereon,

Edwa rd M. Allen having filed a petition for Ihe probate of the Will of said
decedent and for the appointment of Edward M. Allen and Frank J. Alien) II
as Executors, which Will Is on 'file In
this court and open lo Inspection;
IT IS ORDERED, That Ihe hearing
thereof be had on December J3, 1964, af
11:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court
In the probata court room In fhe court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and lhat
objections to the allowance of said Will,
If any. be tiled before said tlm* ot
hearing; lhat the lime within which
creditors ol said decedent may file their
claims be limited to four months from
the date hereof, and that the claims so
filed be heard on April 2, 196S, at 10:30
o'clock A.M., before this Court In Ihe
probate court room in the court house
in Winona, Minnesota, and that notice
hereof be given by publication of this
order In Ihe Winona Daily News and
by mailed notice as provided by law.
Dated November 27, 19M.
E. D. LIBERA,
Probate Judge.
(Probata Court Seal )
Streater, Murphy & Brosnahan.
.Attorneys for Petitioner.

(First

Pub) . Tuesday,

State of Minnesota

Dee. 1, I'M)

) ss.

) In Probate C-.rt
County of Winona
No. 15,537

In Re Estate ol
William E. Herzwurm, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Petition for Probate
of Will, Limiting Time to File claims
and for Hearing- Thereon.
Th* First National Bank of Winona
having filed a petition for the probate
or the Will of said decedent and for
the appointment of The First National
Bank of Winona as Executor, which
Will Is on file In this Court and open
to Inspection ;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on December 30, 1HI,
at 11 o'clock A.M., before this Court
in the probate courl room In fhe court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
oblectlons to the allowance of said Will.
if any, be filed before said time of
hearing; lhat Ihe time wllhln which
creditors of
said decedent may file
their claims be limited to tour month*
from the date hereof , and that the claims
so tiled be heard on April 2, IMS, at
10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court
in the probate court room In the courf
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
notice hereof be given by publication of
this order In the Winona Dally News
and by mailed nollce as provided by law.
Dated November 27, 19&4.
E. D L I B E R A ,
Probata Judge.
(Probale Courl Seal)
George M, Robertson Jr „
Attorney tor Petitioner.

(Pub

Dale Tuesday, Dec

NOTICE

OF

B, 11U.S

INCORPORATION

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, That
WINONA PLUMBING COMPANY, INC..
Is the name of a corporation Incorporated
under and pursuant lo the provision- , of
Chnpter 300, Laws of Minnesota, 1 933,
as amended; thai Ilia date ol Incorporation was December 3, 1964; thai Ihe
acnernl purposes ol Ihls corporation shall
be to carry on a general plumblno business , and In connection therewith
lo
generally, without limitation, buy, sail
and otherwise doal In materials, articles
or things associated with or Incidental
to the Ins lnllotlon of plumbing equipment;
to Install plumbing equipment; lo purchase, lease or otherwise acquire land*
and buildings In this stista or alsewhfre;
to acquire, renew, prolong and protect
any patents, patent rights, licenses, crotectlom, concesMons, Irnde-marks, trade
name-, w hich may appear likely lo be
advanlaneous or usefu l |o> the corporation;
to ocnulre and dispose ol nny franchise *
In connection wl lh th* operation of a
plumblno business, or reasonably as-,oclated therewith; fo acquire all or any part
ol th* goodwill, rights, properly and business of any person, firm, association or
corporation heretofore or hereafter enuaged In any business similar lo the buslnes*
ol this corporation or otherwise, and lo
pay Inr 11 In cash nr In slock or obligations ol Un corporation or ollierwlse, to
hold, iitlllra, anloy and In any manner
rthpni* nl lli<- whole <_ «»y pn i\ t,| N-,»
nolils and property so auj ulrad; lo assume In co nnection He rewith any liability ol any such person , f irm, associat ion or roi pornl/on /inr. lo conduct In)
«ny Inwlul manner In Ihe Stat e of Minnesota, nr In nny other
slnlc , te rritory ,
locality nr r ounl ry, llir wliole 0; »oy
part ot tin hu- .lness linn acquired pm
vldrd such business Is not prohibited hy
(tie laws nl tlie Stale ol Mlnnn- ,ola; and
to rln eve ry „.t 01 nils, llilno or things,
/nclclenlal nr appur tenant to, or (irnwintj
oul ot. or co nnected wi Hi Hip aforesaid
purposes provided trial rlie powers hoi a
In rnumernlad are In lurllicraiK* ol .awl
not In limitat ion of llmse powers conferred upon hu-slnnss corporat ions hy Ilia
Inws ol the Slal* ol Minnesota, that
Ih* registered of Ike ol snid corporat ion
Is 117* nasi Broadway, Wino na, Minna
so lnj that thrs name and post office ot
each ol th* first dlrei.lnrs Is:
M»rk J N\oil|e-,kl , BOO Mnnkalo A-v*nue, Wlnonn, Minnesota,
Evelyn f .
rV.oit .fMci.
|D« Mankate
Avenue. sMnona, Mlnnrsnlai
Gerald F Aaodj askl , t i l l I
Wahnsha
Slrerl, Wlnonn, Minnesota.
Ileal the nisma anil poM olllce ol e«ir!»
of ID* Incorporators Is:
H. i Mreet er , 271 Wilso n Sir eel, Winona . Mlnnnsotrt,'
Leo I . Mn, phy 1, , in ,,„„ si lM. 1(
Wlnonn, Mlnne.nin
R. P. Brosnahan. IM W Mill
Sir*** ,
Winona, Minnesota
Dated : Dnt<.mt>* r 4 , \tt. i
WINONA fl UMBIMC ( OMI'ANY,
INI
Svaalnr , Murphy a, llioinnhan
Altorn*y» at l a w
aa F.ast Fourth Mi eat
sVlnona, Mlmiriota.

Want Ads
Start Here
NOTICE
Thli nswipeper will b* rtspocnsl bla
Incorrect Insertion of
only
one
for
any -las-Hied eclvsrllsemenl pub
inhed In the W*nl Ad i»cflon. Check
your md *ni cal) 3JJI It a cerrecHon must b* mid*.

Held Wanf-d—P.mil .

2ft Horns, Cattlt. Stock
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WAITRESS wanled, mull be Jl or over. HOLSTEIN BULLS - purebred, serviceT«i VU.
able age, dam record! up fa SU lbs.,
herd average S56 Alfred John?on t
Peterson, M inn. Tel. 875J741 or
H_ lp Winr.d—Mi U
27 Sons,
I75 S86J
MAN WANTED part lima to tire boiler.
Apply 400 W. 3rd SI.
IINOie MAN for ferm wor k, no mllklno.
M, W. WIIHe, St. Charles, Minn.
FRY COOK-days, )1 a.m. to I p.m., a
dayi. closed Sun. Call or see Frank
Cunningham, Steak Shop.

LEW ISTON
LIVESTOC K MARKET
Afternoon Sale

Thurs., Dec. 10

RELIEF MILKER perlor operation In
Rolllngstone area, some weekends and
holidays. Mu»l be experienced and dependable. Writ* E-47.

1:30 P.M.
/
Ilf-OL
B
MAN wanted tor light chores,
On consignment :
BLIND ADS UNCALLED FORno mllklno, up to 1st ot April . Henry
B remer, Mondovi, Wli. Tel. Arcjdla
49—Top
Hereford calves , ap(.11, 71, Jl, 42, «.
I7 F-2.
proximately 460 lbs.
6—1st and 2nd calf Holstein
ROUTE SALES
*•
springers.
Card of Thanks
SERVICE
9—3rd and 4tli calf Holstein
AND DELIVERY . SO stops per day. .100
per week while trainina. Married to
HOFFMAN - springers .
«<!* 3« . JH day weak Wr ite E-4« Dally
My slncer* lhanki lo all who visited me,
6—Black whiteface steers ,
tent flowcari «. cards And gills while I
Mews,
was In tha hospital. Special thanks to "'
approximately 450 lbs.
' ""'
Dri. Hughe* and Fenske and th* nuritas
AMBITIOUS MEN
5—Black crossbred calves ,
cn Wesl 2nd for their wonderful car*.
Mrs. Hatlfe M. Hoffman WILLING to work f hours a day, V.i
h e i f e r s , approximately
days a week. Bright future for qualified
400 lbs.
men, lor above average earnings.
LEISEN Steady year arround work, also part time
| wish 1o say thenk you to my many
8—Crossbred
calves , 350 lbs .
opinions
neighbors
and
relatives
for
gel
friends,
eva liable. Must have a oood
well cards, teller s and visits I received
c* r. Se* Mr. Aumen, Thurs., D*c . lfJth,
A
top
market
lor good dairy
Irom 7:30 lo 9:30 at Ihe Winona Hott l.
vuril lo In lb* V*t' s Hospital at Minnecows and heifers.
apolis; alio (Inc* my return horn* .
~
"'' ~ MARRIED
John Leisen
MAN '" _^» A top market (or butcher
cows and veal.
FOR
full
or
part
time
work
NEL SON
, under 45. No
Iny-ofls. no rcnstructlon or heavy labor.
yv» wllh lo thank friends , relatives and
. neighbors for thalr acts of Inv* and
Car necessar-y. Sl.srt af JJ07 _ plus per
. DAILY HOG MARKET
week . See M r . Johnson at Valley -View
jympathy during our recent bereavement, fhe loss of our beloved husband,
rVlolel In Preston on Wed., Dec. 1, 11
Check With Us
p.m.
father, and brother. We also extend our
Before You Sell!
(jralefuil thanks for the beautiful floral
tributes sent to our loved one during
his Illness and al death . We especially Train for PRINTING
Last .Week:
thank Msgr. N. Grulkowski for his comforting words and all Ihe Rev. Fisthen
Springers sold up to $235.
ef it- Stan 's Parish , and Father Robert
.V Hand Composition
Kulas of Albert Lea, Minn., the choir ,
Veal sold up to $26.50 cwt.
the pallbearers, those who contributed
Holstein heifers , $12.80 cwt.
can, the drivers and those wlm senl Linecasting and Prej iswork
food.
Holstein steers, $13.55 cwt.
Mrs. H«rold Nelson 8. Femlly
Write
Bulls, $16.00 cwt.
GRAPHIC ARTS
Lost and Found
4
Butcher cows sold up to
$13.10 cwt., generally
tOST—ladles ' red wallal, corner 3rd &
Technical
School
afternoon . Reward. Tel.
Main Sis., Mon. ^
from $9 to $12.25 cwt .
for Catalog.
collect Lewiston J'35.
Boars sold up to $9.25 cwt.
LOST—In vicinity of Cathedral , gray Approved for Veteran Training
Small pigs, $_ per head.
striped eat with while face, underside
1104 Curri . Ave., Minneapolis
and feet, answers to name ol Tommy.
Large
pigs, 513.50 cwt.
Reward. Tel. (-2870.
Lambs, $^&». cwt.
P. no rial.
7
Experienced
PLEASE NOTE:
THE NEW DRAMATIC Dimension . . .
Turret
Lathe
Due
to
the holidays we are
Sculptured Golden Picturesque wall
moving the last 2 sale days
panels, so easy fo make on the very
Operatorfirst try. So different, so fashionable, so
up to Wed ., Dec. 23 and
oiflable. 3 sizes, many themes to choose
Wed., Dec. 30,
from. PAINT DEPOT , W Center St.
Preferably on saddle type
THE amazing Blue Lustre will leave
machines, heavy engine
your upholstery beautifully soft and
LESLIE GARRISON
lathes experience may be
clean. Rent electric shampooer, 11.
R. D. Cone Co.
& SON, INC.
satisfactory. See
Owners
and Managers
WHEN SANTA'S HBLPERS are foolHenry Przybylskl
sore and arm weary . . , take a
Tel. Lewiston 26(57
break tor lunch, dinner or a cup of
Airport Plant
steaming coffee at RUTH'S RESTAURANT, lit E. 3rd . (Right downtown)
Open 54 hours t day, exce pt Mon.

TROUSBR knees do wear thin; better
a patch than a Square of skin. W.
BETSINGER, Tailor, My* W. 3rd.

Warner & Swasey Co
Badger Division
"An equal opportunity
«mp.02/_r "

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies
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DEKALB Jlhweek old pulled, fully vaccinated, Iftnf controlled, reiead on tlet
floors. Available year eround. SPELTZ
CHICK HATCHERY. Rolllngstone, Minn.
Te» . IM0 .311.

99
90 House, for Sale
ArtlcUf for $•!•
87 Apartmanls, Fiats
1-tloor
hofiie
on
,
O.
Modest
.-bedroom.
W. 224-3 rooms and bath. Heat
OK USED FURNITURE STORE FIFTH
full lol. All hardwood flooring. Gas tired U».d Can
lights, hot water furnished. Avallible
27J E. 3rd St.
We Buy

Jan. 1. Adulti. Tel. 914; for appointment.

Wa Sell

Furniture—Antiques—Tool *
and other Herm.
Tel. 1-3701.

FOUNTAIN CITY-Uf door apt., 4 rocrrM
and bath. Tel. Fountain Cily 8667-3502.

DAILY NEWS
. MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS

CENTRALLY LOCATED-Jtt bedrooms,
bath , upstairs. Kitchen, living room,
sewing room. Washing facilities In basement. 565 rnemth. Immediate pouei.lon.
Inoulra Wale Buick. Ul . 3341.

CENTRALLY LOCATCD-modern furnli*ed apt.. Immediate possession. Tel. 777*.
at* lor Sya Jonnsfone.

Wholesale and retail.
Plantation grown.
All kinds and sizes.
Boughs and Roping.

DOWNTOWN large furnished apt. Tal.
3738 or 4870. 76 W. 3rd.

Comer of W . Sth and Orrin

Tel . 2959 (Open evenings )

Tal. 2547

Business Services

14

IS YOUR HOME READY for tha gay
whirl of the holidays? If your carpeting
or floor coverings leave something to
be desired, call us now about our
lovely Firth, Roxbury or Berven carpeting and Arrmtrono floor products. Our
numtMr Is 372.. WINONA RUO CLEANING SERVICE, 11* W. 3rd,

Plumbing, Roofing

21

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
Cor clogged sewers and drains
1 year guarantee
T*l| «09 or 6«6

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

MOEN'S kitchen Olalcel faucet lets you
preialect the water tempirature you
went, no fiddling with separata handles
. . . nc waging water .

Frank O'Lauqhlin

B.tin .si Opportunities

37

Money to Loan

40

LOANSlS
PLAIN N O T E - A U T O — F U R N I T U R E
170 E. 3rd
Tel. 3915

Mrs. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.. Sat. 9 a.m. to noon

Jerry s Plumbing

Quick Money . . .

Tel. 9394

GLASS-LINED 30-flal. vias waler healera,
wllh 10-year warranty, ns low as J64.50 ,

SANITARY

PLUMBING _ HEATINC
TH. 2/3/
HI E. 3rd St .

on any article of value . . .
NEUMANN'S OARGAIN STORE
Tel, S-31M
Ul E. ind St.

Dogs, Pets, Supplies

42

PEDIGREED MINIATURE black Dachshunds, J_5 lo *40; friendly Toy Fox
Terriers, 110 to $15, parents rough on
Held Wanted—Female
26 rati) Toy Mancheslers, JJ0. Frosch' s
Kennels, Houston, Minn. 1_ years exBABYSITTER wanted, from I n.m. to 4
perience, elwaya at your service.
p.m.. 2 pre-s rhool children. Write 431
E. Ml), Apt. 5,

Part tlrnn, pleatnnt, easy work for
persons 50 or ov/er. Car necessary,
hut not experience. Show Tupperwar e ,
top line of plnsllc housewares. «l
noma parlies. You se| the hours , Fur),
profitable. For Interview In privacy of
your own homo , full your ncniesl
distributor!
Wi

M A M SAI F5
. WftbisM-i, St. Pent

Tel. m- WS

fcAINfiOW SAILS
330. Bloomlnrjton Av e ., Mpls.
Tel. PA 1.3411

FASHION
ADVISORS !
Unequalled cipiiortun I ( i e s
now with the Fashion Wafjon
of Minnesota Woolen Co.
PARTY PLAN or upj iointment Hales, full or part
lime. No experience nc'essary. Tremendous nutionnlly advei-lised complete
line of clothing for nil scuKom, all memberH of the
family . Save customers 20' .'
lo .(. '.-. Sturt earnin g cash
today, the Fiuihion Wagon
way ! For details write Minn-SO-fi Woolen Co., Duluth ,
Minnesota. Include y o u r
phone number .
Telephone Your Want Ads
lo Tho Winona Dally News
Dial 3321 for .111 Ad Taker.

Be prepared for the long
cold winter. Choose from a
large selection available for
immediate delivery. Several
models of New Idea , Minnesota , Allis Chalmers, Cunningham and New Holland.

of
businesses.
SELECT ION
GOOD
Laundromats, restaurants, gas stations, motels, lumber yards and miscellaneous.
' CORWFORTH REALTY
Tel, MS-tlgS.
La Crescent , Minn.

PLUMBING _ HEATINcV
Tel, 3703
207 E. Jrd
fl.7 E. .Ih

Is Your Old
SPREADER
Giving You Trouble?

FOR LEASE—new Jstall serv ice station, In downtown Winona. Excellent
opportunity lor ambitious man. Training program, financing, retirement plan.
Call or write for conlldentlal Interview.
Take edvanteo* today of the rnany
extre tfdl being OHered on Ihls
business ideation. J. . . Lynch, Cities
Service Oil CO.. Box e«», Rochester ,
or Ttl. Wlnone 7341.

120 E. 2nd
Open Sundays

Coal, Wood, Other Fuel 63 Bus. Property for

64

WALNUT COCKTAIL tables, 14.95; . pc.
table group. Including 2 st«p tables and
matching cocktail table, lif .oj k.d.
80RZYSKOWSKI
FURNITURE,
302
Minktto Ave. Open evenings.
~
Thrifty 0111s at

BURKE'S FURNITURE

Triple plated chrome coat hanger
pole - 2 adj u.tdble.racks — 19.95

AKC
REOI-TBR -D miniature black
poodles. Raady for Christmas delivery
Tel. Plainview 334-3.3.1.

Horses, CettU, Stock

43

ALSO
LARGE SELECTION
OF USED

New Idea , Minnesota , John
Deere , Schultz and Coby
spreaders.

F. A. KRAUSE CO
"BREEZY ACRES "
South on New Hwy . 14-61

65

BUY YOUR winter potatoes now while
the price Is right. Full line ol applet.
Winona Potato Market, 1 It Market.
APPLES — Mcintosh, Corllands, Haral•ons, Delicious, Prairie Spy. At reasonable prices. F. A. Krause Co., "Breezy
Acres ", S. on new Hwy. 14-61.

67

TAKE soil »way the Blue Lustre way
from carpets and upholilery. Rent
electric shampooer, II. H. Choate & Co.

70

Articles for Sale

57

LONG NEEDLE chrl.tmai tree., flood
variety and color, 75c lo *2,50. Turn
N. '.^ mile nl Skelly Oil Co., Lewiston.
James Luehmann.
MAN'S HRAND NEW
tjold, irll winding,
wa lch. Won In *nl*s
It. Cos) J.0I). Flr.il
rJ-lrhJ.

If |«wel, 10 karat
walerpro-f wrl kl
ronlest , don't need
$75 t«M. !•¦ Tel,

HOLlTCIN NBIFHRS , IS bred, 3 due TEBN AGF girls ' Indoor roller iketes,
Jan, 1st, others Feb. 1st. W. AA. Rockslie 8; snow suit , 111 ledlns ' coM, 44 1
ney, Melrose. Tel. (Hack River 1-5873.
mlicellnnoojj doming) new aprons,
nice lor gllt.i »K !2 ruo C»ll elttrSHETLAND PONIES. Will hold 'III Christnoons this week , 1114 W. 6th,
mat. Merlyn Lengaalh, Lewlalon , Minn.
Tel. 4nes.
THREE SlEDSi llnnel electric train Jul.
,177 Johnnon SI , (titer 2:30 p.m.
COOO THR IFTY (eerier pigs. George
Burns Jr., Rt. 1, Lswlslon. Tel. 3814,
FUiL OIL TAN K, 265 gfll.i ima " Duo
Therm oil heritor. Cell ol 576 fc, ?lh.
PURFBRKD Poland China bnar* and
gllti, meat type. Henry "olmert S, io», AftTIHCIAI . flncVed Chrlitni»» treei,
nee year nfter yeer, 4' .' Irian SCHNEIl.anesBoro, Minn. Tel, 4670.87.
DER SALES, 3 930 «th SI., Gdvw.
HF RRFORD BULL -purabred . very ge»lie. Vincent Ashelln, StocKlon Hill Tel. WOMEN'S Cloth end (ur winter coels,
Wlnone tin.
' i price. Rey ' ei Tredlng Past. 21* e
3rd. Tel. «3)J,
* \_
HOLSTBIN BULL5-for sale or >4rrr:
i
DUBN MOniL f- sJ EL OIL nnd enloy Ihe
ready lor heavy lervlce . O m TDaley,
r otirfort of Automatic nitr vintl cere.
I.owl.Ion, rMlnn. Tel , 4 803.
Keep lull ifrvice — complete burner
,
Spotted
Poland
China
boars
(err
PUREBRED
. (ludott planned «ntl Guaranteed
These boar I will weigh from 375 Ibs. lo
prltn . Order today Irom JOSWICK 'S
FAST END COAL _> f- UEL OIL CO ,
371 Ibs, T OPI In bloodlines. Contac t
9CI l.: . »lh. T. I . 33S9.
Gary Smlk rwd, Galesville. Wis. or Tel,
7-M2.
ICE SKATE Uxthanue, new and used.
SKnle. ihnrpoieci . KOLTEN Bicycle
COMPLETf HERD M \i Holsteln rows ,
Shop, 502 Mnnhnto. Tel. 54.J.
close sprlns jers Will aall for cash or on
terms. Wi Ha P.O. floic 34|, Winnnn,
CHRISTMAS f pfers-fnmlly fun, cut
Minn .
your own tree. Sheared Norwayi, J' IO
blue
¦', your rhnlre, 11 25 , Dec. 5lh to 24lh,
SPOT fS D POLAND China hoars,
ribbon ivlai.sert el Slate Fair. John
10 a ID . lo dusk. Lnmke ' i T iee Perm.
Dyks lra , Cal-svllle, Wis. Tal, 17 F-73.
1 rAninpanlonu, Wis .
PIIR FI1RED Duroc hoars, also l.anrirai a M E N S AND I ADIBV Flgur» ikales.
hnar a. CHItord Moll, l.anseboro, Mlrn.,
14.9S el flAMB BNeK'S, »fh _ ManIPIIol Moond i
halo.

New Tri-Ban

(3 fo. jrl llAvorj rati crayt )
1 rlnles youi chances In
outwit rain and mlcei
SftVC •20%

TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health Center

PL A I N OR TR EATBD lend tor illppery
walks or automobile tiileit. ROBB
BROS STORE, »'- I. ,111. T«l. 4007.

98

7 MILES from Winona. 120 acre*, 80 tillable . 8-ro.m house, furnace and running weten good barn with 21 .tanctv
Ions, now drinking cups, granary, milk
house, machine shed, garage, chlcKen
coop, silo. ' _ (Sown, balance on contract. Also other small farms for sale.
MINN. LAND fc AUCTION SERV.
158 Walnut. Tel. 8-3710, after hours 7814

99

GOOD INVESTMENT for under 18,000.
5-unit apt. house. Large area suitable
for business or workshop. Tel. I-3W4.
&. A REALLY exquisite home rlohf In
the heart 01 town. 9 rooms, 3 bedrooms
up, sun room can be used ai Sth bedroom. Large kitchen, living room, dining
room, den or office. Firaplace . Hot water oil fired heat. Full oath up, ' _
balh down. This home has so many
features , vie can not mention them all.
Call us on this home so we can show
you a home v.orth every dollar we are
asking. ABTS AGENCY, INC., Resltors,
159 Walnut St. 'al. 8-4365 or after
hours: E. R. Clay 8-2737, Bill Zlebell
4854 , E. A. Abts 3184.
INCOME PROPERTY — «-room, J-apt.
home, In good W. Broadway location.
Being lold to settle estate. Tel. 4980 (or
appointment.
IF YOU WANT to buy, tall or trade
be sure to see Shank, HO. BMAKER'S
EXCHANGE, 552 E. 3rd.
I. DUPLEX on west King Street, between
Stole College and the Collage of St.
Terese. 3 bedrooms down, 3 badroomt
up. Gat furnace. Choice condition, reedy
to move Into. Corner lot. i-car garage.
Full prlct $15,000. ABTS AGENCY,
INC., R.Jlton, 159 Walnut St. Tel.
8-4365, or after hours: E. R. Clay 8-3737,
BUI Zlebell 4834, _. A. Abts 3184. '
THREE- OR FOUR-bedroom house, cork
and carpeted, bl/IIMnc, new furnace,
gas water heater, central air conditioning, 2-car garage, screened patio. 1
lot for sale. Tel. 6059.
FIVE ROOMS, 3 bedrooms, tile floore,
hot water healer, furnace end garage
Tel. Fountain City 8<Si7-35S4 after 3 or
Sunday.
MODERATELY P R I C E D . 3-bedroom
home, only 1 yean old, city location,
with, suburban atmosphere. 1359 Glenvlew Road> Tel. 4017.

THREE-BEORbOM home, with new heating system, new sewaga disposal system, 2 acres ol land on Hwy. 33, beCHRISTMAS a tine selection ol
tween Winona and Galesville. Sctiool
uled sewing machines. $20 and
bus stops al front door. Tel. Centervlll*
WINONA SEWING CO., 531. Huff
539-2141.
Tel. M4..

Specials at the Store

74

LUND I' toboggan, .32.50. »10 cushion
free with purchase. BArWBENtyCS, 9th
fc Mankato.
21" 1953 Console TV Sets,
3169.95. No trade needed.
1 Only Phllco Stereo Console,
J139.95. Floor model.
See our selection ol portable TV
Sets and Phonographs.

VI C^.
I -*

200 W. 3rd

Stoves, Furnaces, Parts

75

JUNGERS OIL burner , double burners.
Inquire 713 E. 8th, after 4.

Typewriters

77

TYPEWRITERS and adding machines
for eale or rent. Reasonable rales.,
free delivery. See us lor all your of
flee supplies, desks , flics or olllce
chalri, Lund Typewriter Co . Tel. 5222 .
YOUR ONE-JTOP typewriter and Busl^
ness Machlhe Headquarters. We service
all 1ype« ot machines, slock ribbons (or
any made and slie typewriter. WINONA
TYPEWRITER SERVICE , 161 E. 3rd.
Tol . 8 . 3O0.

Wanted to Buy

81

INFANT'* PEBDINO and play table, else
lump teat. Oood condition only. Tel.
8-31-10.
USBD AQUARIUM wtnfed , Tel. Fountain
City 1617-4633.
51 EDS, TOBOGGANS
boyi. Tol. M294.

and

toys

for

OLD DISHES, dolls, wooden IrimM, picture Irnmes, clock?,, Inmpy vas M, anythlnn old or antique. Wrlln to Olivrr
Oredson, 4921 Abboll So,, Mpls., 5H10.
WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON fc ME1AI
CO . pays hlfiriost prices for scinp
Iron, ntfffa ls , hldei, wool end raw lur
m W. 2nd.
Closed Sniurdeyi
WANTED SCRAP IRON _ METAI ,
COW HIDES , WOOL. RAW PURS.
HIGHEST t 'RICGS PAID
M I. v. IHON AND METAL CO.
207 W. 2nd, across Spur Gas Station
r-or your convenience
W« Are Now Ao»li> Opt/i nn S«t> .
HIOIIU&T PRIC- 3 PAID
for scrap Iron, metal ), raoi, hides,
raw lun arrd wool!

Sam Weisman & Sons
INCONPORAII P
Tel. 1114/
450 W. .3 rd

Room* for Housakaaping 87
ROOMJ FOR MLM, wllh or wllhn.it
houHkeepIno prlvllegei, Id. 41159.

90

WHEELCHAIR - aluminum Irame , sofl
cushions, adlusfahle back r»il. Will sell
for WO. imiulM Merclnnf'i Nallonel FIVE ROOMS and balh, all iitllltlni e «•
_ »pl neal (ur ni .ltd . liK|i/iiti two w
Banh , Tnnl Dopf
4lh, tVUNlng s,
USED TVs , portables arwl coiisnlesi
•Ho u*ed ralrlgeretori, A * • THRBU ROOM APT. , par tly (urnlihKl .
Avallabla by Jan. I. T .1- t-3164.
KLHCTRIC CO., IM I. >r«.

\» '63 Chevrolet
¦
i\ Bel Air

«
\

4-^door, radio heater , whitewall tires,
6 cylinder, autom a t i c transmisslon , solid turquoise . Reduc
ed in price. ¦
\ /
y#
y

$1895

NYSTROM'S

VENABLES

C ^ r y t t t r ¦ Plymouth
Open Friday N Ighls

75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Mon. & Fri . Evenings

107

CREAM OF THE
CROP

TWO

TO CHOOSE ~~
~
FROM

WITH NEW CAR
WARRANTIES

4th.

INTERNATIONAL-^* 2-ton truck, combination box and reck. Very pood condition. Tel . St. Charles 932-3157.

4-door , coral and white,
p o w e r steerin .?, power
brakes , whitewall t i r e s ,
many other fine accessories,
6 ,900 miles.

TRAILERS
Built . . . Repaired . . . Rebuilt
Tel. 4933
BERG'S, 3950 W. 4th.

1964 CORVAIR
Monza

2-door, 110 h.p. engine, 4speed transmission , radio ,
heater .

$3095

1 962 International

C-132

1964 OLDSMOBILE
Jetstar 88

Heavy duty 1 ton chassis
complete with 10 ft . stock
body, 7 .00x17 8 ply dual
tires , 4-speed transmission.
A-l condition.

1964 CORVAIR
Monza

4-door , astra blue finish ,
whitewall tires, power steering, lots ' of other equipment , 9,000 miles.

1 960 Chevrolet

"
"

Both still carry
100% new car factory
warranty.

1964 BUICK
Le Sabre

Trucks, Tract's, Trailers 108

2-door, 110 hjp. engine, radio, heater , Powerglide.

SAVE HUNDREDS
OF DOLLARS

$2945

Vi CAC, 4-speed transmission, 6 cylinder , 7.50x20
tires. See this one. Very
clean.

1964 OLDSMOBILE
Dynamic 88

4-door, dark turquoise finish , whitewall tires, power
steering, p o w e r brakes ,
loaded with equipment , 5,850
miles.

1961 International

Tr'avelall Station Wagon , V_
ton, V-8, 3-speed transmission . "Very clean.

V^^^oJmoiiET^cc.
105 Johnson
Tel. 2396Open Friday Night Until 9:00

$2995

Winona Truck
Service

Mobil. Homes, Trailers H
I

1963 OLDSMOBILE
Dynamic 88

IHC TRUCK SALES
& SERVICE
65 Laird
Tel . 4738

4-door, beige with whitewall
tires, power steering, power
brakes, o t h e r equipment,
8,700 miles.

We 're Dealing
On

$2495
1963 OLDSMOBILE
Dynamic 88

RAMBLERS

ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, city and slat* license ,
and bonded. 2J2 Liberty St. {Corner
E. Sth and Liberty). Tel . 4*80.

$2395

AUCTIONS I I I Household, Livestock or
General. LYLE L. BOBO, Rt. a, H.U»ton, Minn. Tel. Hokah -94- -10.. Ll.
censed fc Bonded.

1962 OLDSMOBILE
98 Coupe

Minnesota
Land & Auction Sales

fc SALES fc

Open Mon . & Fri. Eve .
3rd & Mankato Tel . 8-3649

'

"*

'

Everett J. Kohner
138 Walnut . Tel. 8-3710 _ft.r hotiri 7*14
DEC. 9-Wed. 1 p.m. 11 miles N.E. of
Winona, Minn., on Wis. Hwy. , & ft
County Trunk F near AcOrn B»)lro»Wl_
then 1 mile N. en F. Dooglas" 7 Llndberg, owner; Alvin Kohner, aiififloO»
eer ; Northern Inv. Co., clerk,
DHC. T_-$_t., 12:30 p.m. 7 mll*rN.i.
of Winona Bridge on Hwy. 3), { mllet
W. of Podge, l mile S. of Bchrl's Valley
School. George St.bar, owneri Alvin
Kohner, auctioneer; Northern Inv, Co.,
clerk.

W ALZ

RAMBLER f~\ DODGE

*

'

$2400

W INON A UTO
_
"

HUNTERS, VACATIONERS - Hi«t«_
pickup Campers and travel trailer! for
rent or sale. LEAHY'S, Buffalo City.
Tel. Cochrane 248-2532.

Auction Sales

Air conditioned, black with
red interior, whitewall tires,
27,000 miles, over.$1,000 in
factory installed accessories.

1959 RAMBLER
Station Wagon
6 cylinder, standard transmission with overdrive, radio, heater, whitewall tires.

RED TOP Hwy. 41 Mobile Home HI**.'
tea ul before you buy. We sell quillly and price 20 years at trailer dealing.. Hwy, 61 near Goodview Wftter
To^er. T.l. 8-3A2<.

~

4-door, seafoam green with
whitewalls, power steering,
power brakes , loaded with
other equipment.

1959 RAMBLER
Custom
6 cylinder, automatic transmission, new tires, a real
cream puff.
S.
1959 RAMBLER
6 cylinder, automatic transmission, radio, h e a t e r ,
whitewall tires.
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REDUCED FOR
QUICK SALE

$1195

BUICK-OLDSMOBILE-GMC
Open Friday Nights

DEC. l.-S_t. 11:30 a.m. Vt mile W. of
Lund, Wli., on J. Carl H. Barnet, owner; Leon Schoeder, auctioneer; Chippewa Valley Fin. Co., clerk.

Telephone Your Want Ads
Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker.

DF.C. 12—Sat., l p.m. Chevrolet Parts $,.
Equipment, 163 S. L«on«rcK St., We«f
Salem, Wis. Curly 's Chevrolet Sales,
owner; Alvin Miller, auctioneer! Marvin Miller , clerk.

^*

Tel. 2349
120 Center St.

Your Right

The complete price Is 510,900 for a
three-bedroom home, one down, two
up, oil fired furnace, garage plus
storage and workshop area.

Sugar Loaf

Is your view from this big rambler
with three bedrooms, me bath with
vanity, drive-In basement garage,
targe 140'x200' landscaped setting.

Sell Your. Husband
On seeing this bath and a halt rambler In the clly now being completed,
attached doubln garage, carpeted living room, big yard and you can move
rfghl In.
AFTHR HOURS CALL:
W. L. (Wlb) Hel.er 8-2181
Leo Koll 4581

Laura Flsk 2118

Bob Selover 7027

I r^30_LM^5_?|h _ _ \ j

0

I" " - QNJ I
*
1 ->
*»¦*

120 Center St .

^.-..tw__-niMiaiiiiwaa^

1

'63 FORD V-8

I
f
I

Galaxie BOO hardtop, very low
mileage , carefully maintained ,
will please the moat discrlmin-

ntinfi b,,yer

1
I
I

i

CHORD ORGAN-In good condition , Tol ,
a i*7S Sun. before i p.m., week days
aller 6 p.m.

Apartments, Flats

HOWEMAKER'S SPECIALS
EAST location. Coiy 2-bedroom homa,
modern except heat. .5,250.
WEST CENTRAL. Modern 2-bedrcom
home, large lot. 110,500.
CORNER LOT, Belmont addition. AH Improvement In Reasonable .
HOMEMAKER'S EXCHANGE, C. Ihank,
552 E. 3rd.

f°° 0

TAKE MONTHS TO PAY
NO MONEY DOWN
FIRESTONE STORE

SO

PUREBRBD Hampihlre boar , 400 Iba. Arthur Raimusien, W halen, Minn. Tel
l-tsneiboro 467-3353 , (near Htghlund RE-PINISH WITH OUT REMOVING! Create modern wood Unlades without reStore ).
movlffu old llnhh with Old Masters
HOISTKIN springers, 1. Vincent Spelli,
Liquid Wood , fMlt-T DEPOT, 1.7 CenMinneiska. Minn.
ter SI.

RLDl-Kf/ l VALUABLt COUPONS
Ocf. i-erm Journal
(Malde back cover.)

73

FAMOUS ALADDIN blue flame kerosene
heateri. No smoke, no »mell, hums 23
hours on I gallon. Also rano.e, ga', or
oil heaters, Service and parts. RANGE
GOOD YEAR-OLD corn, approx. 200 bu.
OIL BURfJ BR CO., 907 E. Slh St. Tel.
Vernon _flllfl 0_ «r. Miftna?,of_i City,
741*. Adolph Mlchalowskl.
Minn. Tel. .B9-2277.

Hay, Grain, Feed

Farms, Land for Sale

House, for Sale

Burke 's, 3rd 8. Franklin

FOR
fine
up,
St.

Sale 97

INVESTOR'S JPECIAL-centrally located, all modern, 3-unlt apt. building.
...940 annual Income, only 112,500. Tal.
7776, ask for Syd Johnstone.

SLAB WOOD
Good dry oak tubs.
BRUNKOW'S SAW MILL
_ LUMBER YARD
Trempeileou, Wli.
Tet. J34-43H

Sewing Machines

95 Motorcycles, Bicycles

DAIRY FARM wanted to rent on half
basis, must have at .east 110 acres li liable, In Lawljton-Rushford ar«a. Write
Bernard Mueller, Rt. 2, Box 128, Plainview , Minn,

Hardt's Music Store

.74 E. 3rd

SET OF 7.50x14 Goodyear sn tiwllren
1-1958 Plymouth wheel. 1269 W. 6th.

BOY'S BICYCLE— W. like /lew condiHOME, Tel. «25.
tion, new paint lob. Perfect Christmas
present. Tel. 7791.
EIGHTH E. 120 - i rooms Including 1
small bedrooms. Contact Henry Mural
SCHWINN 2-speed English racer, excelor Tel. 8-4192 for appointment ,
lent condition, 130; 5V .' maple skli,
excellent, 15. Tel . 8-1026 after 6 p.m.
TWO-BEDROOM cabin, alt utilities paid,
partly furnished , (60 month. Also sleepTELL SANTA a pair of goggles would
ing rooms. Tel. 8689-211 f.
fit nicely in your Christmas stockin g!
ROBB BROS. Motorcycle Shop, 573 E.

COME IN, brown around. Unusual 0ml
SPINET PIANO -, like new. Teakwood
for everyone on your Chrlstrnai llet.
finish. Earl Duncanson. Tel. Lewiston
Have * snack In our Coffee Shop while
Wanted—Liv_ .tock
46 4872.
selecting gilts. Pre* gift wrapping. Help—Mate or FemaU 28
Musical dolls, Christmas balls, sewing
HOLSTEIN SPRINGING COWS and heifWe Service and Stock
boxes, mechanical toys , wobbly dogs.
WANTED—state experers wanted, also open and bred helfModerately priced . Will mall gifts. BEAUTICIAN
¦era. E, E. Oremalibtch, Inc., Lewliton.
Needles for All
ience,
schoo
l
attended
and
references
Use our lay-away plan. Open evenings,
Minn. T«l. 4141.
Write E-ll Daily Nswi.
Sundays. Beautiful line of Gclden,
RECORD PLAYERS
Silver Wedding Anniversary gifts. Twin
LEWISTON SALES 8ABN
Bluffs Motel, Coffee _ Gift Shop, be- Situations Wanted—Fern. 29
A real good auction market for your
tween Winona and La Crescent,
111 E. 3rd St.
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
week, hoo. bought every day. Trucki
GENERAL housework, laundry, elc, done
ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER? 9744,
Thun,
available. Sale
Tel. 2647.
by the hour. 4 days a week, Tel.
Radios, Television
71
Man Or woman your drinking creates
alk for Pet.
numerous problems. If you need anil
WANT TWO good-ilze oride Guernsey
went help, contact Alcoholics Annonyheifers, due to freshen In Dec. or early ZENITH COLORED TV . msny >ets on
our floor ready for delivery now or el
rnoui. Pioneer Group c/ o General De- Situation Wanted—Male 30
Jan. State price and breeding In first
livery, Winona, Minn.
Christmas time. Come and see them .
letter. Must be vaccinated. Write John
PART-TIME WORK-wanted Thurs. afterFRANK LILtA fc " SONS; 761 E. 8th
Antonson, Lewiston, Minn. 55952.
doing
now
INNKEEPER
WHAT'S THAT
noon and Sals. Tal. i-£|ttf.
Open evenings.
that hai him In a sweat?
Farm Implements
48
He hasn 't teen such action since
Private Instruction
34
Refrigerators
72
World War II, we bet.
WILLIAMS HOTEL
See the new 12 Ib model XL 17.
GRADUATE STUDENT, former teacher,
HOMELITE CHAIN SAWS
KELV1NATOR & GIBSON
"
will tutor students In Biology and ChemTRUSSES—ABDOMINAL BELTS
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
REFRIGERATORS, all sl.es In stock .
istry. Economical and convenient. Tel.
.
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS
2nd 8. Johnson
Tel. 5455
WINONA FIRE fc POWER CO.. . E.
S650 evenlnas.
2nd. Tel. 504S. (Across from the new
parking lot.)

C_OLTZ PHARMACY

52' . E. 3rd
Tel. 6066 or 2349

ONE-BEDROOM

A. GRAMS & SONS

Musical M-rchandls.

"HANK" J EZEWSKI

Accessories, Tires, Parts 104

96

(.-passenger station wagon, completely
equipped,
power
steering, power
brakes, f actory elr condHlofilng. Loo**
like new both Inside and out. Your
chance to own a real bargain.

WILL PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICES
FOR YOUR CITY PROPERTY

PRIME DOWNTOWN LOCATION - R- tail and office apace. Available now.

Wanted to Rent

'59 OLDSMOBILE
Super 88

102

(Winona 's Only Reel Estate Buyer)
P.O. Box 345
Tel. 4388 end 7693

Houses for Rent

Scotch & Norway
Pine
Balsam & Spruce
Wreaths — Branches
Rop ing

Household Articles

Wanted—Real Estate

Business Places for Rant 92

Stimeman-Selover Co.

CHRISTMAS
TREES

Good Things to Eat

Sale or Rent; Exchange 101

TAKE OVER PAYMENTS, on 19.0 Corvalr with no money down Ray 's Trading Post, 214 E. 3rd. Til. 6333.
FOUR ROOMS and bath on first floor, 4
rooms ersd bath on second door, qood
A partments, Furnished 91 west central location , $50 per month FORD-1959 i-door, good condition In-ikJe
and out, radio, power brakes. 1ST w
4 rooms and bath , east central location ,
4th. ask for Richard,
SPACIOUS 3-room apt., centrally located,
space heater and gas kitchen stove furESTATE,
ample clouts, nicely decorated. T»l.
REAL
nished, 150. WINONA
4324 for appointment.
Ml Main St. Tel. 2M9.

CHRISTMAS TREES

Furn., Rugs, Linoleum

109 Ut.d Csr»

forced air baseboard heat. Good condition , located east In W. -K . School dis- FORD-1'64 V-«, perferl condition, 10.000
trict Priced to sell at .5,500. ABTS
miles. I year guarantee lelt. rel.U-3035.
AGENCY. INC., Realtors, 159 Wainul
St. Tel. 8-4315 or oiler hours: E. R . CHEVROLET — 195*, J door, -tandard
Clay 8-3737 , Bill Zlebell 48S4, E. A.
lr/in-,mi»sion. 4-cyllnder, runs end hanAbts 3184.
dles well, body rusted, JIM. Tel. 1-1443.

Distinguished Home

Ideal for the successful man with
a lirowlnil family. Lame living rflom
wilt: llreplrtcir . dlnlnn room, sunronnis , iitn^rnin kllcr-rn, 4 bedroom*,
.' , hathrv hciiutiliiily landscaped lot ,

Winter Is Here

A nc" gat furnace will keep you
coiy In Ihls l-«loiy, completely Invil ,itfd, brick home . Two hodroon^ ,
living room, large rllnlng room,
kllchen «vltl< nice cupbo.iid« and <Uv
po' .rtl. N«w ronf, garage. Block (ron\
school. Under tlO.GGO.

Retired?

nr lull Mnrllnvi oul? Then you 'll love
Ihls sm.ll home In easl location.
Livii ni mum, dining room, cute kitchen, one lovely large carpeted bedroom, Herdwood flopri, porch, oarage . Be.utllul lot. 18,900.

Bargain Buy

4 r ooms and baht, In good eeM tenHal location . L»rg« 1-csr .araqs.
'jiince heater and gas kitchen tt ova
Inr hided. May be purchased .in contract like rent tor lest than l«,OO0.
RESIDBNCI. PHON-S:
( . J. Harlerl . . , JVM
Mary Laua . . . 4.WJ
Jer ry berllie . . . 8 Mf
Philip A. Baumann . . . 9548

.01 Ms ln M.

T« l. 2«4»

n_
.o ,
$2495

Payments a* low «. $50 per
month can he nrranRed.

I

'63 MERCURY V -8

\

»
Monterey Breezeway sednn ,
¦Mercoma ^ic , radio , power steerir»f» ,
H
checked over
liy ourcompletely
service department ,
^

1
1
1
rv

y*
I
I

$2195

'63 COMET 6

One owner. Has new car performance nnd appearance , user!
car price.

,,$1495

i,

r.onevous
allowance for your old
^
'

'59 MERCURY V-8

Monterey .-door sedan , Meinunatio transmission , radio ,
power steering. Heal value at
our low price,

$895

'I

/ 1
/ m
Im

//
if

f
M

I
I

\ M
\'¦
\M
\T»

t I

HI

'59 CHEVROLET V-8

j I
I I

4-<ioor hardtop , many extras.
Competitively priced at

$895

V I

Buy Willi Confidence at Winona 's Anlomob iln
Super Market — Wo Always Advert ise Our Prices

I 1
I fl

l Owl Motor Co. //
¦
l«'ord -Lini-oln -Meronry-Comet
¦
<U1» _. Main
Open Friday Kvenin g and Salt irdny Afternoon
\
^

Winona

I W
ijf
FM

V *«V . CrM»

BUZZ SAWYER

By Chester Could

DICK TRACY

By Mort Walker

BEETLE BAILEY

By Hanna-Barbera

THE FLINTSTONES

By Don Sherwood

DAN PLAG6
By Chic Young

BLONDIE

STEVE CANYON

LI'L ABNER

By Milton Canniff
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BAKED SHORT
RIBS DINNER

\
J'

A wonderful Dinner that includes Soup
«.r .Inice , Bread Basket, assorted Relishes , choice of Potatoes , Salad , DesAII

YoW

C1 CA
jU

Can Eat

4>l_B.

.

J;

I

j^
^
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and Every FRIDAY

«(

GENUINE WALLEYE PIKE
AND SCALLOPS

ji
]|

K
JT

romplel e Dinner includes Juice or
Soup - R' .hsh Tray - Pie.ul Baskel-
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'\) w u>iider red meat melts in vour
mouth ami is sure to make you want to
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SUPPER
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Fountain City, Wis.
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WE'V E GOT 'EM THIS Y EAR!
H
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We 're ntrl kidding » bit when wt proudly lay wi are the absolute headquarters
for Ta P* R* cor(!"'* *" rn entire Southeastern Minnesota area) You'll be pleasantly
*
amazed at the woridtrfvl asso rtment to choose from here at Ed Duck' s.
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U.S. CHOICE PRIME RIBS
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and Every SATURDAY
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"VEHETIAM" NIGHT
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Genuine Jt .ili.'in ]\le.-il Balls ..nd Spa' us by anl »™rnd<n. s recipe fur.'f \ ~ K a |'^
Italian (.lief - indiides
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and Every THURSDAY
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THURSDAY

Can Eat
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4/^-TAPE RECORDERS?

^____ » _ ._ H

Served 4 to 7 p.m- .. . Come one, come all, bring your family.

a rid Every WEDNESDAY
—

~ ~ m a T ^K ^ ^4a
^

. . . to those office groups and
parties who have already
made Reservations for our

Sp ecial Every Sunday : ^.QL
^
"
^M\
Tt
m ROAST CHICKEN
I
& HAM DINNERSi /."/If
TOMORROW

By Al Capp
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NEW ROBERTS TAPE RECO RDERS!

& airjfe
¦
V ¦

(brings professional stereo within the reach ol mlllionsl)
Combines thai* advanced features:
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MAVFA ,R
TRANSISTOR
TAPE
I
\
ft
I
©
¦'K I '.l!ORDERS — t _ifM> anywhere .
I
'W,
m piny anywhere , can be used for
I
W
M dicta lion , record infi music , etc. with
I
¦
¦m
features galore , And 0.0A AC
I
I
•4/*»™ w _»
ft
I price-d .is low as ..
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I
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II
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II
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• Records new FM MULTIPLEX STEKEO CASTS.
and monaurnl record/pl ay .
• I tf t r t stereo «nd
,rnr,( utireo
monaural play.
•2
• Sound-wlth-sound , using cither trnrk ns hnsle trnrk .
e Dual , wlf-contained power stereo amptiflors.
e Dual built-in extended range atcrco .speaker s.
e Dual microphone inputs .
pre-»mp
..
* ^ llfl ' P'u"l(,/ra("0 Input
externnl
and
iipcakrr
Push
button
function
switches.
*
* Antomntir dhut off.
* Automatir muting on rewind .
Profession al edit lev«rr.
e Professional VI! meter with channel sw itch.
• Profession al indue counter.
un
* ^ ' cnnc<>n 'r 'c volume and tone knobs with clut ch
controlled balance.
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BUCK'S
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159 Main Street

j»),oni, 6200 '#
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